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SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC.I"
A computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
It doesn't have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and

so on.

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chips a 280 computer can hava
and still be a computer: A 4MHz Z8oA-CPU chip, an EPHOM chip (up
to 32K), a static RAM chip (up to 32K) and a pair of 8255A l/O (input
output) chips giving 48 individual lines to waggle up and down. There
are one or two additional "glue" chips included, but thes6 aro simple
"74LS" or "HC" parts.
A star feature is that no special or custom chips (ie PALS, ULAs, ASICs
etc) are used
and thus there are no secrets. The Z80A is the fastest

-

and best established ol all the 8-bit microprocessors
cheapest too!

possibly the

-

Although no serial interface is included, it is easy for a Z80A to waggle
cosl is a few pence
one bit up or down at the appropriate rate
- thewhen
software will do?
worth of code in the program: why buy hardware
Applications already identitied include: Magnetic Card reader, mini
printer interface, prinler buffer, push button keypad, LCD alphanumeric
panel interface, 4o-zone security system, modem interface for auto
sending of security alarms, code converter (sg IBM PC ksyboard
codes to regular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),
automatic horticultural irrigation controller.
By disabling the on-board Z8oA-CPU this card will plug into our
lnterak I CP/M Plus disk-bassd devslopment systems, so if you
don't tancy hand-assembling 280 machine code you don't have to!
The idea is (iI you are a manuractureo you buy just one

development system and then turn out the cheap SBC-1
systems by the hundred ll you are really laz y we can write
the program for you and assemble the SBC-1 cards so
you can get on with manufacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems to us.

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:

Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T08E), 460 New Chester Road,
Hock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L422AE. Te!:051-645 3391.
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That's right, if you take out a year:s subscription to ETI
we will make sure that it is delivered to your door each
month at no extra charge*. Just fill in the coupon below and
send it to the address given with a cheque, money order or
credit card instructions to cover the cost of the subscription.
We'll do the rest.

companies, all in.house designed
kits come lully documenl€d with
d all componenls, All

transmitiers

radio or tuned higher for greatsr

MTXMicro-miniatureaudiotransmrtter 17mmx 17mm gVoperalion lO0Omrange tl2.95
2Omm x 40mm 9-l2Voperation 2-gOOOm

W500 Hi-poweraudrotransmilter 250mWoutput

range

UK: f19.20; EUROPE: f24.10; MIDDLE EAST: f24.40;

c15.95

VOXTsVoiceactivaledtransmitter

range

FAR EAST: f26.80; REST OF THE WORLD: f25.85

Variablesensiliv(y 30mmX4Omm gVoperatron 1OOom

or USA: $45.00

Elo.gs

CTX900 Sub-carierscrambledaudio transmitter Cannotbe monttoredwithoutdecoder litted
to radio 30mm x 40mm 9V operation 1000m range
c21.95

Airmail Rates on Request.
*Overseas subscription rates include postage

DSX900Sub-carierdecoderunitlormoniloringCTXgOO Connectstoradioearphonesockel
Provides output lor headphones 35mm X somm 9-12V operation
t21.95
l{VX400 Malns powered audio kansmitter. Connects directly to 24Ov AC supply 3Omm x 35
mm. 500m
.. C1g.9S
XT89 Crystal controlled audio lransmilter High perlormance. IOOmW oulpul. Supptied wrth
xtal lor 108MHz. Olhers available to 116irHz.85mm x 28mm. gV operalron.2-3OOOm

range

......

range

Please commence my subscription to

.....

836.95

money order for f

TXX000 Tracker/Bleeper lransmilter Transmils continuous slream ol audio pulses Variable
toneandrale Powerlul200mWoutput 63mmx25mm 9Voperation 2-30OOmrange C21.95

TLX700 Micro mrniature telephone transmitter. Connects to line (anywhere) switches on and

range

x 20mm. Powered lrom line.

1

Valid

RF bug deteclor. Variable sensitivity. Triggers LED and bleeper when in presence ol
RF lield. Detecis MTX 15-20 leel. 55mm x 55mm. 9V
826.95
XL7000 Prolessional bug detector/localor Variable sensitivity. Twin mode ten segment LED
readout ol signal skength with variable rate bteeper. Second mode AUDIO CONFIRM

operation

to ...............

Name ..
Address

...... .. .

Postcode

Crcditcatd

Send this form with your remittance to:
SELECT SUBSCR.IPIIONS LID., 5 River Park Estate,
Billet Lane, BERKHAMSTED, Herts. HP4 lHL,

tETI SEPTEMBER I99O

from

Signature

..

dislinguishes between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signal such as pagers,
cellular etc 70mm x 100mm. 9V
CSl,gS

operalion

made payable to

No.

OOOm

Er2.95

Xill900

...

ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS
Or Debit my Access/Visa

ATR2 Micro size lelephone recording interlace. Connecls between telephone lines (anywhere)
and casselte recorder. Tape swrtches automalically wilh use ol phone. All conversations
recorded Powered from line 10mm x 35mm
8 t 2.95
otl wlth phone use. All conyersations transmiiled. 2Omm

............
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Some audio designs taken
from our vast archives.

communicating

44

between computors.

t6
Tame that Timer
Video Cassette Recorders in
Britain may one day be more

responsive to

Microwaves
The start of a two part feature
looking at the history and the
applications of microwaves by
Colin White.

Sterco Music
Relay System

commands in order to record
the whole programme without

Ever wanted to listen to your

favourite recorded music

stereo. Kenelm Rawlings

the guesswork involved in

delivers the goods.

getting that programme taped.
James Archer reports.

52
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Mike Barwise uses a

signal

generator and oscilloscope to
measure the bandwidth of an

amplifier

in this

continuing

senes.

Page

The second part of a modern
day synthesis story. Mike
Barnes continues his trek
through the workings of the

26
Presenting that audio-visual

display with

a

any diode to the test. Jeremy
Siddons conshuct this handy
piece of test equipment.

54

37
Gross-over

Networks

Are speaker cross-over
networks a necessary evil?

Modern Diode
Circuits

Vivian Capel highlights the

In this final part, REy Marston
examines light emitting diodes,

David Ponting talks us through

pros and cons behind using
cross-overs for speaker

photo-diodes and transistors
together with the circuits that

the construction.

systems.

use them.

professional
crossfade gives the edge over

other slide shows. Professor

54

The Ultimate
sY77
Diode Tester
Music Synthesis A simple project that will put

SY77 synthesiser.

Slide Projector
Contrcller

Page 16

anywhere around the house?
This project will relay the music
to your head via your personal

remote

Testing Testing
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Audio TechTips

Mike Bedford talks about
modems in the first of two
articles
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LETTERS

Miiling The Earthb Elecric Field
fhe Ietterfrom Steve Thackery
I in the Mayissue reminded me
that I have had for a long time an
interest in and a fascination with
the Earth's static electric field I
have looked at various ways of
measuring the strength of the
elechic field and have come to the
conclusion that the main problem
is keeping the measuring equipment weather-proof. The electric
field on a fine day is about 100
volts per metre but when thunder

clouds appear this figure can
change to several thousand volts
per metre and reverse its polarity.
Clouds however often bring rain
and this is where the weatherproofing becomes important.

The Earth's field can

be

sampled by using an electrometer
or a field mill. Of the two the field
mill is probably the best instrument to use as it is sensitive
enough to permit the use of low

gain low frequency op-amps. A
field mitl consists of an earthed
rotating vane, often with four
blades like a cross and an electrode which is alternately exposed

to the electric field and

then

shielded from it by the earthed
rotor. The rotating vane chops (or
mills) the electric field, producing
an AC signal which is easily processed to drive a meter or a chart
recorder. As the Earth's field may
reverse its polarity near thunder
clouds, some means of indicating
the the polarity of the elechic field

is

desirable. The electrode is
connected to the electronics
which may consist of a voltage

being.

follower input stage and a synchronous rectifier giving an output

research into this project:

proportional in amplitude and
polarity to the electric field.
The field mill I made used a
cassette recorder motor to drive
a 75mm diameter vane at about
5000 rpm. The electronics con-

Here are some references
which I found useful in my
1. Physics Of Lighting.
Malan, E.U.P

2.

D

J.

The Design of Simple Instru-

for Measurement of
Charge on Insulating Surfaces.
ments

Dr P E,

Secker, Journal of

| (1975) pp27-36.
Apparatus for the Accurate

Electrostatics,

sisted of two op-amps of the
TL081 type and an opto inter-

3

ruptor driven by a second smaller

the Earth's Electric Field. W. W.
Mapleson and W. S. Whitlock,
Journal of Atmospheric and

vane on the same shaft which
produced the switching signalfor
the synchronous rectifier.
I have been unable to continue the project and so it has
been put to one side for the time

and Continuous Measurement of

Terrestrial Physics, Volume 7,
1955 pp 6\-72.

John Noakes
Camberly, Surrey.

Power Amplifier Parts
F\ Lucas of Glasqow writes in
Uyour ru,y ,rar" aoout nrs

can make the space. Or a Bourns
conductive plastic volume control

efforts in improving the sound
quality of his Audio Design power
amplifier by John Linsley Hood.
Audiokits Precision Components have been supplying high

which sounds even better than
the ALPS.
On the subject of connecting
wires, I strongly recommend the

performance parts to conshuctors
of the original 1984 design as well
as the more recently published
verslon.
For 470nF capacitors, Audiokits offers a choice of parts

have recently introduced a 1 x
0.9mm diameter silver plated

including the fabulous Wonder
Caps from America for those who

use of PTFE insulated cables and

copper wire specially for constructors who prefer to use solid
cores to stranded cables. In
technical terms, PTFE has much
lower dielectric loss and dielectric
absorption than any other cable

insulator and this factor directly
affects sound quality The disastrous sonic eflect ol using PVC
insulation on wiring in audio
circuits can be easily observed

are building the latest version oI
John Linsley Hood's 80W power
amplifier, Audiokits has produced a component note ACN22

simply by removing the insulation
from a length of solid core cable
and directly comparing it in the
circuit with a similar insulated
length. Providing that the solid

in which this amplifier can be

cores are rigid enough not to

touch when the insulation

which describes many more ways
further improved in sound quality
simply through the use of better
quality parts and cables. This is
available from Audiokits for !2
post free.

is

Graham Nalty,

removed, this test can quite easily
be carried out.
For the benefit of readers who

Audiokits Precision
Components, Derby.

Labcenter PRO-test
I feel I must point out the
Ifollowing errors and omissions

option.

PRO. The statement about 6

d) Since October 89, PC-B PRO

in the write up of our PC-B PRO
package in the July issue of ETI.
a) The package allows 20 sizes ol
circular pads, square pads and
track widths (not 6) and the user

tracks relates to the low cost PC-

has been capable of netlist import
i.e. the major difference between
Boardmaker 1 and 2, so to say it

package which has advanced

can configure what these

sizes

are

b)

Connectivity highlight has

is overpriced against the f295
Boardmaker 2 is debatable.

John Jameson
Managing Director
Labcenter Electronics

always been a feature of PC-B

PRQ

as has the ability to generate
a netlist from the layout for check-

lng purposes.
c) Your reviewer fails to mention

that ours is currently the only
package with

6

an auto-routing

David Silvester replies:
I must initially apologize for the
enor that has crept into the review
concerning Labcenter's PC-B

B Package only; not to the PRO
facilities.
I must however disagree that
PC-B PRO AR is the only autorouting papkage that is available
in this price range; there are also
Ranger by Seetrax and EZ-Route
by Brigden that are within the
price range for autorouters. However it was specifically decided
not to include autorouting as it
would be impossible to do justice
to the autoroute packages in such

a short review.

I

had however

tried out the PC-B PRO AR package and it had failed the test that
I had set it. The simplest test that
I already knew the answer to was
to get the package to draw from
a ratsnest a simple bus structure

with three 14 pin chips. PC-B
PRO AR did not give the output
expected with tracks passing
between pins but sent tracks all
over the board. Ranger incidentally has a specialbus algorithm to

cope with this problem.
Whilst on the subject of auto-

routing, the professional will
almost certainly be using a double

sided board

if he uses normal

ETI SEPTEMBER I99O

components. For the amateur

The test was kept secret to find

profexionalworking with

out how good the company presentation of their product was. In
fact they fall into two camps.
Easy-PC, Boardmaker and EZRoute come with large instructional manuals that after working

and the

surtace mount components

a

special autoroute algorithm that
works on the minimum through
board connections is needed.
The amateur needs this to allow
him to make his own boards
which are vastly simpler if single
sided with a few wires completing

the circuit on the other suiace.
For the professional, hole drilling
costs money.

through leave the user

in

no

doubt as to the facilities. PC-B in
all its versions and Ranger come

only with a few sheets of 44
paper which cannot hope fo
cover the ground that a booklet

can cover.

Readers

of the electronics

magazines will be in no doubt that

Easy-PC and Boardmaker have
undergone substantial price or
facility revisions as they both take
full and half page adverts in most
of the magazines. PC-B is only
advertised in small adverts at the
back of the magazines that are
easy to overlook unless specifically hunting for such adverts
with a view to purchase such a

package and as such it is easy to
miss revisions. The other packages appear to be rarely advertised in the magazines that I read,
Ranger was found by chance
whilst attending the British Electronics Week in london earlier this
year.

After the review I did in fact
purchase one of the packages for
personal use based on my exper-

ience which formed the basis of
the review article.

Feedback On Feed
f

was interested in John Linsley

IHood's comments regardin!
Mr Christian's letter (ETi June
1990) and on series and parallel

feed. Mr Christian's letter makes
it clear that he is referring to the
DC feed arrangements. In the
Hartley oscillator, this can be via
the coil
series feed (ETI April

-

90, Fig 7 on page 34)
- in which
case there is a DC component in
the coil
- or via a choke or resistance (ETI April 90, Fig 8 on page
35)
- in which case the choke or
resistance is at signal frequency,
shunted across (in parallel with)
part of the coil.
Each method had its pros and
cons. In the early days, when
f

airly high powered

valve

oscillators were common, the
presence of a high voltage supply

in a sizeable coil wound with
heavy gauge bare wire

-

or even

thin copper tube
- posed a few
problems Even as late as T1154
days, the danger still existed
1250 volts fed via a 50k resistor
and a bare tinned copper wire coil

to the

master oscillator. The

parallel feed system avoids this,
but loses out because of the
shunting eff.ecl oI the choke or

resistance across

oscillator coil.

part of the

In

particular,
efficient RF chokes are not easy
to design, especially if a sizeable
bandwidth is involved.

SERIAL FEED
DC IN PRIMARY

In the early days of

radio,
when battery powered receivers
were still common, parallel feed
was often used at SF to overcome

deficiencies in the intervalve
transformers generally used to
give some inter-stage voltage

step-up. Many of these transformers wete very poor performers with DC flowing in the
primary windings; parallel feeding was a way round this. "Rolloff" or resonance problems
resulting from the value of C and
the primary inductance were a
small price to pay for the overall
improvement.
The obvious next step was to
increase the effective hansformer
ratio by an auto-transformer configuration, using the primary and
secondary in series. During the

early/middle thirties this circuit
used specially designed small
transformers with high
inductance windings on mumetal

cores. GWAshford

Warrlngton, Cheshire.

Supplying The Answers
f

I

he following is in response to

points raised in connection

with my article Designing Power
Supplies (ETI April 1990). Fortunately none of the mistakes are
catastrophic. As you will see, the
error on the heatsink calculation
serves to make a couple of extra
points.

On page 28, the full-wave
rectified cycle duration lor 60Hz
is 0.00833 seconds, not 0.0833
seconds.
On page 30, the expression
for calculation of Irtpple should be:

1.8x2nx2x50x0.022.

This does not change the answer

ETI SEPTEMBER I99O

which is correctly given

as

14.36A.
The expression for Vpeak (on-

load) should be (1.414

- (2 x

change

x

9.71)
0.7). This does not

the answer which is

correctly given as 12.33V.
The expression for Po should
be4 x (12.33 - (1.8/21 - 5).
This changes the value of Po to
25.72W. This value is used in the
Equation for 0r-o. Putting in the
new value of Pp gives a negative
value which is clearly an impossibility. This negative value serves
to illushate a situation not covered
in the article. If a negative value

is

obtained, this means that even
an infinitely large heatsink would
not suffice. There are two ways to

sink on the rear of the cabinet on
the outside (like power transistors

overcome this problem, and in

reduce Ta to room temperature.
Vo. in equation 3 is used to
represent a general AC voltage.
VrxMAX, on the other hand, is
a particular AC voltage, namely

this example both

measures

would be required.

Firstly, reduce 0.,,6. The
338K, for example, has much
better thermalproperties than the

78H05, havinga0s,6of lo C/W.
Secondl!, reduce the ambient
temperature below 50oC. 50"C

on many amplifiers) would

the maximum transformer output, either off-load or on-load.

Mike Bedford
Keighley, West Yorks.

quite high, and the temperature
would probably be lower in many
enclosures, and could easily be
reduced to 20o C by use of a fan.
Alternatively, mounting the heatis

7
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The new Amorton film, which

is 0.12mm thick and is flexible
enough to be bent into a tube

10mm
shaped

in
to

diameter, can be
conform to three-

dimensional surfaces that would

not normally accommodate

NEWS

conventional cells which are

want to place bets face long

10 times that of conventional

forecast and other combination
bets. There are long queues again
to collect winnings.

used to apply solar cell
technology to a new range of

amorphous solar cell technology
with the introduction of a new
flexible light-weight, solar cell film
material.

always easy. Punters who

fragile or rigid. Because the film
is light, it yields a power-to-weight
ration of 200 milliwatts per gram,
glass-type cells. The film can be

C anvo Elechic has announced
Uu ,rgnn,aunr aovance ln rrs

etting on the dogs is not

solar-powered products.
To demonstrate the potential
for this new technology, the solar
film has been used to power the
.Sun Seeker'areoplane, the first
solar aircraft to attempt a trans-

continental flight across the
United States.

queues atthe tote
severaltimes
per race if they want to place win,

-

However, a Bristol-based
company called Data Tote

Limited is using computer
systems from Contool Universalto

enable greyhound tracks to
economically update their tote
facilities. Data Tote systems are
installed in many of the countries
major tracks, including Wimbledon, Wembley, Bellevue and
Bristol.
The systems comprise a centralcomputer linked to a number
of ticket issuing machines (TIMs)

and video display units. Critical
components are duplicated since

a

system shutdown during a
meeting could lose the bigger

customised keyboard, thermal
printer and a large, clear, liquid
crystal display. Unlike older
manual methods, each operator
takes bets in all pools, whether
win, place, each way, forecast,
trios, jackpots or other novelty
combinations. The operator is
prompted by the machine to
enter pool, dog number and bet,
then to press a button to issue the
thermal ticket. Each station also

has

a

barcode reader which

enables operators to void bets and

re-issue tickets

if a mistake

is

discovered. So customers have to
queue only once for each race,
the queues move much more
rapidly, and bets can be changed
right up to the off.
During betting, the computer
continually reads data from the
TIMs, updating the pool and
working out the odds for display
on the video screens. The off is
the signalfor automatic shutdown
of the TIMs. After the race, results
are entered via a keyboard, and
the computer calculates returns.
Winning tickets are identified by
the barcode reader, and the TIM

automatically tells the operator

venues t20,000, as well as the
goodwill of racegoers. Systems
vary in size from track to track

the amount of money to be paid

then has to borrow some for big

customers sometimes had a long
wait for their money.

out. The payout is virtually
immediate, contrasting with
Bristol has 21 machines, while manual methods in which. even
Wimbledon has 105 and even with high manning levels,
events like the Greyhound Derby.

Successive developments
have been aimed at making the
TIMs more portable and easierto

operate. The unit houses

tFhe principle aim of most
I Uninterruptable Power Supplies (UPS) is to keep a computer

system running while the
operator complbtes an orderly
shutdown after a power cut. The

monitors the power being

supplied to the PC.

In the event a power loss
is automatically

so UPS systems are typically
stand-alone boxes with big

program fteezc.s the operating
system and then saves to hard

batteries and big prices.

disk all data in the RAM as well as
the video memory and all mode

a UPS within

activated. The memory resident

the

and status registers. Finally, it

budgets of most PC XT or AT

parks the disk heads and powers
down the mother board.

users Instead of trying to keep the

whole system up and running,
the ACCUCARD UPS provides
just enough power to ensure that
every bit of data is saved, and the

computer is safely shut down
whetherthe human operator
the computer or not.

is at

This requires only a small

battery, and so may be slotted into

the PC. The ACCUCARD hardware is fitted into an expansion

slot on the DC side of the PC's
internal power supply, and the
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Telephone 0223 244447.

software is loaded onto the hard
disk. Once installed, the system

ACCUCARD

launched

information

Terminate and Stay Resident

power needed to do this Ior a PC
is between 90 and 150 watts, and

Emerson Electric have now

a

For f urther

contact Edward Keating at
Control Universal Limited.

When power is restored,
ACCUCARD commences the restoration of the system software
and user files, reloading every bit
of data necessary to put the
operator back on screen at the
exact point reached prior to the
power failure, irrespective of the

program being used.
The ACCUCARD costs €199.

Emerson Electric can

be

contracted on 0793 572669.
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combining

a large

number of

satellites in a space-based, intersatellite switching system. The
network of satellites will orbit the
earth at a height of 413 nautical
miles, ensuring that every point
on the earth's surface is in continuous line of sight with one of
the satellites. The satellites will be
deployed in seven circular polar
orbits, with 11 satellites per plane.

The satellites are approxi-

working as a digital switched
communications network in

system that will allow people to
communicate by telephone anywhere on earth, on land, at sea or
in the air
via portable cellular

space. The Iridium system differs
from the geosynchronous satellite
systems currently used from inter-

radio

low altitude of the Iridium satellites allows radio links with

telephones

operating

as

part of a satellite-based system.
Callers using the new system will
not need to known the location of
the person being called, and can
just dial that person's number.
The system willbe able to handle
both voice and data.
The new system is called
Iridium. Its core is a constellation
of 77 satelllites in low-earth orbit,

national communications. The
portable cellular radio telephones
on earth, using small antennae
rather than satellite dishes. It also
supports re-use of radio frequen-

cies,

in a similar way to land-

based cellular systems.
The system solves the problem of low-orbit satellites disappearing over the horizon by

portable data rehieval system, the
Data Discman, DD-1. This model

Iridium will bring communica-

to remote or sparsely
populated areas that lack
communications.
The Iridium system will be
capable of supporting millions of
users worldwide. Motorla hope it

satellite

cell will provide communications
coverage for an area of the earth's

surface roughly 350 nautical
miles in diameter. People will
communicate with the satellites
using equipment operating at
frequencies of 1.5-1.6 GHz, just
above land-based cellular telephones. In addition to voice, the
digital system will be able to
transmit data at a rale oI 2400
baud.

will be particularly suitable for low

population density areas which
currently lack cellular communications, and for undeveloped

regions, which have no basic
telephone service.
Motorola also anticipate that
Iridium will be able to provide
voice or data links a4d positioning

information for ship and aircraft.
It may also be able to play a

The Iridium satellite can be
placed in orbit by a variety of
launch vehicles, including the

valuab]e role in disaster recovery
efforts followin g natural disasters

U.S. Delta and Atlas rockets, the

canes.

such as earthquakes or hurri-

European Ariane and the

Motorola plan to place two

Pegasus air-launched vehicle.
Each satellite should have a life
span of about five or six years.
A network of gateway surface
systems willbe able to link Iridium

demonstration satellites in orbit in
1992.lmplementation of the entire system is planned to begin in

The screen is able to display
horizontally
and 10 lines vertically. If additional text is available it will read
out in a scroll fashion. As well as
integrated circuits of the machine.
Information access should be as
easy as playing a CD.

compete with, Iand-based cellular
systems. Land-based cellular will
remain the most effective way to
serve high-density areas, whereas

315 kilograms. Each

text 15 characters

Q anyo Corporation in Japan
IDnuu" intioduced u n"*

user's

location and bills.
Although Iridium uses cellular
communications principles, it is
designed to complement, not

tions

cells onto the earth's surface. Each

M::'J'Jil,:?:.ffi:1ffi:":

will store details of each

mately one metre in diameter and
two metres tall, and weigh about

antenna pattern will project 37

SATEI.LITE CONSTELLATION

with the public switched telephone network. The gateways

1994, and Motorola hope that
the fullservice willbegin in 1996.

Software publishers will
marketinformation discs of many
kinds: travel guides, textbooks,
dictionaries, instruction manuals
and so on.

displaying data, conventional

For f urther information,

8cm audio CDs may be played on
the machines.

contact Paul Cambell. Telephone

0784 467455.

accesses information from
sources such as catalogues or
dictionaries on an Scm CD-ROM
disc, and shows it on a liquid
crystal display screen. The Data
Discman is aimed at computer
usdrs who have previously been
confined to a desk or laptop

computer

in order to

retrieve

information.
Sony Corporation began the
portable audio revolution with the
Walkman in 1979 and in 1984 introduced the audio Discman, the
first portable compact disk player.
These machines made music and
sound available anywhere, in or
out of doors. The Data Discman
follows this pattern and allows for
data availability anywhere.
The 8cm CD-ROM disc drive
and the liquid crystaldisplay allow

the unit to be very small, with
retrieval software included in the

10
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MIGHTY MOUSE
A VX Limited. who design,
lao"u",op and manulaclure
multilayer ceramic capacitors,
have used the same technology
produce an electrostrictive
actuator for precision displace-

to

ment monitoring.
Typical applications envisaged

for the actuators include mirror
angle and focus adjustment in
optical and laser systems. micromovement for tool wear compensation in machine-tools, usage of
valves in automotive applications
and video tape head adjustment
systems.

fr electech Ltd have announced
Uun easty-to-use remore

electric and magnetostrictive

controller for interactive video

counterparts are repedtability of
movement and cost. The multi-

systems such as Compact Disk-

layer devices suffer very little

Interactive, High-Definition

of
rare earth metals makes them
cheaper than magnetostrictives.

Television, Cable TV and video

hysteresis loss, and the absence

games. The device, called the
AirMouse, functions in a similar

manner to a conventional

The mechanicalforce of 7.5kg
per square mm is higher than the
peizoelecluic product and AVX's
devices produce a 90% d'eflection at 100H2 and 100-150V. In

computer-type mouse. However,

the AirMouse is a hand-held
remote, with no connection to the

set. It uses patented sensor
technology combined with digital

common with piezo electric

infrared signalling to locate and
select on-screen menu functions.

The AirMouse replaces other
remote control technologies that
either required numerous button
functions or use joysticks, track
balls and thumb pads. Those
controllers are either cumbersome, require considerable hand-

eye co-ordination or need two
hands to operate.
Selectech are based in

Vemont, USA. Telephone:
(0101) 802 860 7600.

devices, AVX's electrostrictive
parts can be used in reverse to
measure loads and forces.

ment scale. The remaining two

For more information, contact
to AVX, the
advantages of the multilayer Shirley Smart at AVX Ltd.,

offer large displays, dB ranges,

ceramic device over its piezo-

suitable for general purpose and
desk instrument work.
The range's penultimate DMM
is compact, autoranging and
features a bargraph display. Top
of the range is a powerful and
rugged DMM with a comprehensive selection of facilities including
temperature, capacitance, frequency ranges and semiconduc-

According

semiconductor test and are

Telephone: 0252 336868.

O ix new multimeters have
Db""n introduced by Quiller of

Bournemouth. The QI Range
comprises'low cost instruments
with realistic specifications'. From

a modest 10A DMM at around
115, the range progresses
through analogue units to two
high specification DMMs.

tor test.
Allthe units are fuse protected
except in 10,/20A ranges, and are

supplied with lead sets, full
specifications and operating
manuals.

meters is a 500V insulation tester,

For f urther information
contact Quiller Limited.

also offering a 300VAC measure-

Telephone: 0202 417 7 44.

The first of three analogue

NEW UK PCB DIRECTORY
A new UK PCB Directory is
lano* available from Technical
Reference Publications, which
sets out to improve on Previous
publications by incorporating
more detail aboutthe PCB manufacturer's capabilities, by supplying an index of those capabilities
for purposes of cross-reference,
and by giving manufacturers an
opportunity to outline their capabilities and services in their own
words.
The desire to present an over-

ETI SEPTEMBER I99O

view of the PCB industry as

a

whole led to the addition of two
further sections, the first listing
suppliers of material, equipment,
products and processes, and the
second sub-contract services.

Priced at 155 plus 12.50
postage and packaging, this
publication is available from
Technical Reference Publications
Limited, Asahi House, 10 Church

Road, Port Erin, Isle of Man.
Telephone 0624834888.
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organisation

nising handwriting.

real-time data collection system,
bypassing the usual time and
effort of having to transfer the data

RiD Computer Svstems has
launched- a grap-hics-based
computer tablet capable of recog-

\I

The computer is called the
GRiDPad. All information is
entered via a stylus writing on the
computer's glass screen. It can be
operated while the user is standing up or walking, and is suitable
for applications where desktop or

laptop computers impose two
many restraints. Development of
the GRiDPad began three years
ago. The algorithm it uses for
user-independent handwriting

recognition was developed by
Jeff Hawkins.

GRiDPad

is aimed at

munication integrity and
reliability, will be equipped with
STC's Network 300 intelligent

worked Managed Transmission

multiplexers. The intelligent

system to the Tiaffic Control and
Communications Division of the
Department of Tiansport. This is

incorporate a special
management facility enabling the
systems manager to automatically
reconfigure the network immed-

Communication System which
the Department uses to provide

iately if a rerouting is required.

for the National Motorway

an emergency telephone service

and signal system for motorway
users every mile along the
motorway.

STC's order, worth f1.5
million, is for the supply and
installation

of improved

communication networks for motorways in Manchester, the West
Midlands and on the M25. STC
will commence installations of the
first network in October 1990 and
should complete the contract by
the end of 1991.

The Department's network,
designed for maximum com-

fn

1985, worldwide sales of

m ultiplexers

These multiplexers are designed to be flexible. As the motorways spread during the next
decade, the multiplexers should
be able to handle the increased
volume of telephone and data

traffic without impairing the
quality and resilience of the
network.

During the past two years,
there has been continual technical liaison between STC and the
Department of Tiansport; a trial

Mike Daly at GRiD Computer
Systems Ltd. Telephone 0372

Several trends have emerged.
These include the replacement of
multi-user systems based on mini-

associated hardware and software

products totalled nearly $600
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60266.

architects, contractors, design

AHIJ"'8tr;I;.1".:?:1:',"#r

teams and IT specialists. Poor

goes into the infrastructure necessary for efficient use oI IT. And of
the cost of refurbishing an existing

cisions can lock an occupant into
a system which damages business

building, 45% goes on IT. It is
cheaper to demolish and rebuild
a 1960s speculative office than to
refurbish.
These are the findings revealed at Infrastructure 90,

a

conference organised by Applied
Network Research and Commed.
Office buildings of the 1990s
will have to accommodate ever

increasing layers

of communi-

cations channels, for voice, data
and images, with cabling taking
up a correspondingly greater

proportion of available

space.

Communication network cabling

requires co-operation between

network (PC LAN) systems and

The GRiDPad is already being
used in the US. In some states, if

clipboard. GRiDPad replaces

to last as long as the building itself.
A successful "intelligent building'

Corporation.

unit has built in modem facilities,
which allow portable use.

this can be stored and used as a
legally binding acceptance.
For more information, contact

successfully between Dartford
and Swanley in the M25 area.

Ipersonal computer local area

20Mbyte hard disk unit (of

similar size to the main computer)
can be clipped onto the back. The

for data

is a long term investment, fixed in
the building's fabric and expected

million. By 1988, sales had
reached $1.8 billion and by 1995
they are expected to exceed $9.1
billion These f indings are
revealed in a report 'World PC
LAN Markets" published by
Market Intelligence Research

A

someone uses a GRiDPad stylus

is already operating

system

random access memorv (RAM).

market where the most common

these forms and

the communications and

MS-DOS operating system. It
weighs 2kg, and has lMbyte of

to sign for a shipment or order,

collection,
retrieval and storage is the paper
form, mounted on a pad or

Crc,

held on the paper forms to its
computer.
The GRiDPad runs under the

the

medium

\Jintormation systems group, is
to supply the first Digital Net-

to run a virtually

computers by PC LANs, and the

of qtandard, achieving a
common or compatible set of
issue

standards, allowing PC LANs to
intercommunicate. LANs will be
based on network controllers

increasingly using 80386
microcomputers.
Manufacturers are likely to hy
to tap the market potential of PC
LANs for customers with specia-

planning, installation and deperformance.

The conference also discussed the transmission media
used in intelligent buildings.
Copper cable, particularly in the
form of twisted pair cabling (the
system used in telephone cables),
is expected to have at least five
years life left. However, fibre
cabling is becoming increasingly
popular. While the cost of fibre
cabling is likely to fall, the cost of
connection is likely to remain
high. The blown fibre structured
cabling system allows an empty
plastic tubing to be inserted at
strategic points during construction of the building. These tubes
can later be used to blow fibre
optic cable into the required
operation environment.

lised needs for communication or

file sharing. The efficiency ol

software must be optimised for
use in a LAN environment.
Competition is very strong in
the PC LAN market. Manufacturers will be looking to provide
the most differentiated systems
features combined with optimised
systems performance overall, in-

cluding hardware and software.
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world war, worldwide electronics

second
- ince the
been largely defence - more precisely.
Dnu,
militarity - led. Apart from a monumental glitch
when American president John Kennedy committed

the USA to a course of manning the moon' first
western electronic industries have catered primarily
telecomunications, computers, networks and so on are mainly

for military purposes. Missiles, rockets,

results of this defence-orientated marketplace. A
familiar term, the cold war, was coined to represent
this electronic race to produce superior weaponry and
systems.

Naturally, as a consequence, we consumers see
a benefit (if benefit is the right word) in the off-casts

of this race. Off-casts iake the form of integrated
circuits, without which a spacecraft could never have
found its way off the launch pad into orbit, Iet alone
to the moon and back. ICs in adapted forms have
since changed most household contents, and continue to do so.
Now Mr Gorbachev comes in from the cold and

the race slows to a friendly jog before breakfast.

Delence budgets are cut and slashed with considerable ease, even by governments passionately com-

mitted to military priority Many jobs, previously
assumed safe, are lost. Worldwide electronic industries are now under considerable pressure to
perform and pay their waYs.
At home in the UK, we must take note of cold

It has teamed up with fellow European competitor
Thomson of France to develop, make and sell HDTV
products by 1995. Indeed, wide-screen receivers are
expected before the end of next year.
What Philips and Thomson are hoping to
achieve is not just first place in the HDTV race, but to
completely define HDTV worldwide on a European
basis. Previously, it looked like the Japanese HDTV
system would be steamrollered through to being the
worldwide standard. However Philips and others hit
the Japanese steamroller head on and stopped it.
At a recent plenary meeting of the International
Radio Consuitative Committee (CCIR), Philips and
Thomson presented sufficient evidence to prevent
decisions being taken by the committee on number
of lines and scanning rate. Thus a worldwide HDTV
standard could not be defined This was despite the
fact the Japanese HDTV system is already in use in
Japan, while a European system is only in early
development. As you might expect, prior to this the
Japanese system was expected to be accepted by the
committee.
This is an interesting situation. CCIR plenary
meetings are held only every four years. Philips and
Thomson (and any other companies wishing to ally
themselves) therefore have four years to prove their
system. And if they can do so beforethe next plenary,
a European HDTV system could just be accepted
pubhcly on a de facto basis.
This, then, is an example of the new electronics
race. Not now a cold war, more a hot one, trying to
slow down the rising sun
- or at least put on a sunhat
and sunglasses before high noon

thaw lt is not too late to make a shift in priorities,
and shift we must There is but one direction to shift,
too Consider Japan, which has not since the second
world war had a military presence or requirement lt
war

maintains a strong electronic presence worldwide
instead, developed following a consumer-orientated
course which has set it at the forefront of a new
internationa[ electronics race. If our industry (or any

There are many other areas where British and
European manufacturers can team up. Telecommunications is probably the most important now,

country's national electronics base, for that matter) is
to be maintained, that is the race now to be run! It
would be ironic if we were to find ourselves out in the
consumer cold, after being for so many years hot-stuff
in defence.

we must maintain to the best of our ability also.
Without excellence in these we will become little more

hence my high definition television example, although
computing, networks and software are areas which

than an offshore European cheap manufacturing base
for Japanese companies. I'm not decrying this
- after
all, such industries employ British people, pay British

taxes, and provided good quality products
Worldwide, several industries are taking initiatives. Philips, for example, appears to be selecting
consumer markets which look as though they willbe
money spinners. Already, Netherlands-based Philips
is forcefully trying to define worldwide opinions in
matters like high definition television (HDTV) systems.

at

economic prices
- I just prefer to think we are capable
of more. Without wishing to sound a zealous patriot,
I believe Britain is a nation or innovators. L-et us now
innovate We managed to maintain a high priority in
the military-orientated market place We can surely

do it in the consumer-orientated complement
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Blueprint

is a

colu mn intended to provide suggested answers

to readers'electronics design probJems Designs are only
caried out{or itemsto be published, and will not be prototyped
bythecolumnist CircuitspublishedinBlueprintarebelieved
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader alter
prototyping lndividual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication
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a somewhat topical

enqutry:
RLA2
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Dear Blueprint

DRIER

As you may be aware, the
safety of clothes driers has been
questioned as a result ofthe death
of a toddler, who climbed into the
machine while it was operating.
and pulled the door closed.
I have seen my toddler open
the door whlle my drier was on,
which prompted me to write to

470A

:.'o*

I.l

pressed. My drier is
specified as 2400W max. It has a

have a circuit

'6id
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16V
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' 16V
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0-120 minute timer, which also acts
as the onloff switch, a 0-8 hour
delay, and a doorswitch. Can itbe

I

10k

I

is

done, and can

\

11W

4k7

you
Ideally, I would like a circuit
which will inhibit my drier from
starting unless an external push to
make switch

I

,.O.,]

t

CEBAMIC

Dtsc

N

81,10R
:E TEXT
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NEUTRAL
TO DFIER

Fig.2

please?
Yours sincerely,
Costas Kardasopoulos

Yes, it can be done. It would be

easier to incorporate the required
function into a machine from scratch
than to add

it on later, because it

needs

to interface with the timers and door
switch to work efficiently

Fig.

1

over mains relay with a mainscoil Itis
a plug in relay requiring an 11 pin base,
part no. JG53H. The choice of mains
rated push button I leave to you, but it
is probably bestto use a recessedtype
The relay should be mountedas{ar
as possible from heat sources and
where the drum of the machine cannot
contact it All wiring should be secured

RLA2

musttherefore draw current assoon as
the start switch is presssed, or else the
relay willswitch offas soon asthe switch
is released.
There are many ways of designing
such a circuit, using a mains transformer or a resistor to power it, and
using a relay ortriactoswitchthe Ioad
ln order to minimise the cost, a resistor
power suppy is used, and to avoid the
high dissipation oI a triac with 10A

flowing through it a relay

is used.

The

circuit oI this is shown in Fig. 2.
The triac chosen for this design is
guaranteed to trigger with a gate
current of SmA except in quadrant 4
where it requires l0mA. Since this
circuit uses quadrant 4, 10mA must be

provided.
The power supply must supply the

triggering current for the triac plus
enough to run the rest of the circuitry,
and it must do this without getting too

hot. It is therefore important to

calculate the current available from the
resistive power supply. The current is

not,

as one might expect,

simply half

the AC which would flow in the resistor
if the diode were not present. To cal-

I shall outline three approaches.
The simplest, and the one I would do
if I faced this problem, is shown in Fig.
1 The only disadvantage of this approach is that it involves altering wiring
inside the tumble drier Such wiringis
sometimes almost inaccessible.
The circuit shown in Fig 1 shows
a relay supplying power to the whole
drier, energised through its own contacts To avoid the need for the entire

running current of the drier to pass
through the start buttom briefly at
switch on, an extra relay contact is
used A suitable relay is Maplin type
JG64U This is a 10A triple change-
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awaylrom movingparts, and connec-

lions should bear as little strain as
possible and should be sleeved where
appropriate. Failure to take account of
these points couldremove one danger

and substitute another.

Current Measurement
The second approach is to measure
the current drawn bythe machine, and

keep a relay energised only while the
current continues to f low The simple
implementation o{ this precludes the
use ofthe 8 hour delay timer, because

current must be flowing in order to
apply power to the machine. The drier

culate the current it is necessary to
integrate the current (a half cycle of
sinewave) and divide by the repetition
period (22). This gives V"u/(Rx n).
where V"u is the peak voltale (340 for

240V AC). From this formula the
resistor value chosen will provide
approximately 16mA DC The dissipation will be approximately 8.5W,
which is acceptable for an 11W resistor
This level of dissipation mightiustify the
drilling of smallventilation holes in the
case
The current sense transformer is

not required to provide

accurate

measurements, so a stack of steel
washers drilled to accept a mains wire
with extra insulation (to counter long

term abrasion) will be suitable The
stack of washers should be wound with

about 50 turns of enamelled copper
wire Some experiment with the value
of the loading resistor may be necessary to achieve the correct sensitivity. Note thatthe sense transformer
willalmost certainly saturate atfull load
current, but this will not prevent it from
detecting the presence or absence of

current

Component Choice
Note the use of comparators rather

than op-amps in this circuit The
comparator chosen does not suffer
from phase inversion on smallnegative
voltage inputs, where if an LM358 opamp were used, phase inversion could
occur, depending on the characteristics of the particular op-amp and the
protection diode in use The phase
inversion would give a very large
positive output for a small negative
input, and might trigger the circuit on
the current drawn by the clock rnotor
The time constant on the current
sense circuit (approximately 5
seconds) should prevent brief current
fluctuations {rom sh utting off power,
whlle not allowing time for a child to
climb inside and shut the door.
Forsafety, the circuit should be built
in a metalcase, which mustbe earthed
Make sure thatthe cables entering the
box are secured, and that the earth
wires are the longest ones so that ifthe
cables are pulled the earth is the last
connection to break As a point of
general design philosophy, it is important to make sure that protection
devices added to a system are not
themselves so unreliable as to defeat
their purpose
A suitable relay would be the
double pole version of the one specified earlier The Maplin partnumberis
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Further clock pulses caused by noise
will not switch the relay on again.
because the output will simply follow
the D input, which is permanently at
logic 0

Capacitors on the set and reset
inputs make sure that, if the mains

supply is interrupted and then
switched back on, the circuit will no1
power up the drier. Do not forget to
ground unused inputs (on the other
flip-flop)

Afterthought
lt might be worthwhile incorporating
an alarm in the system, because a small
child in unlikely to fare well in a hot
clothes drier even if the heating is off.
A means of doingthis is shown in Fig.
4. AFET is used to switch the alarm to
avoid excessive load on the comparator output

AndrewArmstrong
EXISTING
CIRCUITRY
SLIGHTLY

EXISTING CIRCUITRY

NEW CIRCUITRY

MODIFIED

Fig.3
JG54J. The switch, though it only

a flipJlop to the circuit of Fig 2 to
permitthe use of the delaytimerin the

switches low voltage, is connected to
the mains neutral, so it should be a

drier. The additional circuitry
in Fig 3

JG60Q and itneedsbasepart number

mains insulated type even if the
contacts are only rated for less than

is

shown

Set/Reset

current starts to flow nothing will
happen If the current ceases at any
stage, the flipJlop will switch over,

The finalpossible elaboration isto add

which will de-energise the relay

240V.

FROM SECOND
COMPARATOR
(OR FLIP-FLOP IF USED)

The D-type flip-flop is positive
edge triggered, so that when the load

Fig.4
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. Supplied with battery (PP3),
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to make use of standard telephone lines but here we
run into a problem. Since telephone equipment was

intended to transmit and receive speech, all the
circuitry is designed io operate with a bandwidth of
3kHz. Any signals with

a

frequency of less than 300H2

the binary data into a form which is compatible with

the telephone system or in other words to use the data
lo modulate an audio carrier signal.

A piece of equipment to generate a modulated
audio signalfrom a binary signalis called a modulator.
The piece of equipment at the other end of the

n recent years, the use of computers has
continued to grow rapidly. One aspect of
h

n
e

at ihe methods and theory of data communications,

looks at

both wide area and local.

Modems
Most of
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is proba

n
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e circuits,

ous periph-

The printer
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igned for
used to

effect data links via radio communications and. of
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Fig. 1 Typical Modem Application

is at most only a few metres away In this situation the
constituent parts of the computer system are inter_
connected using cables with either a coupki of
conductors in the case of serial communications or
perhaps ten for a parallel interface. As most readers
willbe aware the binary data which passes along these
cables is represented by discrete voltage levels. So, for
example, in RS232C, + 12V and - l2V are used.
Now, what happens if we wish to interface our
computer to another which is on the other side of
town, or even on the other side of the world? Clearly

course, this is exactly the way data was stored on
audio cassette recorders in the early days of home
computers.

Those who have dabbled in radio communications will be aware of the modulation methods
availa

down
lation
in the

picked and this would be transmitted at different
amplitudes for a binary 0 and for a binary 1. The most
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obvious such solution would be to have zero amplitude for 0 and maximum amplitude for 1, the resultant
signal being'somewhat akin to morse code. This is
referred to as on/off keying. However the signal-tonoise ratio of this modulation method turns out to be
unattractive and this is aggravated by the fact that a
constant amplitude signal may vary in amplitude at
the other end due to varying conditions of the line or
exchange. Forthese reasons, AM is rarely used, except
when it is used in conjunction with phase modulation
(as we shall see later).
Neither frequency nor phase modulation suffer
from the drawbacks mentioned for amplitude and as
such both are used extensively. Most of us will be
concerned with general purpose communications, in
which frequency modulation (otherwise known as
Frequency Shift Keying or FSK) is used, this being
relatively simple to demodulate. In phase modulation
(Phase Shift Keying or PSK), two phases, 0o and
1800 can be used for the two states. However, since
detection of absolute phases is quite tricky, the
alternative Differential Phase Shift Keying (or DPSK)
is more commonly used In this scheme there is a
phase shift at the start ol every time interval, + 90o
for a 0 and +27Oo for a 1.
Figure 2 shoi,rs a binary signal modulated by AM,
onloff keying, FSK, PSK and DPSK.
An FSK signal can be considered as two on/off
keyed signals of different frequencies, each on/off
keyed As each such signal is keyed, sidebands of a
width proportional to the data rate are produced at
either side of the mark and space frequencies. The
maximum fundamental frequency produced is half
the data rate, so the maximum bit rate which can be
accommodated within the 3kHz bandwidth of a PSTN
is 1200. This is shown diagramatically in Figure 4(c)
which we will cover in further detail later.
PSK is more difficult to understand but in essence

For higher speeds still, the next logical step after
use of dibits is use of tribits. Now we have to go to
8DPSK, as shown in the phase diagram in Figure
3 (d) . As a quick explanation of phase diagrams, if a
line is drawn from the centre to any point, its angle
represents the phase and its length the amplitude.

very similar constraints apply. In order to provide
higher data rates, more advanced modems take data
bits in groups of more than 1 at a time in order to
reduce the number of transitions and hence the
maximum modulation frequency. So, for example,
taking bits two at a time (dibits), the possible combinations are 00, 01, 10 and 11, so 4 phase shifts are
required and these are typically 0o, 90o, 27Oo and
180o respectively. This modulation method is often
rcferred to as 4DPSK. Figure 3 shows some phase
modulation techniques, and illustrates DPSK. We
must now ue the term bits per second rather than band
rate, since the two are no longer interchangeable. The
reason for this is explained next month.

-'r*--*
Fig. 2 Simple Data Modulation Techniques

The next logical step for achieving even higher
speeds would be to go for 16DPSK but since we are
the talking about detecting phase differences of only
22.5" this approach is not usually taken. Instead a

modulation method called Quadrature Amplitude
Modulation (QAM)

is used

for the highest specification

.'\
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required for quadbits. The latter alternative is illustrated in Figures 3(e). In fact, there are numerous

QAM systems possible.
I ought to point out that this technique of cramming more bits into each time interval cannot go on
forever. There is a theoretical limit to the amount of
information which can be transmitted on a particular
channel, and this depends on the bandwidth and the
signal to noise ratio. For those with a mathematical
leaning, the formula is as follows:
Information rate

:

Bandwidtn

- l"S,
(l+ fi)

6
2
9

kz

o
o
U
o

L

e
G
F

This suggests that the absolute maximum for a
switched telephone circuit is about 20,000 bits per
second (bps). In fact other factors tend to limit this and
for allpracticalpurposes, 9600 bps may be considered

the limit

E
( d ) 8DPSK: PHASE OIAGBAM
IABITARY TRIBIT DESIGNATIONSI

I c ) 4DPSK: PHASE OIAGRAM

E
E
6
E

s

I e ) OAM: PHASE DIAGRAM
IONE POSSIBLE ARRANGEMENT)

Fig. 3 Advanced Data Modulation Techniques

Duplex Communication
Figure 4(c) shows a 1200 bps signal, the highest of
the normally encountered transmission rates possible
on a PSTN (using FSK). As already mentioned, the
mark and space frequencies need a separation of
lZOOHz at this data rate and the half-way position
between these frequencies if referred to as f", the
centre frequency of the channel. If the data rate were
halved, the mark - space frequency separation also
halves to 600kHz and so two such channels could be
accommodated. In this case one channel could be
used for flow of data in one direction and the other
for data in the opposite direction A communications
system in which data can travel in both directions at
the same time is called full duplex
FDX, V21 is such
a case and is illustrated as Figure- 4(a)
To achieve 1200 bps in both directions the
chann
e to be half duplex, used alternately
,

possible on switched telephone lines. QAM is a hybrid
modulation technique in which various combinations
of phase and amplitude represent quadbits. Of course,
the amplitude modulation must be other than on,/off

keying, even though we get a poor signal-to-noise
ratio, as it is not possible to detect the phase of a signal

with zero amplitude! So, for example, four phases
each with four amplitudes, or eight phases each with

two amplitudes, both give the 16 combinations

1180 SPACE

1450 SPACE

co
1200

for

ns in each dlrection. Actually, a
el does not entirely fill 3kHz and
V23 allows a so-called back channel at the reduced

speed of 75 baud as shown be seen in Figure 4(c). This
is the specification used for the Prestel system. The
1200 baud channel is used for the data passing from

Prestelto the terminal whereas the 75 baud channel
is used for the limited amount of data passing from
the terminal.
The example shown in Figure 4(b) isV22, \2OO
bps FDX It should be noted that since 4DPSK is used
here, the baud rate is only 600 and hence FDX
becomes possible. This also differs from the other
diagrams in not showing mark and space frequencies

since we are now dealing with phase rather than
frequency shift keying.
Having set the scene, the remainder of this
discussion of modems will attempt to guide you
through the modem jungle and aisist you in selecting
one which is suitable for your needs.

Acoustic Modems
{ b ) ccrTT v22 MOOE 2

It is quite possible to build a modem. Most of the basic

din
sop

wh

ist
modem it would be illegal to connect it to the British
Telecom system.
For this reason most home constructed units are

of the acoustic modem variety. Here, instead of

390 MARK

Fig. 4 Modem

18

Frequencies

(c ) cclrr v23

MoDE 3

plugging directly into a telephone socket, the modem
interfaces acoustically to the telephone handset via
rubber cups. There is no direct connection to the
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telephone system. The modulated signal coming from
the modem goes into the mouthpiece of the handset
and the return signal to the modem comes from the
earpiece. In the days before telephone sockets were
as abundant as they are today, acoustic modems were

quite popular as they obviated the need to have a
modem socket installed at great expense.
Except for the fact that you can build such a
modem yourself, the only advantage now is that they
can be used in conjunction with a portable computer
in hotel rooms, telephone boxes or wherever. The
disadvantages, of course, is that acoustic modems can
be prone to audible noise pickup.

Integral Modems
The integral modem is another deviation from the
conventional modem. It is currently becoming popular, especially in the PC arena. Here, instead of
connecting to the computer via an RS232C link, the
modem plugs directly into one of the computert
expansion slots. The advantages are that it tends to
be a less expensive alternative, it doesnt take up extra
desk space and it doesn't tie up one of those valuable

RS232C ports.
The disadvantage

is

that on changing computers,

the modem becomes obsolete as it won't migrate to
the new machine. This is much less of a problem with
PC compatibles, which are stable long-term products
with a downward-compatible upgrade oath (PC addons will plug into an AI 80286 or 80386 based

machine).

Standards
So, now to the V numbers, which refer to any of the
categories of modem which we have discussed.

V

numbers are CCITT (Comit6 Consultatif

Internationale de Telegraphie et Telephonie) recom-

Table

1

Bell
Speed
Standard (bits/s)

CCITT compatibility

103/Lt3 300

Uses different mark and
space frequencies from

V21 hence not
comoatible.

2t2A

t200

Compatible withY22.

300

This Bell 103 compatible
mode is not compatible

with any CCITT
recommendation.
202

1200 (600) Mark and space
frequencies are different
to V23 but only by
100H2. They are
interoperable under good
conditions.

1200/75

Some new Bell202
modems have a 75 baud
back channel for viewdata
use. This is V23
compatible.
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mendations in connection with data transmission over
telephone circuits. Where as these recommendations
refer lo all sorts of aspects including character encoding, circuit definitions and error control, the ones
which are of interest in selecting a modem are those
which specify the baud rate and modulation methods

which it uses.
O{ these, some are only intended for leased lines

and even of those intended for ordinary switched
telephone lines some are quite obscure. Gble

l

shows

the more common numbers which define modem
operating characteristics for use on general telephone
circuits.
Now, if the modem is needed to communicate
with one or more bulletin boards then itt simply a
matter of ensuring that the modem obtained matches
that specified for the services required. For example
if you intend to use Prestel (the BT viewdata system)
you need a V23 modem.
If, on the other hand, a pair of modems are being
obtained to implement a specific link then it makes
sense to get a pair which operate at the highest
possible baud rate. Remember though, that the higher
the speed, the more you can expect to pay. Also, it
is possible to get modems which operate on a number
of these standards but again these are more expensive.

Sometimes you may encounter modems speci-

fied as, say, Bel-103,/113 or Bell-202 rather than by
a V numbers. The CCITT standards are European,
whereas the Bell standards are North American
Some Bell standards are CCITT compatible, others
are not. However it is unlikely that many readers in
the UK will specifically want Bell compatible modems
unless they intend to access American bulletin boards
and this practice tends to be prohibitive in terms of
telephone call charges. If the modem is being used
for say amateur radio data communications, on the
other hand, it could be that there is more of a require-

ment for this compatibility. Modems from North
America are unlikely to have the requisite BT certification. It is possible to get multiple standard
(CCITT/Bell) modems which are BT certified, but if
they are switched to a Bell standard, the certification
may no longer apply and the user may be liable to
prosecution
- you have been warned.
Table2 shows common Bell standard modems
with notes on CCITT compatibility.

A quick word about Hayes compatibility. Simple
modems require the telephone numberto be dialled
on a telephone before connecting the modem. More
advanced models have an auto-dialling facility which,
driven by the computer, allows the user to select
',r,hen
the name of the required service from a menu after
which the computer will look up the number and dial
it.

On an integralmodem, the auto dialling is canied
out by the dedicated software which comes as part of
the package. With a conventional modem, auto dialling (and various other functions) are initiated by
ASCII commands sent via its RS232C interface. The
Hayes protocol is simply an industry standard syntax
for these commands, use of which means that the
modem will be compatible with most applications
software.
Modems are available with either tone dialling or
pulse dialling or can be swit6hed between the two. In
pulse dialling each digit is represented by a string of
pulses varying from 1 to 10 (which represents 0) With

r
I
I

tone dialling, each digit is represented by a different
frequency of audio tone.
Obviously it is necessary to ensure compatibility
with the local telephone exchange. In the UK, pulse
dialling is the most universally accepted and until

System X came into existence was the only method
used. The newer System X exchanges will accept both
pulse and tone dialling. In other countries it would be
necessary to check out the requirements of the local
system.

Table 2

Standard

/Mode

v21
v22

1

2

3

4
5

v22

1

bis

2
J

4

v23

1

2
3

4

v32

1

2

3
4
5
6

FDX

Speed

/HDX

Bits/s

FDX

0-300

FSK

Asynch

FDX
FDX
FDX
FDX
FDX

1200

4DPSK
4DPSK
2DPSK

Synch
Asynch
Synch
Asynch
Asynch

300 is FSK

FDX
FDX
FDX
FDX

t200
600
600

Modulation

Synch/

Comments

Asynch

2DPSK

t200/300

2DPSK

2400
2400

QAM
QAM
4DPSK
4DPSK

Synch
Asynch
Synch

V22 compatible

Asynch

V22compaltble

Asynch
Asynch
Asynch
Asynch

t200
1200

HDX
HDX
FDX
FDX

600
1200

75/1200

FSK
FSK
FSK
FSK

FDX
FDX
FDX
FDX
FDX
FDX

9600
9600
4800
4800
2400
2400

QAM
QAM
QAM
QAM
QAM
QAM

7200/75

Prestel

Synch

High price, normally

Asynch

only used for
profession al applications.

Synch
Asynch
Synch

Asynch
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shop in some of the country's smallest and most
isolated hamlets, and that it would be worthwhile for
shops to stay open late into the night to satisfy the
demands of viewers wanting to hire the latest 'movie'

to watch whilst eating their takeaway suppers?
Pushing a prerecorded videocassette into the slot
and pressing the play'button is so simple that anyone
can do it, and some video machines are used solely

for the playback of these tapes.
The vast majority of video recorders, however,
are also widely used to time-shift' programmes that
are recorded off-air, for playback at a more convenient

time. Unfortunately, though, many people find it
difficult or even impossible to understand the complex
instruction books that come with their recorders, and
so are unable to make the best use of their equipment.

Timing Troubles

James Archer
descnbes how PDC
the Programme
Delivery Control
will take
System
the headache out of
setting VCR timers

-

-

ne o{ the major successes of the television indushy over the past few years,
and one that was never predicted by
the crystal balls of the 'new technology'

pundits, has been the pre-recorded
videotape rental market. Who would have foreseen
that within a period of about five years the demand
for prerecorded tapes would have grown from virtually
nothing, until it is now possible to Iind a video rental

gt
!t
-t
<l
zl

Modern video recorders offer very sophisticated
timed-recording facilities, often allowing the viewer to
record many different programmes at different times
over a period of up to a fortnight, or to have individual
episodes of a favourite soap opera recorded every
night for a week.
Since the setting of the recorder timer often
appears difficult, most viewers never take the trouble
to learn how to make full use of the timer lacilities and
restrict themselves to being able to record just one
programme, finding this sufficient for their everyday
purposes. Installation engineers say that the only
people who make use of the full range of the timer
facilities are teenage children, and they well know that
a return callto a customer with a new video recorder
can often be avoided if the installer makes sure that
the children of the family understand how it all works!
Another problem with recordings being pre-set
for some time in the future, is that the broadcasters
do not always keep to their published schedules,
which can lead to great disappointment when the film
doesn't start until later than the published time, and
you find that you have recorded all but the last ten
minutes of it and that you will never know who the
villain was in the murder mystery!

VPS

LINES USED FOF TELETEXT (CAN INCLUDE VCR SWITCHING DATA)

ixgElt"",Es'ix,"i.-T3I,,.,19.,?#3^"JJlT,,?1lt
INTERVAL ABOVE THE VISIBLE PICTURE

Fig. 1 Teletext lines and other data are carried in part of the vertical blanking interval
above the picture

-

The German Solution

These problems are not restricted to our own shores,
and to help overcome them, the Germans designed
a system of contolling timed recording sessions which
is much simpler for the viewer to understand and
operate. The VPS (Video Programme System)
switchirg system was developed by the West German
broadcasting organisations, in conjunction with their
equivalent of BREMA, lhe ZVEI, and has been
operational since the autumn of 1985.
Since the early 1970s some of the lines of the
vertical blanking interval, the period at the end of a
picture during which the scanning spot returns from
the bottom right-hand side of the television screen to
the top left in order to begin scanning the next picture,
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SPECIAL SYSTEM CODES
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p
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BYTES 11.14 CABRY VPS

t.IE
lo
t>
tlo

V
15 BYTES OF DATA
SOURCE IDENTIFICATION
NETWORK CONTROL
SIGilAL MEASUREMENTS
STEREO/MONO etc

SHOWING HOW LI[{E T6 OF THE WEST GERMAN TV
TRANSMISSIOTTS IS USED TO CARRY DATA,4 BYTES
OF WHICH ARE USED FOR THE VPS SWITCHING

Fig. 2 Line 16 of the West German TV transmissions is used to carry data, 4 bytes of which are used for
VPS switching

have been used to carry Teletext, an information
broadcasting system in which pages oI text and
graphics are transmitted in digitally coded form. This
information is effectively carried on otherwise unused
television lines situated above the visible picture.
With the VPS video recorder switching system,
each programme is made to cany a teletext-like coded
label with each picture, and when the information on
the transmitted labelmatches the information that has
been previously been put into the recorder, and not
before, the programme will be recorded. At the end
of the programme the recorder will switch off until it
recognises another labelfor a programme which it has
been asked to record. Therefore, the actual time at
which the programme is transmitted is unimportant,
since the video recorder will not start until it recognises
the label at the beginning of the required transmission.
For some years now the West German broadcasters have been carrying coded data on line 16 of
each TV picture, one of the data lines in the vertical
interval between picture frames. This data is used to
provide source identification, remote control of the
network, indentification of stereophonic sound
channels, and for the transmission of test measurement results. The VPS labels for each programme
item are carried in four bytes of the data transmitted

on line 16. The comparator in the home video
recorder continuously checks to see if the label
information decoded from bytes 11-14 of line 16
matches the information that has previously been
programmed into it by the viewer.

Grundig have actually been making video
recorders with VPS for some years now, several
German networks are transmitting the labels, and
Austria and Switzerland originally announced that
they too intended to introduce VPS. Since this system
is not in use in the UK, and our line 16 is used to carry
ORACLE teletext information, Grundig (UK) have to

remove a small VPS circuit board from their video
recorders which are sold in the UK. For a long time
UK engineers wondered why the Germans did not
make use of the standard teletext transmissions for
tape recorder switching purposes, since the IBA
demonstrated that such a scheme was practicable
back in the late 1970s. At that time the IBAIs intention
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was to use automatic teletext-controlled switching to
allow UK schools'broadcasts to be transmitted during

the night. The UK teletext standard, on which the
German teletext system is based, actually allocates a

location in magazine 8, a so-called 'pseudo row
address', specifically for this purpose, but the IBA idea
was not taken up.

The search for a European standard
The German VPS system showed that it was technically possible to provide a more 'user-friendly'
system of programming video recorders, but broadcasting engineers in other European countries were
not convinced that this was the best system that could
be achieved. It would obviously make sense to have
a common system for Europe, in the interests of both
manufacturers and viewers, and so for about the last

five years members of the EBU have been involved
in discussions amongst themselves and with European industry to try to agree on a system which would
have allthe features of the German VPS system, but
with considerable enhancements, and which could
encompass all likely future requirements. The
Programme Delivery Control System (PDC) is the
result of this work.

PDC in practice
The PDC system provides a service, designed for
domestic use, which allows suitably equipped video
recorders to record automatically programmes which
the viewer has previously selected. PDC can essentialty be divided into three parts: the labelling of the
programmes prior to transmission by the broadcaster,
the preselection of the progiammes by the viewer, and
the automatic contol of the video recorder by the label
data which is sent as part of the television broadcast
signal.

Programme Labelling
Each programme can carry, as an integral part of its

accompanying teletext service, various items of
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tinformation which exclusively label the programme.
Some of the components of the label are essential to
the operation of the PDC system, others are optional,
to provide extra information, such as the Programme-

newspapers, or from the appropriate pages on
teletext.
Once the viewer has made these decisions, the
relevant information must somehow be put into the

programme or the series to which it belongs, and the
Conditional Access Flag (CAF flag), a bit of data which
indicates whether or not a programme is in scrambled

recorder. The actual input of instructions, telling the
recorder which programmes to record and when, can
be achieved in several ways.

Type (PTY) byte which identifies the type of

form

memory circuitry

of the

PDC-equipped video

We have seen that the digital labels which

The essential parts of the programme label consist of ;
CNI The Country and Network Identification.
AD The Announced Date, which gives the
scheduled date of start of transmission in terms of
years, months, and days.
AT
- The originally announced time. This is in
two groups, the announced starting time, and the
announced finishing time, both being expressed in
hours and minutes.
MCP The Menu Cursor Position. This is used
to link the text information on the teletext'TV-guide'
page with the actual programme label information.
It is also desirable, but not essential to the working of
the system, for the label to carry;
PTL
programme title in clear text form.
- The
LIO
The local time offset. All times used in
the system are carried as Universal Time, UTC, with
an adjustment being made for localtime differences,
so that the viewer need only ever be concerned with

local time.

PD
- The expected Programme Duration, in
hours, minutes seconds.

A typical programme label therefore

consists of a
variable number of bits of information, which allow
any programme to be uniquely identified, as well
as giving further useful information about the

programme.

accompany each programme contain, amongst other
things, the month, date, hour and minute of the
programme's starting time, plus the code for the
programme source, so it is easy to use the remote

control handset io insert the required information
when prompted by a message on the television
screen.

Even easier is to wipe a simple 'light.pen' over
the bar-codes that will be printed in the programme
journals such as Radio Times and TV Times. Merely
passing this pen over the codes printed beside allthe
programmes you would like to record, sets up the
required labels without any further action on the
viewer's part, and this is bound to make life much
easier for the non-technical. It is interesting to note that
Panasonic have recently entered into an agreement

with the BBC to carry a list of each weeks films
accompanied by bar codes in the Radio Times which

can be read only by viewers who have bought

a

particular type of Panasonic recorder, equipped with
a lightpen code reader. This must not be confused
with PDC, but is an indication that such methods of
programming video recorders may well appeal to the

public

A third, and probably the best method of preprogramming the video recorder is to make automatic
use of the teletext pages which contain the details of
television programmes to be transmitted. There are
two recognised methods of utilising teletext for this
purpose.

ililfl]iltil]t il
LIGHT-PEN FOR ENTERING
INFORMATION FROM BAR
CODES PRINTED IN RADIO
OR TV TIMES

_-l

TO VIOEO RECORDER
STABT CIRCUITRY

LABEL

TIME SWITCH

Rlt""HE'53iYELr"^il"S

a PDcwof,i/Ps vrDEo

Fig. 3 Diagram showing how a PDC or VpS videp recorder switching system works

flgqel-ectlng Th-e Programmes You
Wish To ReEord
The viewer must first of allchoose which programmes
are to be recorded, and the basic information about
which programmes willbe transmitted and when, can
be obtained from the Radio or TV Times, from the

The first, and simplest, is for the broadcaster to

add data to teletext 'TV-guide' pages, which in-

corporates all the information needed for recording.
Some of this information could be visible, such as
instructions as to how to proceed, but some of the
actual labelling information could be concealed. To
preselect a programme to be recorded, the viewer
merely moves a cursor up and down the screen until
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it is in line with the desired programme, and then
presses a button on the teletext handset The process
is repeated for all the other programmes that are to
be recorded, and the PDC equipment willthen auto-

matically take control.
A further development of the use of teletext
programme pages is for the broadcaster to send
information which is additionalto the normalteletext
TV-guide pages, using the so-called 'ghost rowsl rows

TELETEXT VISIBLE INFORMATION
24 ROWS OF /ro CHARACTERS

and for programmes which are hansmitted at different
times from the scheduled time of transmission to be

recorded properly.

Interruptions to programmes
broadcaster has to interrupt a scheduled
programme part way through for any reason, the PDC
system allows the broadcaster to send signals to
interrupt the recording, and to start it again when the
scheduled programme resumes.
Whilst it is true that if the broadcasters would coeperate by putting bff and bn' labels at the start and
finish of advertisements, the PDC system could even
allow films to be recorded without recording the
advertising breaks, it is even more true that in any
system supported by advertising there must be sound

If a

commercial reasons

for

preventing this from

happening!

24-31 ',GHOST ROWS',

TELETEXT 'GHOST ROWS'24-31 CARRY
DATA BUT ARE NOT DISPLAYED

Fig. 4 Teletext 'ghost rows' 24-31 calry data but
are not displayed

of teletext which can carry data, but which are not
Jisplayed on an ordinary teletext screen. (A norma,l
teletext page displays only 24 rows of information, but

has the technical capability to carry 32 rows.) This
additional information can be in the form of a
computer programme which can be used to provide
a more extensive menu than the normal TV-guide,
which can carry more detaiis about the programmes
and which can incorporate error-checking to alert the
viewer if incorrect entries are made.

Future Applications
PDC has been designed to be compatible with the
future MAC satellite transmissions, so that a PDCequipped recorder willbe able to automatically record
PDC coded transmissions from satellite as well as from
terrestrial sources.
PDC might well turn out to be a good method
of enabling teachers to automatically Uownload'the
schools programmes of their choice. If schools
programmes were transferred to night hours, this
might free the daytime schedules for more profitable
programmes. To do this at present, would require the
teacher to learn the intimate workings of the video
recorder timer, in order to record some schools
broadcasts but ignore others. PDC would make the
whole task simple.

Starting Soon

-

Perhaps!

The PDC system, as defined so far, is a technical

Automatic Control Of The Video
Recorder

The menu selection process described above first of
all causes the labels appropriate to each of the
programmes to be inserted into the memory of the
PDC-equipped recorder. The recorder then goes into
'stand-by' mode, silently monitoring each of the
transmitted programmes until one comes along which
is accompanied by a programme label which matches
one in the recorder's memory. Once an incoming
transmitted label is found to match a label stored in
the PDC memory, the recorder switches itself on and
records the programme, switching itself off again when
it receives a label indicating that the programme has
ended. The recorder then continues to look out for

a programme containing the next label which has
been pre-programmed.

Other Options
Since it is unlikely that allprogrammes will be labelled
with PDC information, especially in the first few years

after its introduction, the system allows for the

of label-controlled or timercontrolled operation of the video recorder, so as to
cope with programmes that haven't been labelled. It
is possible to envisage that the use of the timer could
be arranged to allow the recorder to wait for a label
only during a particular time slot, perhaps half an hour
before and an hour after the expected transmission
time, thus minimising power consumption.
Provision have also been made to allow for the
recording of programmes which are unscheduled,
automatic selection
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transmission specification, which does not yet include
any rules for day to day operation of the service. EBU

members are to continue their collaboration with
industry to ensure the orderly implementation of the
service, and the controlled introduction of any new
features.
In the UK, Channel Four are likely to take the
lead in introducing this exciting new facility, as early
as next year, and although this should encourage the
video recorder manufacturers to begin to build-in PDC
circuihy, there could still be potentialproblems on the
horizon.
Earlier this year the BBC let it be known that it
was considering introducing a somewhat different
system in which each programme would have its own
discrete label, but that these labels would not be in the
standard PDC format, and might be exclusive to the
BBC and its programme journal Radio Times. The
idea was that the BBC's specialteletext decoder, which
could plug into the back of existing video recorders,
would decode the transmitted label, and that the
adaptor unit would then emulate the standard infrared transmission from a remote control unit in order
to switch the recorder on and off at the beginning and
end of the chosen programme. Novelthough the use
of this technique would have been, and with the

advantage that existing recorders could easily be
converted to the new service, the introduction of such
a different system could only serve to delay the
universal use of the PDC system, and so it was with
some relief that manufacturers learned that this idea
has now been dropped. [-et us hope that all the
broadcasters, both satellite and terrestrial, will adopt
the PDC system before too long.

TESTII{G, TESTII{G
[ike Barwise
,to::,te'st the

he final test of our megaphone amplifier
which is of interest, is a quick look at its
bandwidth or frequency response. The
basic method of testing is obvious; apply
constant amplitude input signals over a
wide range of frequencies, and record the output
amplitude obtained. There are, however, several
different practical approaches to this test, and the
chosen approach will depend on how much money
and,/or time you have.
If you are rich and in a hurry, the tool you will
use is the network analyser. This consists of a
spectrum analyser combined with a very accurate and
stable oscillator. The oscillator supplies the input signal
to your circuit under test (CUT), and the output Irom
the CUT is fed to the spectum analyser. The oscillator
sweeps through a user-determined range of frequencies in an extremely linear manner, and the
oscillator signal and output signalfrom your CUT are
compared to provide a display image which is a direct
graph of gain against frequency. The network analyser
is extremely quick, reliable and accurate, but expect
to pay about 13000 for a very basic one.

What we are going to do is drive the CUT with
frequency sinusoidal signal from the lowest

a swept

interest
t
put across the

ncy of

e

that it shows

k
v

range, in a single scrLen
The general layout of the test setup is shown in
Figure 1. The Y (vertical) axis of the 'scope displays
the voltage swing of the waveform as normal. fhe X
(horizontal) axis is driven by the sawtooth ramp which
also causes the main signal generator to perform its
sweep. The sweep time must be very long compared
with the cycle time of the lowest frequency of interest,
so that several cycles o{ each frequency band, from
the bottom up, are present on the display. For
example, if you are interested in frequencies from
100H2 to 1kHz, there should be about ten cycles at
least of even the 100H2 range covering the first
division (cm) or so of the display, so the sweep rate
should work out to be around 1cm for every 10x1/100
: in other words, 1,/10 seconds, 10cm,/sec. Thus the
whole frequency sweep (ten horizontal divisions) will

take 1 second. The minimum cycle count per
frequency band is the important factor, we are not
trying to resolve individual cycles in the display. What
we want isthe amplitude envelope shape across all
frequencies (Figure 2). For wider frequency ranges,
the sweep time is correspondingly longer, so either
a long persistance phosphor (which glows for about
twice as long after the electron beam has passed) or
an X-Y pen plotter could come in useful, although the
latter might fail to resolve the upper frequencies of the

Fig. 1 General layout for tesl

hav
can

freq

mode, take readings of
amplitudes at your CUT by
from this will be in terms
whereas the network analys
for sinusoids the two ar
al anyway,
so this does not really
your peak
to peak valuesby 2,,/2
ou get the
RMS.
There is, however, a very neat third alternative,
which is possible if you have a signal generator and
'scope which are a little more than basic instruments.
It is effectively to automate the manual method just
described. For this, you will need two signal
generators; one capable of outputting a reasonably

linear sawtooth ramp at low speed, and the other
equipped with a sweep input; a voltage control of
frequency. You will also need a'scope either capable
of X-Y operation, or equipped with an externaltrigger
socket. The X-Y mode is distinctly preferable.

Fig. 2 Amplitude envelope

sweep adequately. Probably the best all-round
alternative is an instant picture camera with the shutter
kept open for the whole duration of the sweep. This
is a standard technique.
The alternative setup using an external trigger to
the'scope, is shown in Figure 3. In this case, the'scope
timebase must be set so that it takes slightly longer to

sweep the whole screen than the ramp time of the
controlling sawtooth, and the fast falling edge of the
sawtooth is used to trigger the sweep via a high-pass
filter, which is often built into the'scope trigger as an
option (HF TRIGGER).

The advantage of the X-Y mode approach

is

twofold: firstly, the sweep control ramp duration does
not have to match a preset sweep time available from
the 'scope, and, secondly, any non-linearity in the
ramp will not matter What is essential, however, is
a near perfect linearity in the V/F conversion of your
signal generator, as any errors here will make
interpretation of the display very difficult. There is also
another general drawback of both these approaches.
The display on the 'scope screen is a broad tace of
varying amplitude, and is quite difficult to interpret;
not least because the horizontal axis is linear, and we
normally want a logarithmic horizontal axis. We
normally express rolloff and cutoff in dB per octave.
There is a quite simple gadget you can construct
to solve both these problems in one go. A btock
diagram is given in Figure 4. This gadget replaces the
first signal generator (the sweep ramp generator) in
the X-Y mode alternative (fig. 1). What it does is to
generate a staircase ramp with logarithmic steps
instead of a continuous ramp With steady voltage on
the X input to the 'scope, the spot will stop at some
point along the horizontal axis, and the Y signal will
cause the spot to draw a fine vertical line. The spot
only moves horizontally at the transition between
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steps, so the resulting trace on the'scope screen looks
like Figure 5a; a bar graph or histogram. The half wave
rectifier removes the negative-going half of the signal,

producing a horizontal baseline to the graph and
simplifying analysis of the data. The EPROM between

the counter and the DAC provides the linear to
logarithmic conversion, and the excess resolution of

the DAC additionally allows compensation of any
non-linearity in the sweep function of your signal
generator.

Fig. 3 Layout for alternative test using external trigger

In its most basic form, this setup has fixed overall
span, resolution and set points, but this should not

pose a problem for audio work, where you want
nominal half octave points in the range 20Hz to
2OkHz. You can, oI course, pick any frequencies you
choose by putting the right codes in the EPROM. The
method of setting up is to monitor the sweep voltage

from a stable source using a DVM, measure the
associated frequency using your ETI frequency meter,

and, when the {requency you want is generatbd,
calculate the DAC input code for programming into
the EPROM. The one limitation of this system is that
the HF end of the display is crowdedtogether, as the
'scope has a linear sweep. A small refinement is an
additional DAC driven direct off the counter outputs.
The voltage out of this second DAC feeds the 'scope
X axis, and the ramp DAC feeds the signal generator
alone. The display then looks like Figure 5b. The
diagram of Figure 4 assumes a maximum of 32 lines
on the'scope screen, which is about as many as can
be easily read individually. The 8 bit DAC uses five
bit input, allowing a user defined 'gap between the
lines.
The beauty of the solution of Figure 4 is that there
is no longer any uncertainty in the display. Each line

corresponds to a specific spot frequency. Using the
methods of Figures 1 and 3, it is much more difficult

Fig. 4 Layout to achieve histogram

to determine the response at a particular frequency,
as there are no on-screen markers.
This type of add-on is a very common requirement in more advanced testing. The ability to come
up with such tricks comes with experience, but the
need is the most important thing:

however much you spend on a
given piece of test gear, there will
always be a job it cannot do. We
will look at a selection of test rig
tricks for analogue in the next part
of this series, before going on to
digital techniques.

Fig. 5 Histogram 'scope traces
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I

am just tired of hearing a projector fan whining
away whenever I give a talk which needs slides!

And

I

am sure the audience is too. The

solution? . . . . asmall control unitthatturns
the projector on only when a slide is needed,
and changes to the next slide before it switches itself
off. As a bonus, it allows each slide to be faded in and
faded out for a far smoother presentation And all this,
as they say, with as little inconvenience to the lecturer
as poS6ible.
First then, a relatively simple but different phase

controlcircuit which willallow the projector's lamp to
be faded in and faded out

The Dimmer Circuit
Safety has to be a primary feature of this circuit and,
as it is controlling mains voltages, it has to be well

isolated from them. Secondly, there is a need to
control the light output linearly which usually means
a highly complex circuit as the light output of a lamp
is very far from linear. Another requirement is that it
should operate from a single voltage rail and make it
simple enough to be built inexpensively from readily
available components.
In order to meet some of the above requirements, the circuit was develop around the LM393
dual voltage comparitor integrated circuit which is
designed to operate from a single voltage rail.
Ultimately I came up with the circuit for the dimmer
section shown in Figure 1.

Changing The Slide
Conveniently, the 45388 contains a second and

totally independent monostable which can

The Control Cable: Connecting
the projector
Two control cables from the project box to the slide
projector are required: One supplies switched mains
to the projector and the other, a lightweight 6-core
cable (which can be of any reasonable length; 100
yards or more is possible) will control the brightness
of the projector's lamp and slide change mechanism.
This second cable can terminate at the projector end
in a small diecast box which will also accommodate
special Kodak twelve-pin plug which fits into the side
socket on the Carousel Series projectorc. The triac Q5
which controls the lamp's brightness, should, if
possible, be mounted inside the projector and bolted
to the projector's metal case. This component will get
hot when the projector is on and it needs the

Part No.
z oos

+as_lr{

Switching The Proiector On
It would easily be possible for the lecturer to turn the

projector on and then fade the lamp in; but it would
be more convenient if starting to move the fader up

I

was, in itself, the way the projector is switched on. This

is accomplished by the projector switching circuit
shown in Figure

1.
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be

employed to change the slide before the projector
finally switches off. The slide changing circuit can be
seen in Figure 1.

A

i\

.\

Give that slide sfio,w
more professional
frnish. From the
Sfates, David Ponti4g
tells of how its done.

comes as a'lamp-saver'unit. For use in this project,
remove the plastic cover and unsolder and discard the
shorting connection which joins pins a2 and a3. Cut
a 41 by 11mm hole in the lid of the diecast box and
mount the 12 pin plug in this hole.
Let me at this point say something about the
external triacs. They both carry considerable current.
Always us'e a triac with specifications wellbeyond the
apparent requirements of the circuit. Also bear in mind
that the triacs will get hot when the projector is on and
their metaltabs must be bolted to heat-sinks. For these
reasons I recommend BTA 16 6008 triacs, which are
600 volt, 15 amp devices and which have isolated
metal tabs making heat-sinking a lot simpler.
In the complete circuit, the timing sequence is
shown in Figures 5a and 5b.

Setting Up
I repeat: be careful! The PCB carries mains voltages
so extreme care should be exercised when the board
is being tested; it must be properly insulated from the
box in which it is fitted.
There willbe no problem in setting up if you have
an oscilloscope and can check the waveforms at the

various points; but there will be no major problems
if you have not.
Before inserting I
check that there is a 5
that there is about 6

junction ofR2andZD
to about halfway, fit IC2 and IC3 into their sockets,

plug the projector into its mains socket, join the contuoi

NOTE:

lC1
tc2
lC3
1C4,5
01
LIVE ()2
03
(I4
D1,2,3
D4,5.6

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

=
=

ZO1 =

aiz

7805
1M393

45388
MOC304'I
VNIOKM

stx coFE
CABLE TO
PROJECTOB

8T416 60O8

2N2222

MPSA56
1N4001
1N4148

6V2 ZENER

b

4k7

Fig. 1 Complete circuit of the control box

Making The Unit
The whole of this circuit can be built using the printed
circuit board outline shown in Figure 6.
Great care should be taken to see that all the
polarised components, electrolytic and/or tantalum
capacitors, and the diodes are connected the correct
way round. The metaltab of the voltage regulator and

Fig. 2 al Waveform at A. Amplitude is about g.5V

the triac are shown and these deviceslhould be
inserted into the PCB in the way indicated. Make sure

that the ICs and the opto-isolators are inserted
corre
1o
byadot

th
PCB.
on

IC)
yo

,

6 pin, dual-in-line
so carefully cut off
dual-in-sockets, or,

1 on the
le to find

b) Waveform at D. Amplitude is about 6.2V

be soldered directl

There is not a great deal of space to fit all the
components, and most of the resistors and diodes will
need to be bent into a U shape, inverted and inserted
into the board with the component standing vertically.

cl Waveform at Pin 7 (lC2|
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box to be projector by the 6 core cable, and . . .

.

switch on!

The projector fan may very well start and the
lamp be lit, perhaps not fully. Operate RV2 and see

OUTPUT
FROM
PtN 7, tC2

\

if this dims and brightens the lamp. If it allows the lamp

to go out completely, the projector should then
advance one slide and switch off. Adjust RV3 untilthe

THE OUTPUT AT
PtN 1. tC2
SWITCHES FROM
FULL ON TO
FULL OFF AT THE
CROSSING POINTS

whole slide advancing process is over belore the
projector switches off. Now leaveRV2 in a position
so that the lamp is just glowing. Adjust RV1 to brighten
the lamp and move P2 untilthe lamp just glows again.
Repeat the process until RV2 is at the but'end of its
travel, with the lamp just glowing. Now adjust RVl
to fade the lamp out completely, at which time the
slide should change and then the projector switch off.
This is quite a critical adjustment and so RV1 is a multiturn potentiometer allowing very fine control. If this
potentiometer is set too critically, switching on
electrical appliances close to the conhol unit might
trigger the projector on and change a slide. If this
happens, back RV1 off a little when the only loss will
be that the projector will not switch on at the very
bottom of RV2's travel.

THE OUTPUT AT
PtN 1, tC2
IS FULLY ON FOR
LONGER PERIODS

Some Final Thoughts

WHEN THE VOLTAGE SET BY

Concern was expressed to me that the projector
would not have a chance to cool down if switched on
and off in the manner described above. This is not
true In tests on a number of diflerent projectors, no
excessive temperature was reached. II the projector
is on for a long period, the temperature stabilises after
about 4 minutes. If the projector is used intermittently
for short periods, it never gets hot enough to reach
even this stabilised temperature.
Provided the time period is adequate between

RV2 IS LOWEBED:

OUTPUT
FROM
PtN 7, lC2
SET BY
THE OUTPUT AT
PrN 1. rC2
IS FULLY ON FOR
SHORTER PEBIODS

Fig. 3 Various control waveforms

FROM R14

FROM PIN4. IC5
TO THE 12 PIN
SOCKET, INSIDE
PROJECTOR

FROM R11
FROM SW2
FROM SW3
€ARTH

Fig. 4 al Connections

to 12 pin plug

the end of time period T2 and the end of time period
T1 in the timing sequence (this can be adjusted by
RV3), consecutive slides can be shown without the
projector turning off after each. If the projector is still

HO\v IT WORKS
OIMffER CIRCUIT

running when fader RV2 is opened again, it will
continue running without a break and maintain the
correct sequence of events
Although this circuit has been designed with the
Kodak Carouselslide projectors in mind, almost any
projector can be controlled with this unit. Even a
projector using a mains voltage lamp can be dimmed
in and out with no change in the component values
of the circuit shown above.
Some slide projectors use different ways of
changing slides from the Carousels' and another way
to forward-change the slide would be to drive a relay
directly from the 5 volt supply and the collector of Q3.
If you use this method, immediately parallel with the
relay's coil, a 1N4002 diode should be connected with

its positive end to the 5 volt rail. This will damp
potentially harmfull transients each time the relay

is

switched off.
Good viewing!
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switches on, discharging C3 each time {Figure 2cl,

rl
,,

divide
ofthe
sectio

nd,
nd
be

r vqried,fromabout2voltstoovoltsbvRV2,anda

tffvoltage

' 0lthesameamplitudeWthBV2setathalfway,

erimposed

inputs are shown in Figure 5.
When the voltage set by RV2 risesjust above the sawtooth, the

,

pulses disappear aM the output at pin 1 is always high. conversely,

whenthevoltagesethyRV2isbelowthesa

thepulsesagain
usly low,
lC2atpin 1 iszero, bothLEDI (whiehiis

disappear, but this time leave the output

.

Sowhentheoutputof

c

'1 theretogive anindication of howbrightthelampislrandlhoLEDinside

,

lC6, the opto-coupler M0C3M1, will always be lir. The triec inside

part ol the circuit to change the slide (and this tlme interval cEn be
gdjusted by varying BV3l, our purpose is achleved.

tne opto.coupler will be fully 0n, turning the enernal tiiac iulty on,
As HV2 is moved along its travel, pulses synchronised with the 50Hz

,

.
,r

mains stan,'and s0 both LEDs will brlefly be switchedoff each eyele
as will the triacs. The lamp will not now be supplied with the full

slDE cl{Ar{GEctflcutT

voltage altthetimel it will bedimmed progessively asflV2 is moyed

tliti
:wlti

towqd$i
nolsetha

.(C41salypassoapacitorwhichp

main

cked up onthe leadsfiom tlre
rfiom enteilng pin 3 of lC2. lt should bB placcd asroloEe ar poqslblq
to pin 3).

fl

the

outprtof
full

is high. CB is

pln 6 is tow,
HV4. When

,

All the above assumes that the mains supply to the proJector is
on but, at the beginning ol the process, the projechr is off, waiting

lor the time when the lirst slide is needed.
PBOJEfiOR SWITCHING

The 45388 is a 0Nl0S dual monostabte This,lC conta,ir,rg twa

,',

rngrs each of which,
a pulse

timed by the

when byan
char$ capacito
ed

g
h

lf we now assume that our proiector

RV2 is in the

ofl

isofl, andthathe lamp lader
position, the outpul from pin 1 of lC2 is high,

Howeva, qq soon as the {ader is moved up, a serias o1 initially thin

OUTPUT

tc2, PtN 7

OUTPUT

tc3, PtN 10
PROJECTOR OFF

OUTPUT

tc3, PtN 6

+NOCHANGE

Fig. 5 a) Timing for swirching the projector on and fading the lamp up
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tc3, PtN 10

ABOUT %
OUTPUT

tc3. PtN 6

bl Timing for fading the lamp out, changing the slide and switching the projector ofl

PARTS

CAPACITORS
C1

,

1000p

c2
c3,7

,,

C4

i

c5
c6

'l0v

eleCffolytic

:lp 50v electltqri!

l00n

mil

r

5n0 rnin polyestei
,: ,22p 10v eleclltant,

C8

10y

C9

,, '4i7

16u
16i

,.
':

BUYLINES

l

SEMICONDUCIORS

D1,2,3
D4,5,6

1N4001(50piv

1A7)

'I

1N4'148 (any siliconl

ON

WIPEF BV2
OFF
k

LEDl
a

sw2
b2

a5

b6

sw1

projedor
sod<et live
sw1
LIVE

Fig. 6 Component overlay for the controller
PCB design courtesy of Tsien (UKl Ltd.
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MICRO14A
reflected and refracted at boundaries. They can also
propagate through a vacuum, and they also travel at
the speed of light (3 x 10em/s).
Figure 1 shows the complete EM spectrum.
(Well, nearly! . . . Not much propagates below
100kHz and although some cosmic rays exist beyond
gamma-rays, we have yet to succeed in harnessing
them for applications).
Note how the microwave band is sandwiched
conveniently between two exceedingly useful parts of
the spectrum
- radio waves and light waves. Therein
lies the importance of this region Microwaves behave

as a hybrid of light and radio waves, possessing
attributes from both regions. Microwave circuits can
{or instance, be constructed in a broadly similar
manner to radio frequency circuits, although more
care must be taken in the design and construction at
these higher frequencies. A microwave oscillator may

produce a signal which can be modulated with information using AM or FM techniques in the usual

Fig. 2 Satellite Newtonian reflector antenna

waves
are fast becoming an
OW

Iooks at the past, the
present and the future
of the technology.

hank you Rupert Murdoch!'Why?
. . . Because whilst he is losing
t200,000 a day on his satellite TV
concept, the layperson is not under
the misapprehension that microwaves are only useful for cooking the veg! So how can
something which casseroles the greens in a tenth of
the time of a conventional cooker, be used to beam
entertainment from 23,000 miles out in space down
to your own haunted fish-tank called a TV
This article, together with next month's,
endeavours to answer this question, as well as to
describe the many other applications of microwave
technology in use today. It concludes with a prediction
of where the microwave industry is heading as we go
{orward into the 1990s

So What Are Microwaves. And Whv

Are They So Useful?

Microwaves lie in the region of the electromagnetic

spectrum
(3 x

from lGHz

(1OsHz)

to

300GHz

10ttHz). As such, they possess all the properties
one expects from electromagnetic waves. They are

manner. However, it can then be transmitted from an
antenna which bears a remarkable resemblance to an
optical telescope (See Figure 2). Such an antenna can
produce a very narrow concentrated beam of energy
- an attribute normally associated with light rays by
the use of lenses and/or mirrors.
If one considers the radio region of the spectrum
in terms of information content, an important trend
becomes apparent as the frequency increases. At the
low end of the region lie the long wave and medium
wave stations
- poor quality, hissy, narrow audio
bandwidth, monaural reception. Moving up into the
VHF region, we then have the capability of low noise,
Hi-Fi, stereo reception At the top of the VHF band
black and white TV used to be transmitted on 405 line
resolution. To obtain good quality colour TV on 625
line (and by quality here, I reler to quality of the

received signal, not program content!) a further
increase in frequency is required, taking us now into
the UHF region.
Beyond UHF lies the microwave region. We tend

not to stop thinking in terms of information quality,
but consider quantity of information. We talk in terms
of the capability of so many thousand simultaneous
telephone conversations on the microwave link, or so
many TV channels. Our hero, Rupert, for instance,
has the theoretical capability of approximately 150
simultaneous broadcast channels (perish the thought!)
He has, in fact, opted for 16 channels using a slightly
different frequency for each. This is a reflection of the
limitation of the cheap mass-produced receiving
equipment, rather than the maximum theoretical

channel capacity available.
L-et us now consider the effects of diffraction as
the frequency is increased. At low frequencies there
is no problem picking up radio signals under the
shadow of hills and buildings. As the frequency is
increased, however, the signal follows a more direct

route, skimming over hills with little diffraction.
Ultimately, light rays follow a near perfect straight line
with diffraction effects only detectable under very
special circumstances. Microwaves also follow straight
lines with negligible diffraction over hills, buildings, or
even the earth's horizon. Microwave communication
through free space must, therefore, follow what is

known as'line-of-sighti

A final property of microwave which may be
gleaned from the spectrum of Figure 1 is that of
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absorption by, and consequential heating of nonmetallic substances by EM radiation (broiling the
chicken!) Efficiency of absorption improves as the
frequency reduces. Unfortunately RF ovens at frequencies below the microwave region would be too
large to be accommodated in the average kitchen.
Having dealt with the properties and attributes
of microwave radiation, we are now in a position to
consider actual microwave applications. By way of an
introduction, and to put things in perspective, I will
commence with a short history of microwave
technology.

Historical Landmarks In
Microwave lbchnology

contributed

enormously to the theory of RF propagation around

this era.

In 1894 Sir Oliver L-odge surrounded a spark
generator with a metal tube and noted that this

succeeded in guiding the signal into a specific
direction. This was in fact, the first waveguide, a
component much used to this day.
The 1920s saw much theoretical analysis of the
concept of microwave propagation and the advantages of this part of the spectrum were beginning to be
appreciated. In particular, George Southworth (of Bell

Telephone Laboratories) and Sir Robert Wattson-Watt

in communications

and
Radar, respectively. The first purpose built microwave
oscillators were developed during the 30s and more
especially, the early 40s. These were obviously
thermionic devices although their operation principle
was totally different from low frequency valves.

considered applications

A device known as a magnetron has had a
particularly interesting history. It was the first
microwave oscillating valve to be developed. It was

the most widely used device during the war years,
generating high power microwave pulses for radar
applications bui became obsolete during the early to
mid-50s, only to be reborn during the mid-60s for the
sole purpose of powering microwave ovens. As such,
more magnetrons are presently manufactured than
all other microwave oscillators put together.
The war years produced perhaps the greatest
number of technological advances in the microwave
region, including wide band high power amplifiers
(travelling wave tubes) and a variety of new oscillators
such as backward-wave oscillators. the klystron,
invented by the Varian brothers in 1935 was perfected
and became popular during this period. Radar and
microwave communication systems were designed,
manufactured and successfully implemented supporting the war effort. On the other hand much research
went into developing a microwave 'death-ray' at this
time. The necessary technology eludes us to this day,
much to Mr Reagan's and Mr Bush's dismay.
In 1956 the first non-reciprocal device, the
gyrator, was invented by C. Lester Hogan. The gyrator
is a two-port device which allows a signal to pass
through in one direction with some phase shift 0, but
when the signalis sent through the device in the other
direction, there is a phase shift of 0 + 1800. Although
now obsolete, it marked the beginning of a family of
non-reciprocal devices which have many applications
in switching, protecting, modulating and controlling
microwave signals.
Satellite communications were 'launched' in
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tions. The first such device was the Gunn diode
discovered, so it is said, by accident, by J. B. Gunn.
This was followed by junction diodes and transit time
diodes, which today can produce oscillations beyond

200GHz.

The story begins just over a century ago when Hertz
proposed the concept of radio propagation and
Maxwell first succeeded in generating radio transmissions using spark generators. These produced RF
power over a very broad spectrum, including the
microwave region. They were of course, unaware of

their emission frequencies. They

1962when Telstar was placed in low earth orbit. The
first geostationary satellite Early Bird was launched
some three years later. However, the theory of
geostationary satellite communication was conceived
in 1945 when Arthur C. Clarke (2001 fame) wrote
a most prophetic article on the subject, in the journal
Wireless World, of that year
Another major advance of the 60s was the
development of microwave semiconductor devices,
used to replace thermionic valves in some applica-

The

70s

sistors,

initially

brought the first
microwave tran-

,.1

bipolar, then MES-

(Metal
FET
Epitaxial Semi-

conductor Fietd
Effect Transistor

types.

Current

MESFETS can
produce appreciable powers, even

ar ZOGHz. Finatly,
bringing us up to
date, the 80s have
seen the development of Microwave

Monolithic Inte-

grated

Circuits

(MMICs);

several

Fig. 3 a) Schematic diagram of a cylindical magnetron

MESFETS, together with their
supporting passive

components on a
substrate 0.5mm
square producing a
complete system on
a chip.

Microwave
Ovens
This is the

most

popular application
of the science by far,
bl Electron path within the magnetron
with over 15 million
ovens installed in the United States to date. The history

of these appliances began in 1945, when a manufacturer of magnetrons discovered, supposedly by
chance, that microwaves are capable of producing
heating effects.

The phenomenon occurs as a consequence of
the vibration of atoms within the water molecules of
the food, causing {rictional warming of the produce.
The key to the importance of microwave heating is the
fact that the radiation penetrates more deeply than

other forms of cooking. When using hot-air, for
instance (ie a conventional domestic oven), the heat
is generated outside the object and conveyed to the
food by conduction and convection. The surface of
the object is th ereforeheated indirectly, and heat then
flows towards the inside by conduction only. Infra-red

heaters, very popular among

the

fast-food

emporiums, produce heat directly on the surface of
the food, The surrounding air is then warmed by
convection while the food is heated by conduction

I
I
I
I

from the surface. Microwave heating, however, occurs
within the food, and is therefore more energy efficient
ihan the other methods.
Referring to Figure 3, the method of operation
of a microwave oven is as follows. A magnetron
operating at 2.4SGHzgenerates microwave powef at
a few kilowatts. A length of waveguide connects the
output the magnetron to the main chamber of the
oven which acts as a resonant cavity. This means its
size is such that it exactly supports the electric and
magnetic wavelength inside the cooking volume. This
ensures efficient radiation of the food rather than the
energy attempting to creep out of the door seals, or
back up the magnetron's own output. The mode
stirrer, a sort of microwave fan, dishibutes the energy
within the cavity and ensures homogeneous heating.

So what is so special about the choice of
2.45GHz? Not much! Heating efficiency is dependent
on radiation at the various reionant frequencies of the

molecules, atoms, neutrons, electrons etc, which
make up the food substance. In practice it is the
resonances within the water molecules which are
paramount. These are many and various, particularly
within the 1.5GHz to 3.5GHz band.
The choice of 2.45GHz reflects an agreement
between the communication channel users, prin-

cipally military, to minimise communication interference. The implications are that, if your domestic
microwave oven radiates into the atmosphere, and if
this frequency is detected by the local army base, they
will say.Ah-ha, 2.45GHzl
- That's no enemy . . .
That's the sprouts being cookedl
The subject of
m

rcrowave

oven safety is a
complex one,

and although
statistically the

chances of
permanent

health risk
from these

300 telephone channels, 10 colour TV channels, a
few high quality audio channels, facsimile channels
and severalcomputer data Iinks; allthese transmitted

at one carrier frequency.
Microwave propagation over the horizon is not
so long
le using

ationary
channel

earth. At
the satelli

al force pulling
earth is exactly
to the rotation
ay and out into
rotation of the
f rotation of the
n that orbit and

matched
ofthe
space.
satellit
earth.

above a fixed point on the equatorial line.

The use of a stationary orbit presents very significant
advantages for communications:
ground station points
the sky, only small
ompensate for varying
b) Since there is no relative movement between

Doppler shift

of

the

This can cause major

Since
atmosphere,
air molecules
c)

ellites.

well
dow
ould

earth,s

due to
rbit for

more than a million years theoretically. Its operation
is however, limited in time by the fuel required for

stabilisation.

On the other hand, the stationary orbit also presents
some drawbacks:

a) The time taken for a signal to travel from

appliances are

minimal, work
being

is still

carried out in
an attempt to
quantify the
Fig. 4 Microwave Oven

dangers.

b) The targe distances involved attenuate the
signal levels considerably. The signal received from
our Rupert's Astra at the first amplifier mounted on

Microwave Communications
Microwaves are also used extensively in communications either between two ground stations or between

satellite and ground station. The advantages ol
communication at these frequencies are two-fold.
Firstly, because antennae at these frequencies are so

The

radiation), a more efficient link can be set up, since
much of the energy leaving the transmitting anterlna
actually arrives at the receiving antenna with minimal

and

directional (they send out a narrow pin-point of

spillover. Little diffraction occurs at these frequencies
so line-of-sight communication is essential. For
military secure communications this is an advantage,
since if an enemy attempted to intercept the information, not only would a drop in power be detecte.d
at the receiver, but the foe would find it quite difficuit
to eavesdrop without being seen. Of course, cover of
darkness affords little protection, as the modern day
soldier is equipped with infra-red nightsight.
The second advantage of using microwave frequencies lies in the broad-bandwidth capabilities. Most
microwave links are digitally modulated on either AM

or FM (or both) using some form of multiplexing

techniques. A typical link would have the capacity of
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with

density of one satellite every 3o of arc is being
increased to one satellite every 20 of arc.
A technology closely related to satellite communications is that of space communications to and
from
is obviously
over
are longer;
1.28
43 minutes
for a message to the Voyager
they orbit Jupiter
- still beats
The received signal levels are
exhemely specialised receiving

Next month, we'll see how microwave

technology is applied to the fields of medicine,
navigation, target detection and space photography.
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The I,SI Architecture of SY77
aving looked at the development of
RCM and what it actually means, the

next step is to dig deeper to the

hardware level, before discussing the
different operating system modes used
by the musician as the final part of this article. The
block diagram shown in Figure 7, illustraies the
connection of the SY77 system components. The
custom Yamaha LSIs shown in the diagram and their
function is discussed as {ollows.

own envelope generator as in M3. OPS3 has the
following key features:
[1] Ability to read a sample as a
Carrier/Modulator

t2)
[3]
[4]
t5l
[6]

The M3 chip (YM7119)
The M3 is synonymous with the AWMii portion of
the tone generator. It is a 16 channel waveformprocessing LSI developed in 1988-89 It features a
fixed sampling rate using 6th Lagrange Interpolation
and time varying Low Pass and High Pass Filters.

(LPF/HPF) The LSI reads wave data sampled at32
or 48kHz in 16 bit format and includes the following
key features:
(1) A 5-segment Amplitude Envelope Generator
(AEG).
(2) Pan Control.
(3) A Resonant Filter which can be configured as
24, 18. 12,6 dB/Ocr in Low-Pass,/HighPass/Band-Pass modes
(4) Wide Cutoff Frequency (ljHz-24kHz for LPF
and 10Hz-12kHz for HPF at 48kHz sampling

frequency

(5) No Microprocessor wait-time allowing
continuous data writing and thus user realtime
control.

(61 D/A Convertors are Yamaha AFDO and
Burr/Brown PCM56 for Individual Outputs.

The OPS3 chip (YM7107)
OPS3 is the heart of the AFM sound generation
system. It takes voice data from the CPU into its
internal register and receives additional pitch and
envelope information from the EGM2 chip Pitch data
from EGM2 and Pitch Bend wheel are converted into
Hertz and then into phase data in the phase accumulator and output to the oscillator OPS3 and EGM2
work together since OPS3 does not implement its
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16 Sine Wave variations available as
waveforms for conventional FM
Operator Fixed Frequency to 0 C0Hz
Operator Phase Control
45 Preset Algorithms (and Open Algorithm

Mike Barnes
continues his look at
the workings af the
latest Yamaha
synthesizer.

via MIDI)
3 User-delinable Feedback Loops per
Operator
2 LFOs (a main and sub LFO for each FM
voice)

[8]

Individual Operator sensitivity to Pitch
Envelope Generation

The EGM2 chip (YM7103)
Developed in 1988, this LSI creates envelope and

pitch information (eg. pitch envelope and
portamento) which is sent to the AFM sound
generation chip oPS3 (YM7107). EGM2 permits
envelope looping around any one of 4 envelope
segments for each operator.

The PAN I-SI (YM7102)
The Yamaha PAN chip is designed to integrate with
the OPS3 signal channels individually, allowing 16
PAN registers. The PAN chip contains a 6-segment
fully user programmable internal Envelope Generator
with repeat and delay capabilities which can be controlled for each channel individually. This enables all
16 Voices in a Multi setup to have a completely unique
stereo trajectory if required allowing complex spatial

movement during the evolution of sounds. SY77
contains 64 Prcsel pannidg movements which can
easily be applied to any sound that is created. Since
an SY77 sound (called a 'Voice') can consist of a
number of sound elements, each element can have
an independent pan movement.

The LDSP chip (YM3413)
LDSP is responsible for the reverb, delay tone and
distortion type of effects in SY77. SY77 implements
two LDSPs, one for each stereo output.
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Fig. 7 SY77 block diagram

The LEF chip (YM3415)
LEF is responsible for the modulation effects of SY77
including flange, stereo chorus and symphonic. Again
there are two units, one for each stereo output.

The Functional Architecture Of

sY77

elements are themselves sub-sounds which can be
combined in 11 master configurations:
The AWM Element block structure is shown
below:
The waveform block defines which of the lL2
preset sampled waveforms to playback, and sets its
pitch and fine tuning. The output is fed to the filter
block which modifies the tone using a pair of digital

On top of all the hardware discussed earlier sits the
operating system which divides SY77 into five fundamental modes of operation. These are represented
to the user as 5 switches on the top-left of the
instrument front panel. Each mode is for a specific
musical activity. Voice Mode is the most common
mode used for simply playing or editing sounds. Multi
mode is used to arrange and mix a group of up to 16
sounds/instruments to be played by the sequencer.
Song Mode gives access to all the recording and
editing functions of the sequencer which is analogous
the
musical parts are arranged- Pattern mode is really a
specialised part of Song Mode where a repeating
pattern of music can be made (for example, an S-bar

to a 16-track tape machine, and is where all

chorus) and then inserted at all the Chorus points

during the song. Utility mode contains all the
for setting up SY77 to

specialised functions

communicate via MIDI and store its internal data to
external media.

The Voice Mode Of SY77
On SY77, a Voice is the label used to define alltypes
of sound groupings including single sounds (eg. a solo
piano), layered sounds and keyboard split sounds (eg.
where a number of sounds occupy predetermined
positions on the same keyboard). The Voice is the
highest level of sound organisation in the inshument.
A Voice consists of parameter settings lor one, two or
four AFM or AWM 'Elements' (Element Data). These
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Fig. 8 Typical envelope showing different
adjustable rates and levels
filters. These filters can each be configured to both be
LPF in which case acting as one 24dB/octave filter

or one LPF and one HPF acting as L2dB/octave
filters. II the filters are not required, they can be set
to THRU position where they have no effect. There
is also a resonance control for the filter pair which is
the first digital resonance that actually works! (Since
each element can use two filters, a 4-element voice
can use 8 digitalfilters simultaneously!) From the filter
block, the signal is passed to the Amplifier block and
then to the Pan block where the element can be given

its own pan table and,/or be routed into an AFM
element to be used for further sound generation.
The AWM section has one Low Frequency
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Oscillator which can be used for vibrato/tremolo/
sample and hold effects, or to modulate the filter. This
LFO has 6 different waveform types, a speed, a delay
and a phase control.

The Multi Mode and Sequencing
Modes (Song and Pattern)
The SY77 Multi mode allows up to 16 Voices to be
set up and played by the sequencer (ie. it is 16 voice
Multi-timbral). Each voice is allocated to one of 16
tracks (like a multi-track tape recorder), and each track
is given a MIDI channel. Only data referring to one
MIDI channel is allowed to play a voice. The MIDI
channel allocation in multi-mode has been fixed to
simplify the process of making music so that the user
simply chooses a voices and places it on a tack (1-16).
The track number also represents the MIDI channel
number so there is no need to assign a MIDI channel
to a particular track. Each Voice in Multi Mode has
its own Volume, Tuning, note Shift, PAN, and Output
Select Functions. There is also an effects section which
is connected to the stereo outputs allowing a d,egree

Fig. 9 SY77 modes of operation

of mixing.
The Sequencer is really a completely independent part of SY77 and has its own set of control
buttons located left of the LCD. This allows the
sequencer to be stopped and started even whilst
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Sa

AFM
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61 AWM wavss

cer can record in real-time (by playing the keyboard) ,
or step-time (by programming individual notes) and
also has the ability to Punch-in and out. It also
implements a series of automatic functions which can

resolution oI l/96 of a quarter note. The sequencer
has its own dedicated CPU (63CO1Y). The Sequen-

PA

E3

E2

AFM

Fig. 1O SY77 element configurations

16000 note recording capability, and a recording

AT

E1

lAFM mono

01

editing a voice enabling changes in sound whilst the
sequencer is running. Additionally, the sequencer will
not only record data from the SY77's keyboard but
also from the MIDI In port, and it can playback on the
internal tone generation system or via the MIDI Out
port. The tone generator can respond to the internal
sequencer or via the MIDI In port. The Sequencer is
loosely based around the Yamaha QX3 hardware
sequencer, and in fact it willread QX3 sequencer files
directly from the SY77 disk drive. It features 16 tracks
(15 assignable and 1 drum track), approximately
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l/Vaveform Block

Fig. 11 The structure of an AWM element
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Filcr Bloc*

Amplilier BlocI

1

quantize (modify the timing) or transpose a specified

track or section of the song, make a crescendo,

References:

remove bars of music, insert bars of music, etc., etc.
The Sequencer can run in Song or pattern

t.i

i

Mode, and the tone generator operates in either Voice
(one channel) or Multi Mode (16 Channels). This
enables four possible sequencer/tone generator
configurations.

The

il..,. Snii' operaung Mao,rit ru*at.u,
poration, 1989)

ioi.

Utility Mode

Utility Mode is concerned with setting up the SY77
to fit a studio with other MIDI products so that it has
a unique identity channel for receiving and transmitting data. Master instrument tuning, and keyboard
velocity curves (eight different types to weight the
keyboard response to your playing style) are under
the System menu of Utility mode. It is also the mode
used for data storage and retrievalto 3.5" floppy disk
(DOS format) and Yamaha data card. To simplify data
storage there is an option to store all data types (Multi,
Voice, Sequencer, elc.) as one file.
NB. The views expressed here are those of the
author and are not necessarily the views of
Yamaha Corporation.

Conclusions
AII the technical details focused on here should not
overshadow the fact that SY77 is after all a musical
instrument. It is well crafted, athactively designed and

capable of lantastic expression in the hands of a
professional keyboard player. It is always hard to
examine something like an instrument from a cold
technological standpoint. The experience is in playing
and listening to it which is when the impressive technical specifications actually begin to say something
relevant. Like a well-designed car, it has to be driven
to appreciate it. So giving it a listen at a music shop
will put all the details into perspective.

Pitch PB
MOD Whel

AT
PB

EG Amp
Bias MOD

Filtsr
MOO

Research & Development Centre, London as MIDI
Product Specialist and is curently involved in voicing,
sampling and demonstation work for the new SY/IG

Volume VOICE

Filter
cur

Mike Barnes is a postgraduate in Music
Information Tbchnology, works for the Yamaha
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Fig. 12 The structure of an AFM element
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ONE POUND BARGAIN PACKS

TV SOUNO DECODER.
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BD9

2

BD11
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BD13
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BD22
BD30

2

BD32

2

prwide a lusd outletto a ring main where dryje
such asaclock muslnot be switched off
6v 1A mains transformers upright mounting with fixing
clamps
6%" speaker cabinet ideal lor extensions, lakcs your
speaker RetBD'137 + 50p.
30watl reed sitches, it's sulprisingwhat you can make
13A spure

withe thes-burglaalarms,sre{sitches, relayetc etc
25 watt loud speaker tm unit cro$-overs
N icad mngant curent charges adapt to charge al mosl

ily

2

nic

Hu
me

BD42

13A

as the air becomes dampel the
s and operatesamicrositch

rockersilch threetag soon/otf, orchange ov€rwith

channels. Will

Nicely

ca*d,

mains powerod with

driEasmallsp€ak€rdirsllydmuld beled

into Hl

I

Flsysem

etc C12.00each Ref: 12P22

VIDEO TAPES Thes

are three hourlapesof speriorquality, made
Our
atonly c3each.0ur
under liEnmfrom lhe famousJlC Company. Olleled atonlvt3each.
ref 3P63 Or5for c'l'1, Our rel11P3 0rforlhe reallybig usr i0 forQ2o Our

rci20P20.

ELESTRONIC SPACESHIP.

1

BD49

5

BD56

1

8067

1

BD1O3A

1

8D120

2

24hr time switch, ex-Eleclricity Board, automatically
adjust ior lengthening and shortening day.
Neon valves. wilh series resrslots,

or
operated

in water tanks
6v 750lVA porer supply, nicely cased with input and output

leads
Stripper boards each contains a400v 2A bridge recti,ier
and '14 other diodes and recliliers as well as dozens ol

condensrsetc
Plastic boxes apprcx 3" cube with square hole thrcughtop
so idealfor inteilupted beam witch
Motors lor model aeroplanes, spin lo start so needs no
switch
magnetic 490 ohm also act as
Microphone inserts
speakers
Reed relay kitsyouget'16 reed silches and 4coil setswith
and othergadgets
prevent those inquisitive
s
hocks
ounting holders with lens
5amp3pin flush mounting wketsmakesalwcostdiso
panel
need cableclips
pull oI could push if
Mains solenoid very powedul has

B0132

80134

10

B0'139

6

8D148

4

80149

6

BD180

6
6

80193
80199

-

-

-

1

I
8D211 1
P,0221 5
80252 1
80201

80259 50

2
8D268 1
80305 1
80653 2
8D548 2
80667 2
80263

Th€c

l'

modilied
made lor computers but have many
lcyboard switches
other applications
Electric d@k mains operated putthisin a boxand you need

-

never be late
12v alarms make a noise about as loud as a

cal horn

Slightlysolid but0K
Panostat, controls output of boiling ring flom dmmel lo boil
a musl lor hook ups
Leads with push on 74" tags
mainsconnections etc

-

lotbello(c
be loot si
ord player

canmains
to Pattress
nge speed

of record player molor
Tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest
Minialure drivertlanslormers. Rel 1T44. 20k to 1k, centre
tapped
3.5volt relays, each with two pairs changeovercontacts
4.7u1, non-polarised block capacilors, pcb mounting
aE owr'I p00 ilere in our calalogue. lf you mrlt 8 conPlete cog

please Equest this when odering.

PERSONA
with slereo hea

PANEL WITH TOUCH SWITCHES

This hasa+digitdisplay
'l
wilh abuilt'in clockand 2 relayoutputs, lorpowerand 1 lor pulsed pfler
level. Could be usedfor all sortsol timercontrol applications,0nly eA Rel
6P18

EQUIPMENT WALL MOUNT.
for speak, etc 2

Multi-adjuslable metal bracket

q

m

a spare lor a

micrilsve o€n elc t10.00 Ref:

12" HIGH RESOIITTION MONITOR.

ing
we
Pri

ll0Voperationgiving5Vat2A

or

+24at 25A +12at l5Aand +90Vat 4A

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. lnesmnrcrlcompositevids

PCB, translormer and all

contains
components excluding case, etc Our plice is !20,

Rel20P25

KEYBOARDS.

Brand new uncased with 84 keys plus PCB with

los Only E3 Ref3P89

BAss rellex

wry

lzin

wide,l4inhighand
terminalingwitha

ild

1.

37zin FLOPPY DRIVES. wesiil hawtBomodelsinsltrk:Single
sided,80 track, WChinm. Thisis in the mmufaclure6metalcN with leads
and IDC connectors. Price f40, reterence 40P'1. Also a dduble sided, 80
track, byNEC.Thisisuncased Pricef60, reference60P2 Botharebrand

new

YUASHA SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES 6vonly
t900 oach or2forC15,00 Fef: 15P9.

SBDt with chrome dolly lixing nuts

Body size 8mmx4mmxTmm

3 lor C1

order

ret

80649.

li
circuits.Willrefreshyour
better and work harder
included

C18. Our ref 18P2

PCSTYLE CASES 18" x18" x6".

complotewithlanandgrill
illuminaledpowerswitch and lECfilteredpowerinputplug PIiced alonly
tl5,00, Rel: 15P38

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS.

1/3rd

Hoepmr

Made to dnw the Sinclair C5 elsctric car but adaptable lo pMr a go- kart,
a mmr, a railcar, model railway, etc. Brand new Pticel2q.O$ tel20P22.

PC POWER SUPPLIES.

Brand new with built in fan and powel

sitchontheback +5 -5 +12 -l2l50wattmadebyAAEC

P5.00each

Foryourca,

iths l50wattsoulpul

REAL POWER CAR SPEAKERS. stereo pair output 100w
each +Ohm impedenceandconsistingof 6%" w@ler, 2" midrangeand
Pricep€rpair
1" tweeter ldeal toworkwiththeamplifierdescribedabov€
e3000 Order rel 30P7.
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MlNl RADIO MODULE Only2in square with fetrite aerialandsolid
diatunerwithownknob ltisasuperhetandoperatesfromaPP3batteryand
muld drive a crystal headphone Price
0ur rel 80716
Theold raithlul3pin
with screw terminals The plug is panel mounted and the socket is cable
lor€1
mounted 2pairslortl or4plugsor4sockets
0urrelBD715, BD715P
orBD7155
in handle,

Low cost hand held microphone with on/olf switch
leadterminalesinone3.5plugandone25plug Onlytl RelBD711

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS AND HIGH
CURFENT DEVlCESl4ov loowpairmadeby Hitachi Available in
H pack

Ref2SJ99and 2SK343 t4

a

pair Rel4P51

TIME AND TEMPERATURE LCD MODULE.

A

12

hour

clock, aCelciusand Fahrenheitthermomete( atoo hot alarm and atoocold
alarm. Approx 50 x 20mm with 12.7mm digits. Requires one M battely and
a lew switches. Comescomplete with tull data and diaglam. Price C9. Our

refgP5

REMOTE TEMPERATUBE PROBE FOR ABOVE.

T3

Our ref3P60

600 WATT AIR OR LIOUID MAINS HEATER.

Smallcoil

- neon and has a pder rating of2mW Complet€ly safe
solongasyoudonotlookdirecllyintothebeam
could result. Brand nil, fuil spec, t35. l\4ainsope
forthislube givesBkv striking and 1 25kv at 5mA running Complete

c6e tl5

is a three octave musical keyboard lt is

beautilully made,
and iscompletew
manymmputers,
sin brackand white, used
hasopenside.
PhilipstubeM2430M.Madeupinalacqueredframoand
Madefor usewith OPDcomputerbutsuitable for mostothers. Brand new,
r20 Ref20P6

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN. Japanese

squaresha
consumev
brushtype

made. The popular

a PCB

Rel

PTFE COATED SILVER PLATEO CABLE. tg strands

ol
Available
45mmcopper,willcarryupto30Aandisvirtuallyindestructable
inrodorblack RegularpriceisowrCl20perreel,ourpriceonlye20lorl00m
reel R6f 20P21 or 1 ol each for t35 Ref 35P2 Makes absolutely superb
speakercable!

Ael24P4

GEIGER COUNTER KlT,

lncludes tube, PCB and all components
to build agVoperation geigercounter Only e39, Ref39P1

SPECTRUM SOUND BOX.

mosouno toyourspeclrum withthis
devie;just plug in. Complete with speake[ volume conlrol and nrcely boxed
A snipatonly t4. Our rel4P53.

BBC JOYSTICK INTERFACE. Converts a BBc jotstick port to
an Atari lype port Price t2 Ourrel 2P261
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. 5M phone extension lead
with plug on one and socket on the other While Price 13 Our rel 3P/0 or 10
leads foronlytl9! Fef 19P2

LCD DISPLAY. 4%indigitssuppliedwilhconnecliondatac3.Hel3PT
or5for t10 Rel

10P7B

andwoolerNicelycasedwithconnectionsmarked
or 10

e onm s-way lor tweeter

midrange

0nlyt2 Ourref 2P255

lorel5 ref 15P32

BASE STATION MICROPHONE.

Top

qualily unFdirectional
- 68db built

electret condenser mic 600r impedance sensitivity 16-18KHz
in chime, completewith micstand bracket Ql5, Rei 15P28

MICROPHONE STAND.

Veryheavychromed

mic stand, magnetic

base 4in high !3 ifordered with above mic Our ref3P80

25 watt 3000 rpm made by Framco

priced atonly Q4 Ref 4P54

Makes a super high gain sn@ping

lesthan an inch square! tZ RefTP'|5,

INDUCTIVE PROXIMITY SWITCHES.

MadebyHoneyrell
lhese unils are brand nil and onered atonly C'\2 each which is afraction
oftheirnormal prico. 1G36V DC model ref 12P19 ormain version 12P2O

SEND 6"

t12

12P15

ceaslhe
ravan.!8
size4"

NEW MAINS MOTOBS.

amplifieron

MadefoElectron orBBccompuler

but suitable lor others lncludes mains adapto( leads and book

CROSS OVER NETWORK.

lw

6"x4' x3'

ACORN DATA BECORDER.

snotonly

Fitted Volume control The amplifier
hasthre lransistors and we estimate
lhooutputto be 2Wrms More
technical dala will be includod
with the amp Brand nsw, perlect
condition, otlered atlhewry

approx

Various makes and specs bul generally 15, al2v, ideal
bench supply. Only E8 OurrefSPS6

with

This is helium

kitwith

SUPPLIES.

lnlrared movementsensorswill swilch upto
l000Wmains UKmade, l2monthsmanulacturerswarranty lF20mrange
a0l0min timer, adjustable wall brackel, daylight sensor Only t24 00

PHILIPS LASEB

ratio better lhan
inputlevel tosuit

pe4ereref.30P/

tweeter Beallywellmade
unitwhich hastheporerandthequalityforhi-ri 6%india PriceC5 Ourrel
5P155or 10 lore40 rel40n

NEW PIR SENSORS.

Ret 25P18

1990 CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE PLEASE

REAL POWER AMPLIFIER.

types

EX EQUIPMENT SWITCHED MODE POWEB

16" rei6P21

SURFACE MOUNT KlT.
milar
uleel
case

N ICAD

SINCLAIR C5 WHEELS

MICROWAVE TURNTABLE MOTORS. complete with
weighl sensingeleckonis lhatwould havevariedthe cmking time. ldeal
for window displays elc. 0nly 85. Rel 5P165.
POWERFUL IONISER

populil olthe rechargeable

lncluding inner tubes and tyres. 13" and 16" diameter spoked
polycarbonalewheelslinishedinblack Onlye6each. 13" ref 6P20

SHADED POLE MOTORS. lpprox s" square available in 24V
bolts Price is
ACor240VAC, bothwiththreadedoutputshaftand2,ixing
E2 each 24V rel 2p65 240U rcl 2P66

Generates approx. 10

most

heater madelor heating air or liquids. Will notcorode, laststoryears, coil
size 3inx2in mounted on a metal platefor easylixing,4in dia. Price 83. Fel
3fru or 4for elO 0ur rel 10r/6

priceolCl.15 each, or 13ro1f12.

SUB-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH,

AA CELLS. Probably lhe
4lort4 ourref4P44

llol much bigger than a plastic
Threefortl 0urrelBD688

MICROPHONE,
ipto

sparate h-sync, v-sync and video. Plice C8. OUI ref8P39

BUSH RADIO MlDl SPEAKERS. stereopair

PCB mounting

transistorbutdoublepole

BULGIN MAINS PUrG AND SOCKET.

tl200each Re,:12PZ

s}$em,usingafull
nicelymadeblack,

SUB-MlN PUSH SWITCHES

tl

rc122P2.

STC SWITCHEO MODE POWEB SUPPLY 220V

MlNl MONO AMPon pc b
STABILISED POWER SUPPLY KlT. +-+/v2oA

several

Ambersre€n,

2vl.sampsupply.

asareTTLinput.

each. Our rel 8P26

lorc5 our ref5P'152

BOSCHERT SWITCHED MODE POWEF SUPPLIER.

20 WATT 40HM SPEAKERWithburltin

high vdhge experiments
10P93

Suilableror

?ffiff RESdtIr?toN MoNlroR.

MAINS OPERATEO MICROWAVE CONTROL

Dragon, Commodore, etc Allc5 each All

2KV 500 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS.

ORGAN MASTER

ain cuslomer leturns but complete and
at onlyeSeach. Ourref3P83.

gAH 12v, E600each;10AH 6vCl2O0 each

+5at15A +12at3A -12 el2A +24a12A220u ot 110vinput Brandnewand
guaranteed. Fetail priceiselS0ll ourst20 Bef: 20P30

thes make good night

lights
l\4ini unislector, one use isforan electric jigsawpuzzle,
re giwcircuitdiagram lorthis One puls into motoI, mms
switch th
pressure switch, or it can be
Suck
ure varialions such Awater loEl

1

JOYSTICKS lorBBC, Atari,
brand nfl, statewhich required

Sound and impact controlled, responds lo
clapsandshoutsand reverseswhen it hits
anything. Kit with really detailed instructions. ldeal presenl lor budding young
eleclrician. Ayoungsler should be ableto
assemble but you may haw to helpwith the
soldering ol the componenls onthe pcb. Corirplele liit elO Our ref 10P81.

centre otf
BD45

POPULAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH
1990 CATALOGUE now available - phone ior copy
YUASA LEAO ACID RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES.

x"9 SAE FOR FREE COPY

BULLELECTRICAL
Dept. ETl,250 PORTLAND BOAD, HOVE,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 sQT.
MAILORDE

sruicechar

SOLAB POWERED Nl-CAD CHABGER. 4NicadMbattery
chargercharges4 batteries in 8 hours Price t6 0ur ref6P3
MAINS SOLDERING IRON. Pricet3 ourre,3P6s
SOLDERING IRON STAND. Price13 Ourrel3P66
SHARP PLOTTER PHINTEH. Newacolourprinteroriginally
inlended for Sharp computers but may be adaptable for other machines
Completewith pens, paper, etc Price 116 Our ref'16P3

KlTloconverttheabovePriniertoCentronicsparallel

Q4 Ret4P5z

CAR IONIZER KlT. lmprretheairinyourcaiclea6smokeandhelps
preventlatique Casereq Pricetl2 Ourref 12P8

NEW FM BUG KlT. New design
attt Our ref 5P158

wilh PCB embedded coil 9v

operalion Priced

NEW PANEL METERS. 50UAmilementwiththreedillerentsdes
that are brought into viewwith a lever Price onlyc3. Ref3P81

STROBE LIGHTS.

Fit a standard Edison screw light iitting 24ov
40/min llash rale, availablein yellow, green, complelewith scket Pricetl0
each Bel 10P80(stale colour reqd)

ELECTRIC SPEED CONTROL KlT.
our powerful'l2vmotors

Suitable ror controlling
Price !12 Ref 17P3(heatsink required)

EXTENSIONCABLEWITH A DIFFERENCE.

ttisllaton

one side, making iteasytolixand lmktidy.4core, suitablefor alarms, phones
etc OurpriceonlyC5for50m reel Bef 5Pl53

METAL PROJECT BOX.

companies.

etc,,sprayed grey,sizeS"
Phone (0273) 203500

Fa 230n

3n5

x 4"

\

ldealfor battery charger, power supply
41/2",lowtedlorvenlilation Price !3 Ref

41
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t
microphone from AKG.
quality microphone is freqstage and if amplifier levels are

round can result.

The new Polar pattern converter

(PPC1000) is a small capsule that fits over the
mic insert and will change the familiar heartshaped.response pattern to one of Hypercardioid shape, making jt more sensitive and
less vulnerable to feedback from the monitors

their
now
large
Iable
as well as an extensive range of drive units
and kits

The new catalogue has just been released

and contains new kits from KEF, AUDAX,
SEAS, PEERLESS and VOLT and is available from Wilmslow Audio at a cost of 1.50.

Wilmslow Audio's new address

and giving the vocalist a greater presence on

stage.

The pattern converter will not affect the
is available

frequency response and

separately if an existing C1000S is already to

D

ilf;
recording
t'j'.l

?^1"

ff:X ::'H11il'.,:

Tl

and as prices start to tumble with
increasing competition, the hardware will

eventually find a niche in the home recording
market.
Akai has released ADAM, the Akai Digital
Multi{rack system, which consists of a milti_
track recorder, a programmable auto-locator

hand..The microphone capsule is a backplate
transducer which reduces handling noiie to
a minimum and is either battery or phantom
powered.
The AKG C1000S retails at f 149+VAT.

inputs and outputs enable direct transfer of
signals from one recorder to another and
synchronised control allows up to three 12
channel recorders to be linked.

is

Wellington Close, Parkgate Tiading Estate,
Knutsford, Cheshire, WA16 8DX. Tel No.
0565 50605.

via the now familiar rotating helical-scan
head. Three record and three playback heads

II

Hifiiournal aimed specificallyatthe DIy

Lconstructor is changing format. The

are mounted in the rotating drum with

stationary heads for erase and control. Digital

magazine Audio Conversions has only been
available to people attending Hifi shows, and
to associates of the contributors. Up until now,
the magazine has been published in black an

j

white and in A5 size.
The magazine now has over a thousand
subscribers and from the next issue will be
published in colour and in A4 size. Audio
Conversions provides information and advice
le modification
s and is publish

of

f8

or 110 f

readers and 8 back issues are available at a
cost of f1.50 each.

Audio Conversions is available from:
Audio Conversions, Coley Lane Farm, Went.
worth, Rotherham, 562 7Se.
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lf,usic mixers are cetting smaller and
lYIr-aller. The AKG-Micro-Mix can even

fen years ago the world had its first taste
I of personal music on the move from
Sony. The now legendary Walkman has

be clamped to a drum stand and gives the
drummer control over mic mixing of any of
his percussion instruments.

given pleasure to over 55 million people and
earned its place in the Oxford dictionary.
Often imitated, the SonyWalkman celebrated
its 10th birthday with a dedicated programme

The Micro-mix 8 into 4 and 8 into 2 will

CONTINUED

allow the input of 8 condenser microphones
or line inputs. Apart from the normal slide
faders, each channel has a switchable output
and pan control. Phantom power controlled,
the mixer can boast of a
96dB signal-to-noise
ratio, a crosstalk
figure of 53dB and
a frequency response

of the

oI20-20kHz.
The8into4retails
at 1189 +VAT and the
8 into 2. 1175.50+VAT

f f HB Communications has landed the
lf aonrru., Ior Ine oeslgn ano rnslallaaon
of audio and video ficitities at ITN's
impending headquarters in Grays Inn Road.
The main deal is worth more than half a
million pounds to the West London-based
company. They will install and commission
complete audio systems within two separate
studios and a sound dubbing suite The
company is also re-locating a further dubbing
suite and designing outside broadcast interface facilities for a third studio HHB has also

Design Classics Series

on

BBC

Television, June 19th, 1990.
Now the choice is wider than ever with 25
models to choose from.
The WM2011 isfinished in black with new
styling and complete with lightweight headphones. Auto shuloff in the play mode and
normal/metaltape selector plus belt clip are
provided at a price of 819.99. The slim
WM2051 fills a new slot in the range with auto
reverse tape playback. Battery power can be
saved by the use of an optional AC adaptor
and this Walkman will sell at around f27 .99.
With stereo FM and AM radio the
WMF2015 follows the new angled styling of
the 2011 model DC in socket, headphones
and belt clip are all supplied for only 129.99.
Finally, for the active user is a new sports
model the WMF2078 with water resistant
casing and showerproof following head-

been contracted to re-locate and part equip

the video presentation suite. This requires
meticulous planping, since the suite itself
cannot be out of service for more lhan 72

phones. This Walkman is complete with
digital FM/AM tuner, 14 presets, clock timer,
auto reverse and Dolby B. Finished in bright
sports yellow this model completes the lineup at €119.99.

hours
The project will include several extensive
custom designs and complex hardware configurations and will include the integration
and installation of two Solid State logic 5000
Series consoles. HHB is reporting directly to
ITN and most of the work is to be completed
by the end of 1990.

BRIA'NPRICE
BOHIVI ORG.,H'N STUDIOS
66

Ashchurch Drine, Vlollaton, Nottingham NGB zRA

Wilmslow Audio's NEW ranoe of
speaker kits from Peerless.-

Telephone/Fax: 0602-284766
33 years of experience in high quality Organ and Keyboard design

behind every BOHM Product.

*
*
*
*
*
+

*
*
*
*
*

The LATEST frorn BOHM
9OO/9IO Series Organs

sounds in NEW BOHM H.D.S. System
256 Sampled Flhythms and AccomPaniments
22Track Sequencer
Touch-Sensitive keyboards 49 Notes
All features fully Programmable by user, Soundcard or
Optional Floppy Disc.
Available in choice of cabinets and Veneers.
4OO

52O

Exparrder

Full Organ features. Stereo Voicing

All features of 9OO Series Organs
Plus 48 track sequencer

Unlimited Programming facilities for Sounds, Rhythms
and AccomPaniments
* Storage on soundcard, Floppy Disc, Hard Disc or very
large lnternal memory
* Supplied with 4OO Sounds and 120 Rhythms.
'ltrle are also Ore UI( supplier:s fot the BOHI\/[ IC EstO.

.twailable with full Technical Inforrnation.
Supplied in kit form orbuilt by:

TIIE BOHIVI SPECI.H'LISTS

Part Exchanges welcome. Please write or phone for NEW English
C€ llers by appointment please
brochures and price list.

Barty

South Glamorgan
Iel'. 0446-733277

Scotland:
Keyboard Services
9 Kingswood Road
Kingswell
-lel: Aberde€n
0224-744545
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Pictured here the Force 6,
a large floor standing design.

80O x 275

STATION ONE E,rPANDER

-

The kit contains all the cabinet
components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF
for easy assembly)

Dimensions:

Sound Sampled Rhythms
Fully Programmable from Soundcard

Contacl your local agent:
South \A/ales:
Vernon Pursall
66 Colcot Road

This new range of four kits utilise
CC technology drive units
for optimum performance.

North \ /est:
Nick Stammers
Westling. Tenfields
Hetton Le Hole
Tyne and \A/ear
Tel: o91-526 35€19

x 335 fim

Response:

32 HZ.20 KHZ
AMP Suitabilityl 30-l 20w
lmpedence: I ohrns

Price

Force2
Force4
Forc€5
Forc€8

carr /ins

E15S E13pr.
8179 t13pr.
C199 g15pr.

f245

E15pr.

All kits are available in Plus and
Basic forms
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CMOS Mixer
a

components to the left of C3 are duplicated on the

lthough this circuit employs only one cheap

flCMOS

IC and two transistors it

is

capable of high

quality results. The IC, a 4011, contains four dual
input NAND gates. Two of these are used with their
inputs connected together to form inverters and biased

into the linear mode by means of the feedback
resistors, R2. Inputs are applied through the pots
RV1,/2 and are mixed by the gate to which they are
coupled by C1, R1, R3 and C2. Although only two
inputs are shown here, the circuit will mix up to four
inputs by duplicating the input circuitry.
For clarity only one mixer gate is shown in the
schematic. The other gate, along with all the

rrrrpur

z

5-T2-

other channel. The other two gates are used in a touch
operated on-off switch.
The plates, which may consist of a small piece
of Veroboard with alternate strips linked together and
connected to the input of the gate and line
respectively, control the output polarity of the gates.
When the circuit is turned on, by placing a finger
on the touch plate, the output of this gate goes high
switching Q2 hard on and supplying the circuit with
current. To switch off the other touch plate is touched
with the finger. The output then goes low removing
the operating current from the circuit. The transistor
Q2 gives the circuit a low output impedance and the
gain with the input pot at maximum is four.

ourPUT

NorEs:

lcl 4011
or 8c149
02

Soft Limiter
n n" of the fundamental differences between valve
\./and transistor amplifiers is their behaviour when

tJl
tl-J

LJ
t+{

driven into clipping. The valve amps go into so-called
soft clipping whilst their transistorised counterparts
generate large quantities of harmonic distortion. The
circuit shown simulates the soft clipping of valve
amplifiers and is intended to be used between the
power amplifier's input and the preamplifier's output.
R4 and R5, decoupled by C2 set a half supply
refercnce for the non-inverting input of the op amp.
Input signals are fed into the inverting input via the
DC blocking capacitor and R1, the latter defining small
signal gain and input impedance.
For small signals the amplifier's output is an exact
unlt gain copy of the input. As the signal level
increases, however, the time will come when the
voltage across the output and slider of RV1 r,0ill be
sufficient to bias Q1 or Q2 on. When this occurs the
feedback increases due to the shunting elleclolR2
and R3.

The net effect is that musical peaks above

The circuit is adjustable in operation between
130mV and 10V rms input sensitivity by means of
RV1. To set the circuit up simply set the slider so that
it is shorted to the output of the amp. Play some music

at high volume through the system and adjust until
the harshness just disappears. It's easier to do than
describe.

I

,84

+
I

the power amplifier going into hard clipping. As a
result, distortion is noticably decreased whilst the

t'

R5

lOOu

I

t1

S"

to

NOTES:
tcl t/.LM349

()1 BC159
()2 8C149

a

certain threshold are reduced in amplitude to prevent

8C147

e
R1
1

"_lH;

00k

C

R2
100k

R3
100k

10u

subjective loudness appears unaffected.
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Sound Effects Unit
circuit consists of four CMOS oscillators gated

8 - 100R, but the transistor tends to get a bit hot below

together in a configuration that will produce a

multitude of effects from white noise to a multibanked

30R, so a small heatsink may be needed.
None of the component values are critical and

Tiimphone.

if desired, RV1,3 can be replaced by ordinary resistors

Each IC is connected as a warble tone generator
and mixed together at the base of Q1. LS1 can be from

much.

This

I

without affecting the variety of sound effects too

OUTPUT
(TO SPEAKERSI

NOTE:

lcl ls 741
ts Bc2t2
Dt-{ ARE rN4148

ot

D5 tS 1N4m1

Priority Audio Switch
This circuit switches a single loudspeaker from a
I 'normal'to a 'priority' circuit whenever a signal
appears on the priority input. The prototype was used
to switch between a cassette player and a two-way

radio whenever a call was received. Other

uses

include priority calls in PA systems, monitoring several
infrequently-used radio channels, etc.
Audio from the priority input is rectified and
applied to the Schmitt trigger circuit, IC1. If the
rectified voltage exceeds the voltage set by RV1, IC1

ETI SEPTEMBER I99O

switches and the relay is operated by Q1. The

switching level is set by RVl. The hysteresis is
controlled by R8 and the delay before the relay
switches back to the normal channel at the end of a
priority call depends on C2 (approximately 2s with
the value shown).
If stereo outputs from the cassette recorder are
to be switched, RLA will require two changeover
contacts. Several of these circuits may be cascaded
to provide more than one level of priority.
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Vivian Capel
d'scusses ffie
effects that
crossover units
can have on
loudspeaker
sound.

he majority of hi-Ii loudspeakers in use
today use two separate drivers to handle
the treble and bass frequencies Often a

third is used to reproduce the

mid

frequencies and occasionally a sub-woofer
is used to extend the bass about an octave below that
of the bass driver. Super tweeters are sometimes used

to extend the response well beyond the content ol

the bass cone.

To avoid interference effects, an inductor

is

connected in series with the bass unit to filter out the
high frequencies. This single capacitor/inductor circuit
is known as afirst-order network, each leg attenuating
the signal outside of its pass range at the rate of 6dB
per octave (Figure 1).

most programme material and beyond the range ol
human audibility, though no doubt Nipper, the HMV
dog, would have wagged his tail with approval!
Most tweeters would be wrecked if fed with a
Eood bass signal so a crossover network is used to
separate the frequency bands and ensure that only

Fig.2

Phase relationship of tweeter and bass

unit. Resultant output is zero

phase

difference.

The point where they overlap is known as the
the values of the
components are chosen so that at this point the
response of each driver is - 3dB or at half power. Now

crossover frequency and

current through a capacitor leads the voltage, whereas
it lags through an inductor. In the firslorder network,

CBOSSOVER

OCTAVES

tb)
Fig.

1

(al First-order crossover circuit
(b) Frequency response of each driver.
Crossover point is at the -3dB level at
which both drivers are giving equal output.
The result is a smooth response but with
too gentle a roll-off at 6dB per octave.

the lead and lag is 45o in each case. These
compensate acoustically to produce an in-phase
signal from the drivers at the crossover frequency
(Figure 2). The two half-power signals thus add to
produce full power and so the response through the
crossover region is flat The formula for calculating the
theoretical values are:

, :
'

First-Order Network
The simplest circuit is of a single capacitor connected
in series with the tweeter which prevents low frequencies reaching it. Both low and high frequericies
are fed to the bass unit which will reproduce some of
the highs due to cone flexure. Having two speakers
reproducing high frequencies in close lateralproximity
results in interference at certain angles, reinforcement
taking place at some frequencies and cancellation at
others. Because of this the circuit is used only in cheap
radio units, but it can be and is used effectively with
co-axialspeakers where the tweeter is mournted within
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2nI.

-

106

2nf,Z
in which L in the inductance in millihenries: C is the
capacitance in microfarads; Z is the speaker
impedence; and f. is the crossover frequency.

the correct ones are fed to the appropriate drivers
Such circuits are therefore regarded as a necessary
part of a hi-fi speaker. But because of their side effects
they are often described like some medical drugs, as
a necessary evil Is this epithet justified though?
To discover just what those effects are, we will
firstly take a look at the different types of crossover
and how they work They are made up {rom combinations of inductors and capacitors arranged to provide
low-pass, high-pass, or band-pass characteristics The
degree of attenuation outside of the pass band
depends on the type of circuit which are classified
according to order.

ZxlO3

0

-5
-10

Fig.

3

lf the natural frequency roll-off of the bass
unit coincides with that of the crossover
circuit, the result is steeper, and so an
asymmetiical response is produced

resulting in a dip below the crossove?
frequency.

There is a snag here though. The 6dB per octave
roll off is too gentle. It means that at two octaves from

the crossover point, both drivers are handling

a

signalthat is outside of their respective bands,
while at three octaves there is still a -18dB signal.
The problem arises when the naturalfrequency
roll off of one of the drivers coincides with that of the
filter. Then the total roll off for that drive is augmented
and made steeper. So the two roll offs for the two
drivers are non-symmetrical, one being steeper than
the other. This produces a power level of less than
-3dB for the affected driver at the crossover

- 12dB
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frequency resulting in a dip in the response (Figure 3).
A further snag lies in the fact that the tweeter will
be fed with substantial proportions of the bass signal

which would not only produce distortion due to
overloading it, but could result in damage. Yet another
undesirable factor is that the tweeter resonant
frequency (which should be kept below the crossover
point and so out of the range it is required to handle)
can be excited. The result is a peak at that frequency
which is general in the mid-frequency range.

Second Order
The solution to these problems is to use filters having
a sharper roll off. Al2dBper octave characteristic can
be obtained by adding a capacitor across the bass
driver and an inductor across the tweeter. This circuit
is a second-order network (Figure 4), and it is also
known as an L-filter because the series and parallel
components form an L when drawn in a circuit
diagram.
The disadvantage is that the phase difference
between the drivers is 180o which produces a dip in
the response at the crossover frequency. This can be
avoided by reverse connecting the tweeler, but then
a hump is produced instead. Also, all the high
frequencies are then in an opposite phase relationship
to the low, compared to what they were in the original
signal.
A musical instrument rich in harmonics such as
the cello, may have its fundamental and second
harmonic reproduced by the bass driver and the
higher harmonics by the tweeter. Having the tweeter
reversed thus changes their relationship and so also
the signal waveform. While this seems to have little
effect on quality, the stereo images could be impaired
and it is a departure from the ideal that the reproduced
signal should correspond as closely as possible to the
original.
Sometimes a resistor is included in series with the
tweeter and its series capacitor. This is done to
attenuate its output when the tweeter sensitivity is
greater than that of the bass driver which is often the
case. Sensitivities are thus matched to give a uniform
response. A bonus effect of this is to reducethe degree
of current lead through the tweeter due to the
capacitor, and thus the phase difference between the
two drivers.

Third Order
Further components can be added to form athirdorder nelwork. This has an exta inductor in series with
the bass unit and an extra capacitor in series with the
tweeter. The circuit for each section looks like a T so
it is often called a T-filter (Figure 5). The roll off slope
in this case is 18 dB per octave (Figure 6).
The formula for calculating theoretical values is:

Optimised Design
The above formulae assume that the

driver

impedance is constant, which is not the case; it varies
with frequency and resonances. They should therefore be considered as a starting point, and the values
be modified according to the response of the driver.
Sometimes irregularities in the response of one of the
drivers can be partly compensated for by extra
components, usually resistors across or in series with
the main filter components, but additional inductors
and capacitors are often used as well (Figure 8). It is
thus possible to achieve a very flat response for a
particular pair of drivers and enclosure. With so many
variable factors the design frequently needs to be
carried out by computer.
For any published design therefore, neither the
type of drivers nor values of the network should be
changed. They have, or should have been, carefully
optimised. Itfollows that choosing a pair of drivers at
random, then using an off-the-shelf crossover is very
unlikely to give satisfactory results. However, some
speaker manufacturers do little more than that, and
certain ones have been known to substitute a quite
different driver with no modification of the crossover
filter at all, for the sole reason of lower cost.

c2

Ll

cl

Fig.

4

N

L2

Circuit of second-order or L network.

Band-pass Filters
When a mid-range driver is added it must be fed via
a filter that supplies only the mid frequencies, so it
must offer a rising impedance to both high and low
frequencies. A first-order bandpass filter consists of
a capacitor and inductor in series, while a secondorder network has an extra capacitor and inductor,
one in parallel across the driver and the other from
the junction of the series components (Figure 9) . Here

too, additional components are often added

to

compensate for vagarities in the response of the driver.
Compensating components can be in nearly any
part of the network circuit, but there are two general

rules. No parallel component is ever connected
directly across the input as this would be shunting the
amplilier output. All attenuating resistors are on the
amplifier side of the filter because the crossover

rL1 -rL2-LL3-ar -ot -32x103
4rrl,
andC,

:2Cz:T:

#

Fourth Order
Adding another capacitor across the bass driver and
a further inductor across the tweeter forms a fourthorder filter. This looks like the Greek letter n in circuit
form, and so is called a n filter (Figure 7). It has a roll
ofl of 24 dBper octave. As with the second-order Iilter
there is a 180o phase reversal so the tweeter can be
reverse connected unless other components are included which affect the phasing. Fourth-order filters
are rarely used for crossover networks; second and
third being the most common.
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Fig.

5

Circuit of third-order or T network.

frequency would be affect'ed if they were connected
on the driver side.
A further convention is that all inputs are in
parallel across the amplifier output so that each section
may be considered a separate and independent filter

circuit. This means that it is not necessary for both,
or the three in a three-way system, to be of the same
order. Thus a second-order filter may be used for the
treble unit to limit the amount of bass it will be fed.
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while only a first-order circuit is used for the

bass

driver, as it may be considered less important to limit
the high frequencies it handles. While this mav resuli

in some interference effects as we have .;";,-ii
reduces the phase difference and the effecis of
'ringingi

Components
]h9

capaotors used are genemlly in the mnge of 1

10pE

Polarised electrolytics with a positive and negative
connection are not used as the signal is pure AC.
Furthermore, electrolytics have wide tolerances and
so a precise value cannot be obtained. So while nonpolarised electrolytics can be used, other types are
preferable.
The inductors can be either air-cored or ferrite

..

znefates a voltage that

ny parallel circuit. In the
? current so produced is
riginal. So the effect is to
sustain the current after the sighal has ceased. Again
a blurring of terminating transients results.
By themselves these overhang effects may not
be too bad, but there is worse to follow. The induced
currbnt in the inductor recharges the capacitor, which
-

discharges back through the inductor when the
current ceases. So another field builds up which
produces further current to recharge the capacitor
again and so on.
Thus current surges backwards and forwards in
oscillatory cycles until the losses in the circuit reduce

components. This is one reason why first-order filters
are sometimes employed for bass drivers and fourth_
order circuits are rarely used at all.

o
5

-10

dB -15

-20
-25
OCTAVES

Fig.

6

The response of each driver in a third-order

network. Roll-off is at 18dB per ocatave.

reducing it.
cored. The ferrite components are smaller because
they are magnetically more efficient, most of the

generated flux being concentrated in the windings by
the core. The disadvantage is that it is possible for the
core to saturate at high signal levels, thereby varying
the inductance, hence also the impedance. The result
is harmonic distortion and changing of the crossover
characteristics

Air-cored inductors do not suffer from this
possibility, but they are large and heavier. A problem
can be the large leakage field which can interact with
any other inductor within range and so introduce
mutual couplingbetween them The effects of this can
be strange and

Ll

c1

unpredictable All coils, but especially

L2

c2

N

L3

by adding to it.

So some amplifiers that have a low distortion
on on paper ach
negative
can sound
I

worse
to

ng higher

distortion due

feedback

level. As the precise effect depends both on the
amplifier feedback conditions and the nature of the
speaker crossover network, this is one reason why
some speakers sound better with certain amplifiers
than otl-ers.

L4

Cone Oscillation Damping
Fig.

7

A fourth-order network giving a 24dB pet octave roll-off.
It is not often used because of phasing and ringing problems.

air-cored ones, should be mounted well apart, and
if possible with their axes at right-angles.
A printed circuit board is the usual methods of
interconnecting the components, but which ever way
the components are connected, they should be fixed
securely with no possibility of adjacent ones touching
and thereby able to producebuzzes or rattles when
subject to high level sound waves.

Ringing
effects. If the

silnal

bruptly, a charge is

rges through any
ssover filter this will
almost certainly include the associated driver. Thus
terminating transients in the signal are blurred.
A similar effect occurs in the case of an inductor.
An abrupt cessation of current flowing through it
causes a rapidly collapsing magnetic field which cuts

Another reason for many matching anomalies and a

further un
is its effec

ver circuit,

the signal
forseveral
cycles before coming to rest due to the springiness of
its suspension. Spurious sounds are thus generated.
These cone oscillations generate currents in the

ceasesthe

coil, which set up a magnetic field around it that

opposes the cone motion. The oscillations are thus
self-dampening. The same effect tends to reduce
peaks in the speaker frequency response. If the cone
motion at one frequency is greater than that of the
others for the same input, the induced current is also

larger. Thus the opposing force is greater and the
excess cone motion is reduced.

Now the only path for the induced current is
through the amplifier ouput stage. As the damping
depends on this current, it also depends on the iota]
resistance it has to encounter, the lower the resistance

the greater the damping current.

for
am

,",il:'lt"J:ffii';'31?il;
speaker cone motion
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by providing a low resistance shunt path. Output stage
internal resistance is much lower than the specified
output impedance, and the damping factor is the ratio

oI 20 are nowadays
considered low, and some go as high as 1,000. Taking
a typical damping factor of 100 and the usual 8R load,
this gives an internal resistance of 8-100:0.08R
Connected directly across a driver, such a low
resistance permits a high damping current and very
ef{ective control of spurious cone motion
However, when a crossover network is in circuit,
each driver has at least one reactive component in
series, possibly more, and often as we have seen,
resistance as well. These may represent a series
impedance of several ohms and make nonsense of
those very low-resistance high damping factors. The
result is that damping is severely impaired.
So, the crossover produces phase anomalies,
spurious oscillation, and reduces the control over cone
overshoot and minor resonances. To our question as
to whether crossover networks are a necessary evil.
the answer would thus appear to be positive. But is
it? Undoubtedly it is an evil but is it really necessary?
between the two. Factors

Dispensing With The Crossover
Before considering this, we can first make the point
that the {ewer the drivers, the fewer the crossover
components and the fewer the problems. One well
known manufacturer gave demonstrations of a range
of speakers a few years ago. They all sounded quite
good except one which had a distinctly raw sound.
This was their top of range model with three drivers;
all the others had two.
At one time makers vied with each other as to
the number of drivers they fitted. Front covers were
made detachable, ostensibly to minimise HF loss, but
in reality for the owner to show off to all and sundry,
the drivers so exposed. A'my-speakers-have-moredrivers-than-yours' syndrome was the order of the
day. This practice seems to be dying out, the twodriver systems are the most common at present.
Can the crossover be completely eliminated?
There are three possibilities. The first is to divide the

audio signal into two bands before the power
amplifier This can be easily done and it eliminates all

the problems that arise from splitting
loudspeaker. The snag

is

it at the

that it requires two amplifiers

per channel, and the loudspeaker must provide
connections

for both drivers separately. Not

all

speakers do. Different sensitivities for each driver can
readily be compensated by adjusting the gain of each

amplifier.
The second is to use apiezo tweeter, a range of
which is made by Motorola. Being capacitive, they
have the characteristic of having a rising impedance
as the frequency falls. It is typically 1,000R at lkHz,
and increases exponentially below that. In one model
the roll off is at 24dB per octave below 3kHz, which
is equivalent to a fourth-order filter. At bass frequencies the impedance is so high that the unit can be connected directly across the amplifier and the bass driver
without any crossover, and without damage to it.
Frequency response is up to 40kHz, higher than
most super tweeters, and even higher than Nipper
would appreciate. More importantly, the harmonic
distortion is very low for a transducer, at a mere

0.75%.
If it was required to restrict the HF output of the
bass unit to reduce

mutual interference,

a

simple first

order crossover, i.e. a series inductor could

be

included. This would impair its magnetic damping,
but would avoid the other vices of the higher order
circuits.
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Single Driver
Both these solutions suffer from the same drawback,
the phasing and interference effects of running two
adjacent drivers in the same plane. As it is not possible
to arrange a totally sharp culoff, both reproduce the
same frequencies around the crossover point. One
answer is the co-axial speaker in which the treble unit
is mounted in front of the bass one. The sound
produced is coherent, and the phasing does not vary
with the off axis angle
As a result of this,

a

single capacitor in series with

the treble unit is likely to be allthat is required by way
of a crossover circuit. There can be masking of mid
frequencies by the tweeter unit, and sound reflection
between the units. These effects can be minimised by
careful physical design.
The alternative is to use a single full-range driver.
There is an increasing range of these now available.
Some have a frequency response from 40Hz-l6kHz
so there is little lost except at the extreme ends of the
spectrum, but many two-unit loudspeakers do no
better.
Full-range drivers make use of an effect that has
for years been considered a drawback with the
moving-coilspeaker, that is cone flexure. Ideally, the
cone should act like a rigid piston, all parts moving
backwards and forwards in unison. Any stroboscopic
examination of paper loudspeaker cone will reveal
that this does not happen: ripples move out from the

Fig.

8

Extra components are often included in commercial designs

to modify the response to compensate for irregularities in
frequency response and sensitivity differences between the
drivers. The circuit is thus designed for a specific pair of
drivers.

centre and back again, some parts flap backwards
while others are going forward, in fact it is a wonder
that the reproduced sound bears any resemblance to
the original at all!
To avoid this, cone have been made from various
rigid materials such as metal and polystyrene. These

have tended either

to be too

heavy and

so

unresponsive to transients and high frequencies, or
have added coloration. In spite of all the progress in
materials over the years, paper pulp of various types
continue to be used Iorthe best subjective uncoloured
results.

The full-range speaker has a cone with a curved

contour which actually encourages flexure and also
controls cone break-up. At high frequencies, the
central area moves independently of the rest which
has too great an inertia to respond. [t thus behaves
as a small tweeter. At mid frequencies, a larger area
comes into play, while at the bass the whole cone
responds. The effect is termed controlled flexure and
is a prime example of turnlng a vice into a virtue! In
effect there is a separately operating tweeter, midrange unit and bass driver, without any crossover
network, and with true cohernet radiation from a
single source.

One objection to the full-range driver is that of
doppler distortion. The 'tweeter'being the centre of
the cone, is moving backwards and forwards at bass
frequencies that are being reproduced at the same
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time, and so the HF is modulated by them. Critical
listening tests suggest though that a bass cone
excursion of 20mm is the lower limit below which

speakers and conditioned into believing that the more
the better, cannot accept that a single-unit speaker is
anything but a maker's cut-price exercise. In turn
manufacturers dare not risk producing speakers that
would be so regarded and unlikely to sell.
Of course, single-driver speaker enclosures need
to be properly designed and constructed to give firstclass results, just as the multi-unit variety. The cheap
Io-fi unit using an ordinary speaker in a box as supplied
as extension speakers or with low cost players, is no
criterion of the results that can be obtained with a good

doppler distortion
cannot be detected.
This is unlikely to be
even approached in

domestic

hi-fi

systems. Using the

comparison
Fig.

9

of

the

doppler effect heard

Circuit of second-order bandpass filter for feeding
the mid-range unit.

from a

speeding

single unit design. For such a design readers are
referred to ETI July 1987, which described the
Kapellmeister transmission line speaker.
So in answer to our original question, are

ambulance siren as it

passes, norma] domestic cone excursions are

equivalent to an ambulance siren at walking pace.
Doppler effect is thus no real obstacle to the use

crossover networks a necessary evil? We can reply no,

of single full-range drivers. The biggest obstacle is the
public who, having been brought up with multi-driver
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All pnces include VAT.

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell

BLANKING PANELS, RACKING CONSOLES
and RACK CABINETS are also available

Epsom, Surrey KTl7 3EO
Te!: 0(7)l 223 5016

Please send SAE for delails
Tel: 0275

823983 lor AccesWisa Sales orcheque

wilh order to:

RACKZPRODUCTS
PO Box 1402 Mangotsfield, Brislol, England, BS173RY
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THE EI{TERTAIIYER
his project was designed to effectively relay
music from your hi=fi system all round the

house in stereo at low cost to the builder.
It's a miniature FM stereo radio station, and
you control the music content of the
programmes!
Listening to the Music Relay on a Personal Stereo
FM radio, such as a Walkman gives you a high quality

cordless headphone system, which is more effective
than infra red cordless headphones. So this means
you no longer have to be in the same room as your
hi-fi system, and can now listen to your favourite music

in any room of the house, or even in the garden.
The design of the music relay is based on easy
to obtain components. The design uses an ELC1O42
TV tuner as an FM VHF low power transmitter. This

simplifies the design and eliminates troublesome
winding of coils etc. The unit can be hooked up to any
audio equipment as long as the auxiliary line outputs
are used as the signal source. These can be found on
many amplifiers. Sockets marked tape output'will
also work. The unit should not be connected to the

your hi-fi equipment. You will need phono leads to
do this. They can be made up or bought ready made.
All that remains now is to adjust R10 for good stereo
separation. The way to do this is to adjust R10 so that

the pilot LED goes out, then slowly turn R10 until it
just comes on. You should now have good channel
separation and a good stereo image.
Finally, the aerial can be a piece of bell cable
15cm to 70cm long. You could also use a telescopic
whip aerial. The range of the unit depends on the
aerial. If it is a piece of bell cable which is 30cm long
the range will be about 10m. In practice the unit can
be received all over the average house and even in
the garden.

PARTS LIST

speaker terminals of your amplifier, as this will
produce very distorted sound.

560p p
C5
150n or
100n
c6,9
'ln5
CB
1n5
C11,15 5n Ceramic
C12,13,14,16 10p'l6Velectrolytic
C17
100p Ceramic
C18
330p
c4,19,20 tn
C1,2,3,7,10

19kHz PILOT TONE

Fig. 1 Block diagram of Stereo Relay System

Testing And Trouble Shooting
When the printed circuit board is assembled and the
TV tuner is wired up there are only a few simple
adjustments to make. If you don't have a Digital
Frequency Counter, don't panic! You can still get the

project up and running.

SEMICONDUCTOBS

lcl
tc2
rc3
tt4
tcs

lF351,or

74J

er

ster

'

:'

4046BE
4011

40t1BE

::

40668E

Firstly power the project up with 12V either with

batteries (8

AA

cells) or a regulated 12V mains

adaptor.

Then tune your FM stereo rece\ver (radio etc)
anywhere between 88MHz and 97MHz. Choose a
frequency that isn't being used by any local radio
station. Slowly adjust R23. When a click is heard from

MISCETLANEOUS
1 ELC1042 TV tuner,
'1

0n/Off switch.

1 Dhnna rnalza+o

the radio, the transmitter and receiver are at thp same
frequency. Now adjust R7 while having R10 set

midway. At some point, the stereo pilot LED on the
radio will light. If a Digital Frequency Counter is to
hand, connect it to test point 1 and slowly adjust R7
until you get a reading of 19kHz. Then connect the

BUYLINES

DFM to test point 2, you should get a reading of about
38kHz. Donl worry if its not exactly 38kHz.
It is now time to connect the left and right audio
inputs of the project to the auxiliary line outputs o{
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I

B5

NOTEI

5k6

lCi
ICZ
lC3
lC4
lcs

= 1F351
= 4046

= 4017
= 4011
= 4066
01,2,3 = BCIO9
o1
= 1N4001
'
= OFF BOAHD

c4

-lF
B7

220k

COMPONENTS

c19
1n0

C20
1n0

+12V

R20
1

lou

03

r6v

50k
RIGHT IN

1

Fig. 2 Circuit diagram of Relay System

HO\v IT WORKS
The circuit described is

a

Switching Encoder lt enables two signats,

the leftand right audio channels, to betransmitted

bry

01 and its associated components form a phase shift oscillator,
whichproducesa l9kHzsinewave, lC1 isusedasahighimpedence
buffer. This prevents loading of the oscillator by other parts oi the
circuit. The next stage generates E 38kHz square wave earried out
by lC2 and lC3, lC2is a phaselocked loop and itsfunction isto double

the 19kHz sine wave

in

only two of these switches are used.
Before the audio is multiplexed by lC5, it is given pre-emphasis

one radio canier,

lrequency to 38kHz to provide a switching

signal for lC5, lC 5 is a 4066 which c0ntains 4 electronio switches,

lhigh frequeneies are boristed) by

02,03

and

associated

components. This improves the signal to nois€ ratio and hence the
s0und quality, Tirc electronic switches withln lC5 (40661 alternate
left and rightaudio channels
a

a1 a

lrequency of 38kHz. This produces

multiplexed stereo signal at pins 2, 3 on lC5. The signal is then mixed

with the 19kHz sine wave using C8, C19, C20. lt FM modulates
carrier generated by the TV tuners local oscillator.

a

VHF

EARTH

SIGNAL IN
R

IGH:T

(SCR EEN ED

)

TO TV
TUNEB PIN3

Fig. 3 Component overlay for System Relay
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bulbs, fuses and wire. Testing is carried out in one
simple operation and no lead swapping is necessary.
The tester consists of two bi-colour LEDs and two test
leads, one green and one red, labelled Anode' and

'Caihodel When the unit is connected to a diode
under test, one of the LEDs will illuminate red and the

other green, thus displaying the colour of the lead
which is connected to the anode of the diode and the
colour of the lead connected to tl.re cathode! If the
diode under test is short circuit in both directions. both

Tbst all your diodes
with a simple and

quick visual
indication. Jeremy
Siddons builds this
simple piece of test
gear.

nvariably, whilst working on various bits and
pieces in the workshop, either a project or just
experimenting, the need will arise for testing
the odd component or two. Testing is not a
means by which a good or bad component can
be found. but also a means of finding out more about
the component. For instance, one may use the trusty
multimeter to test an old diode, by applying the test
leads to the diode under test and checking the
continuity on the resistance range. The diode is then
turned round and the test repeated. This tells you
whether the diode works or not, and of course you
can then work out which leg is the cathode and which
leg is the anode

LEDs will be extinguished. lf the diode is open circuit
in both directions, both LEDs will light up yellow.
Checking LEDs is just as simple, the unit willilluminate
any working LED without the need to know the
polarity of the LED beforehand. Indeed, in the same
way as above, the tester will display which test lead
is connected to the anode and which is connected to
the cathode. Current through the device under test
will not exceed 18mA peak, 9mA average and the
peak voltage across the test leads is limited to about

4V. This ensur€s that there is no possibility of
destroying any component by either too much current

or excessive reverse voltages.
The unit can also be used for simple continuity
tests too: both LEDs light up yellow for an open circuit,

or both LEDs off for short circuity. Furthermore
speakers can be tested, a buzz will be heard from any
working speaker under test

Construction
The component overlay is shown in Fig. 3 and is quite
straightforward. First insert all the resistors, then the
capacitors, ensuring that they are mounted as close
to the board as possible. The IC should be inserted

next, taking care over correct orientation

[t

is

preferable to mount the IC without a socket to provide

a very low profile of the whole circuit, allowing the
board to be fixed to the unit's panel directly using the
switch mountings The LEDs can now be mounted,
the base of each LED must be 6mm from the board

When it comes to testing the contents of your
'bargain pack'of LEDs, the story is different First of
all, few multimeters are capable of testing LEDs
Secondly, testing an LED with a PP3 in one hand, 1k
resistor in the other and LED in the other hand is a
bit of hassle, especially for those of us with le3s than
three hands Also the LED has got to be the right way
round By this time, the thought of testing more than
one is just a little bit daunting, you could be spending
the time doing something much more interesting
insiead. like reading your favourite mag.
The device described here is simplicity itself and
alltypes of diode, LED (including
infra-red types) and even devices such as speakers,
is capable of testing
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TEST LEAO

+9V
PP3

0v
TEST LEAD

Fig. 3 Component overlay for the tester.
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to allow panel mounting The polarity of these bicolour LEDs is very important, because their polarity
directly affects their output colour under various test
conditions, see Fig. 4 for details. Dual-colour LEDs
do not have defined anode or cathode terminals and
so connection polarity is determined from the lead
length. The final component to be soldered onto the
PCB is the miniature slide switch. The battery clip can
then be connected and the board mounted in the box,
fixed using two M2 screws through the front panel
onto the switch fixing tags. Once the test leads are
connected, the unit can be tested before the box is
screwed together.

BUYLINES

Testing
Ensure the test leads are not connected to anything,
connect the battery and switch on. Both LEDs should
light up yellow and you may notice the individual red
and green segments in each LED. If the unit is not
working at this stage, check the battery and
connections. The LEDs wjll not light if the test leads
are connected together and this shows correct
operation so far
Finally, connect a working diode or LED across
the test leads and observe the result. One LED should
revert to green and the other to red. If they are both
the same colour, then reverse one of the bi-colour
LEDs. If the test leads are connected to an LED this
should also illuminate regardless of its polarity. Note
that the colours of the bi-colour LEDs reverse if the
diode under test is reversed The panel markings can
then be applied to finish off your simple yet very useful
piece of test equipment

HO\v IT WORKS
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pin 9, is connected

R4.

a

Fig. 4 LED mounting.

appearance of yellow at about 70H2,

lfa diode

is placed

acrossthelestleads,

ol the square wavg the dlode will be forward
and LED 2 causing them to utinguish lor

tha

.

use

lumi

ald

theni
biased

Eele
,LEDI,,

half cycle. For the

half cycle, the diode under test will be rwe$e biaSed:and'ha
ef f ect

R4

470f

CAPAOITOBS

C1,2

100n'epoxy case coramic,

sf Mtcoi\tDUclons

'

,LEDI,
',,|c1'

3mm bi-colour.
NE556

MISCETLANEOUS

SWl

Sub-miniature sllde switch.

PP3 battery clip,
box to suit,

2xM2 serews,
2xcroc-clips lone green, one redl,
PCB.
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30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

THE FIE,MONITOR II
100 WATT SPEAKER KIT

f60.00 +f3.50 P&P (pairl

RESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz
BASS POLYi,'|ER CONE D; 22cm
DOME

MEETER: 14mm

OVERALL SIZE

(HWD):382,252,204mm

30W dome tweeter, Size 90x66mil JAPAN made
2200/rf can type Electrolytic 25V d c computer
Vade nade in UK by PHILIPS
33000pf l6V d c electrolytic high quality
compulet grcde UK made
20 ceramic trimmers
Tuning capacitors,2 gang dielectric a.m type
3 position, S tag slide switch 3 amp rated
125V a.c. made in USA
Push-button switches, push on push ofl, 2 pole
change over PC motnt JAPAN made
2 pole 2 way rotary switch
Right angle, PCB mounting rotary switch,
4 pole, 3 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
3 pole,3 way miniature rolary switch with one
extra position off (open Irame YAXLEY type)
4 pole, 2 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
llixed control knobs
Stereo rotary potentiometers
10k wire wound double precision
potentiometers U( made
Single '100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap
lunets UK made by PHILIPS
UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and
unlesled UK made by PHILIPS
FM stereo decoder modules with diagram
UK made by PHILIPS
6'x%" High grade Fetile rcd UK made
AM lF moduleswith diayam PHILIPS UK made
AM-FM tuner head modules UK made by Mullard
Hi-Fi stereo pre-amp module inputs for CD, tuner
tape, magnetic cartridge with diagram
UK made by MULURD
All metal co-axial aerial plugs
Fuse holdets, panel mounting 20mm type
ln line tuse holders 20mm lype
UK made by EULGIN
5 pin din, 180'chassis socket
Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2 8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains llex
Large VU meters JAPAN made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge with 78 and
lP styli JAPAN made
rd and play heads
ers, PCB mounting

REC0I\,lMENDED AltilP POWER:
10-100 watts per channel

The performance standard achieved in this

compact design is distinctively superior ta anything else available at the

price. The drive units

used are of sophisticated

design and have been

carefully integrated with a Complex Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with a
well focussed sound stage and sharp- resolution
of detail. Distortion throughout the frequency
range is low even at quite high power input and
this gives a great sense of dynamic range and
openness especially when used in bi-wired

BP(,25

Bm26
9P021

Bm29
BPO3O

mode
with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS MID.
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GRILLE CLOTH. SCREW TEBMINALS

Supplied

SCREWS.

ROSS MULTITESTER
As new condition but have

Bm35
Bm36

been returned by customers or
shops so they may need some

BP()37

attention. Hence the price of
€3.50 each plus f 1.60 P&P.
Order five and gei the sixth

Bm38

one free. Postage f5.40.

DIGITAL MULTI TEST METER ac oc

resistance and DC Amps Mosl of these units are
but have been returned or rejected by the slore
sold with all faults at €11.00 each Postage E'l 00
Made by P,ss Etectrontcs)

BOSS

BPO39
BPO4l
BPO42
BPO43
BPO44
BPO45A

BPU6A
BPO47

P

RA

Mains an
High qua

'1

ed.

BPUTA

Medium and Long Wave

reception

i

6 pushbutton selected
preset stations.

Fully retraciable

aerial.

telescopic

:

8P053
BP054

SHURE HIFI STEREO MAGNETIC CARTRIDGE Fifted with an elliptical diamond stylus

supplied with firing kir and instructions A good quality
unit made to sell fbr well over twenty pounds due to
of
are ableto offe
scoop
price. All units
nd
the m
ou
lf you order in
boxed
get

on

e e1.30 (Made

i

8P055
8P055
BP057

24V 0 3VA mains power supply Brand new boxed
UK nade by MULURD
25V DC 150mA mains adaptor in black plastic case
with flying input and output leads new units made
for Iamous sound mixer manulacturer
Size 80x55x47
0C44 transistors Remove paint lrom top and it
becomes a photo-electric cell (0RP 1 2)
UK nade by MULURD
Low signal transistors n p n, p.n,p, types
14 watt output transistors, 3
complimentary pairs in T066 case
lldeal replacemenl for ADl6l and l62s)
Tape deck pre-amp lC with record/replay
switching No 1M1818 with diagram
5 5 watt audio lCs No TBA800 /,AIEZ)
10 Motor speed control lcs, as used with most
cassette and record player motors
1
made by PLESSEY
with diaoram

play (red)

4

8 Bridge rectifiers, 1 amp,24V
200 Assorted carbon resistors
BP05S 1 Power supply PCB with 30V 4VlA transformer,
MC78l8CT lC & bridge rectitier: Size 4"x2ya"
5 6 35mm irono iack plugs
5 6 35mm slereo switched iack sockets
Coax chassis mount sockets
1
3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

8P058

8P061
BPodt
Bm64 f

Bm65

KOSS STEREO HEADPHONES

High quatiry
light weight stereo headphones fined 3.5mm iack with
adaptor to 6 4mm jack. ldeal use Hifi oI personal stereos,

madetosellforninepounds Ourpriceforrhisunit€425.
Postage 60p

i

;
i

MULTIBAND RADIO

VHF 54-176 MHz + AM CB BANDS'l-80
Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,
AIRCRAFT, RADAR

f 1 7.95

neoroPnY,%lcetlr5rlrNES

P95TAGE
€2.85

MANYMANYMORE

SOUELCH CONTROL
,,RUBBER

DUCK AERIAL"

HAND HELD WALKIE TALKIES
ln the cut-throat world of consumer electronics,
one of the questions designers apparently ponder over is "Will anyone notice if we save money
by chopping this out?" ln the domestic TV set,
one of the first casualties seems to be the sound
quality. Small speakers and no tone controls are
quite common
TV companies
est quality sou
pact independ
to your Hi-Fi is a must for quality reproduction.
The unit is mains operated. This w souND
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 4 preselected tuning controls. All parts including
Varicap tuner, mains transformer, PCB with lC's,
capacitors and coils etc., to build the unit
illustrated above; without case and scale.

fl1.50 + f2.30

P&P
Case as illustrated C6.90

+ f2.00

P&P

ldeal for sports or any outdoor
activities. Builtin call button and
separate volume control, Range

l.2km maximum

An easy to build amplifier with a good specificatlon. All the components are mounted on the

single P.C.B. which is already punched and
backpri nted.

r
r
r
r

30Wx2 (DlN 4ohm)
CD/Aux, tape l, tape

ll, tuner and

phono

n puts
Separate treble and bass
Headphone.lack
Size (H.W.D.) 75x400x 1 95mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C B , allcomponents, scale
and knobs €36.80. post f3 50
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit
i

125 watt-per channel stereo power amplifier
with independent volume controls, professional
1 9" rack mount and
extra reliability.

si

lent running cooling fan for

Output power 125W RMS max. per channel
Output impedance
. . ... 4 to 16 ohms
(max. power into 4 ohms)
Sensitivity ..
450V at 22K ohms

Protection ... Electronic short-circuit and fuses
220-240V a

c

50Hz

435x 1 25x280mm

Chassis dim

f142 ltz.oopap
STEREO MIXER

s-channel stereo disco mixer in racking case which can
handle up to a total of 10 phono, line and mic inputs,
switchable on front panel. Twin 5-band graphic equalizer with insert/bypass switch. Cross fader between
channels 1 and 2. Mic channel with low Cut filter and
talkovdr switch. Separate L and R master controls.
Outpui for amp, tape and headphones

lnputMic. ..

03mv600ohms

Phono
...... . . .. 2.5mv50Kohms
.. ..........
....... 1.2V
Headphone
.......50mV@7sohms

Outputs:Amp&Tape
Equalizercontrol

f

requencies,,.,.. 60, 250, 1 k, 3.5k, 1 2kHz

Equalizercontrolrange,,..,..., ll2dBboostorcut
Size

. ....

350 x 280 x 90mm

fI18.90 +

f5.80 P&P

BELT-DRIVE
OUICKSTART VARISPEED
DISCO TURNTABLE
*

*

t

Ouick start ideal for scratching
Pitch control
Pop-up target lamp
Strobe lamp

*
* Counterweighted tubular
headshel
* Full manual control

tone arm with

plug-in

I

4glVIHz crystal

control superhet circuit with builtin condenser mic. and speaker.
Unit supplied with vinyl carrying
case and pers6nal earphone.

f32.90 a pair
+ f2.60

P&P

fl12.00
+ f7.00 P&P
28.0.28V 4 AMP MAINS TRANSFORMERS
at

th
50

0.5A
copp
each

and un

x 105 x
r famous
is 2.7 Kg !
0
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PCB

TELEPHONE
ORDERS
may be made on

SERVICE

ACCESS or VISA

(o442)
66551

LECTRONICS September
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed in Buylines.
Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts ofthe form. Make sure you use the board reference
numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers

are the year, the next two are the month.
Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice
if required. Such orders will not be processed until payment is received.

E8909-1

E8909-2
E8909-3
E8909-4
E8909-5
E8910-1

E89tO-2 MID[
E8911-1

E8911-2
E8911-3
E8911-4

E8972-l

Mapper

Smoke Alarm main

board

SmokeAlarmpowersupply ..
Frequency Meter (3 boards) ..
Serial logic Scope . ..

MainsFailureAlarm
SurveilancePCB.... ....

E9006-3
E9006-4

E9O07-4

E9007-5
E9008-1
E9OO8-2

E9008-3

.. . L t.......D
.. D

M
... . E

............

C

...

[1.80
L2.50

f3.25
f4.00
84,75

t5.50
L6.62
L7.20
f.8.80

910.60

t13.10
t15.80
L17.90

a
R
s
T
u
v
w
x

s21.80
L23.90

t25.90
929.00
L32.20

f35.80
f37.90
L40.70

J

K

..

.- N

.. L

Quantity

Ref.

no

Price

Code

L I Postandpacking

.

vAf,)

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST
Please supply:

Price

Total price

t0.75

I

f

i

Totat enclosed

II

Please send my PCBs ta (Brocx cAptrArs pLEAsE)

TelephoneExtensionBell .,.... ..C
Telephone External Bell
.. D
Fecko Box
.. . G L
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Meter
Alarm
TiansistorTester ....... ...
Decision Maker .....
AC Millivoltmeter . .
Temperature Controller
FM Generator .........

E

.. G

E9007-3 Footstep

M
F
... .. ...... F
. ..... ... O

.......
.
.....

.... .....

E9OO7-2 Digital Frequency

.. ......

E8972-2
E
E8972-3 Slide/Tape Synch
E8972-4 Pedal Power
..L
. ... ... K
E8972-5 Digital Noise Generator
J
E9001-1 20 mefte Receiver .... .
E9001-2 WavemakerFG ....
.....................L
E9001-3 Motorcycle Intercom .. ..
.. . . F
E9001-4 LowVoltageAlarm
.. ...... C
. .. N
E9002-L EPROM Emulator
M
E9002-2 Superscope Mother Board
E9002-3 Superscope CRT Driver Board .....,..... .. K
... K
E9002-4 Superscope Timebase Board . . ... . .
.............. J
E9003-1 Superscope Y1 input board .
J
E9003-2 Superscope Y2 input board ...
E9003-3 Superscopeswitchgenerator ...... E
...
E9003-4 Businesspowerampboard
E9003-5 Businesspowersupplyboard .... .. .... J
... . . L
E9003-6 Business pre-amplifier board
G
E9003-7 Water hole .. .
E9003-8 ruPEr
Super ,rErr
...
. .. . D
Siren "'
;h
E9003-9 Valsbadge.. .. ..
F
E9004-1 Bass Amplifier DC Protection ....
E9004-2 Bass Amplifier Graphic Equaliser . . . .. ... L
N
E9004-3 BassAmplifierMicro...............
O
E9004-4 Quad Power Supply ...
..... O
E9005-1 Business Display
E9005-2 Phone lock and logger
.. . F
G
E9006-1 Dark Room Timer ..

E9006-2

E9006-5 BugSpotter
E9007-1 Guitar Practice Amp

Digital joystick-to-mouse conversion .. . ... . . H
.. .. H
Twin loop Meial Locator
Trembler movement detector .. . . . . ... .. . .... D
Field power supply (spec 3) .. .. .......... C
.F
Micro monitors active filter ...
.... .... C
Chronoscope auto-reset

Price
(inc.

c
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
o
P

E9009-1 Slide Projector Controller .............. E
E9009-2 Ultimate Diode Tester
.... D
E9009-3 The Entertainer
.....G

E8908-4

Price
code

I

Name.
Address.

....

Postcode

_ .TgE Tau." "TAD.j=t . 9f1,1 _ J
57
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MODER TTDIODE
CIRCT.]ITS
Ray L[arston looks at

LED, photodiode, and
varicap diode
applications rh fliis
fingl.part.of his
mnt-senes.

he first three parts 6f this series looked at

the basic characteristics of the junction
diode and associated devices (zeners,
varicaps, LEDs, etc), and then showed a

whole range of practical applications of
ordinary diodes, rectifiers, and zeners. This month's
concluding episode rounds off the subject by looking
at practical applications of LEDs, photodiodes, and
varicap diodes, etc.

respectively.
The basic Figure 5 circuit can be used as a'blown
fuse' indicator by wiring it as shown in Figure 6.
Normally, the circuit is shorted out by the fuse, but
becomes enabled when the f use is 'blown'; under this
condition the load current is limited by the C, value.

LED Basic Circuits
A LED (light emitting diode) is a special type of
junction diode that ernits a fairly narrow bandwldth
of visible (usually red, orange, yellow or green) or
invisible (infra-red) light, when stimulated by

a

forward electric current.

LEDs have typical power-to-light energy
conversion efficiencies some ten to fifty times greater
than a simple tungsten lamp and have very fast
response times (about 0.1pS, compared with tens or
hundreds of mS for a tungsten lamp), and are thus
widely used as'visual'indicators and as moving-light
displays: a variety of basic LED circuits are shown in
the present chapter.

COLO UR

RED

ORANGE

YELLOW

GREEN

TYPICAT

lVa

2VO

2V',l

2V2

Fig. 1 Typical forward voltages of standard
LEDs at lr = 2OmA
A significant voltage (about 2 volts) is developed
across a LED when it is passing a forward cunent, and

0 __l_

+

Fig. 2 A reverse biased LED
I acts like a zener diode

tf

t,,
1

r"

LED

Figure 1 shows the typicalforward voltages of different
coloured standard LEDs at forward currents of 20mA.
If a LED is reverse biased it avalanches or 'zeners' at
a fairly low voltage value, as shown in Figure 2. Most
practical LEDs have maximum reverse voltage ratings
in the range 3 to 5 volts.
In use, a LED must be wired in series with a
current-limiting device such as a resistor. Figure 3
shows how to work out the 'R' value needed to give
a particular current from a particular supply voltage.
ln practice, R can be connected to either the anode
or the cathode of the LED. The LED brightness is

proportional to the LED current; most LEDs will
operate safely up to absolute maximum currents of
30 to 40mA.

A LED can be used as an indicator in an AC
circuit by wiring it in inverse parallel with a normal
Fig. 3 Method of finding the 'R'
value for a given V" and 11

Fig 4 Using a LED as an indicator
in a low-voltage AC circuit
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diode, as shown in Figure 4, to prevent the LED being
reverse biased; for a given brightness, the 'R' value
should be halved relative to that of the DC circuit. Note
that if this circuit is used with high-value AC supplies,
'R' may need a fairly high power rating; thusi if used
with a 250 volt supply it will need a minimum rating
of 2.5 watts at a mean LED turrent of 10mA. This
snag can be overcome by replacing 'R' with a currentlimiting series capacitor, as shown in Figure 5. Here,
the C5 impedance limits the LED current to the
desired value, but C5 dissipates near-zero power, since
its cunent and voltage are ninety degrees out of phase.
C, values of 100nF and 220nF are usually adequate
on 250 volt and 125 volt 50-60H2 AC lines

Fig. 5 Using a LED as an indicator in an
AC power line circuit

Fig. 6 AC power line 'fuse blown' indicatol

Practical Usage Notes
The first practical problem that willbe met when using
a LED is that of identifying its polarity. Most LEDs
have their cathodes identified by a notch or flat on the
package, or by a short lead, as indicated in the butline

diagram of Figure 7. This practice is not universal,
however, so the only sure way to identify a LED is to
test it in the basic Figure 3 circuit. Tiy the LED both
ways round, when it glows, the cathode is the most
negative of the two terminals; always test a LED before
soldering it into a circuit. (Alternatively, the Ultimate
Diode kster project, in this month's ETII-Ed).

k
I SHORT LEAD)

Fig. 7 Typical outline and method of
recognising the polarity of a LED
Special mounting kits, comprising a plastic clip
and ring, are available for fixing LEDs into PC boards
and front panels, etc. Figure 8 illustrates the functioning of such a kit.

Fig. 8 CLIP and RING kit used to secure a
LED

to a front panel
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Most LEDs come in the form of a single LED'
package of the type shown in Figure 7 Multi-LED
packages are also available, however The best known
of these are the 7-segment displays, comprising seven

(or eight) LEDs packaged in a form suitable for
displaying alpha-numeric characters So-called
'bargraph' displays, comprising 10 to 30 linearlymounted LEDs in a single package. are also available
Most LEDs provide only a single output colour.
A few specialist devices do, however. provide 'multicolour' outputs. These are actually 2-LED devices,
and Figure 9 shows one such device that comprises
a pair of LEDs connected in inverse parallel, so that
the colour green is emitted when the device is biased
in one direction, and red (or yellow) is emitted when

direction This device is useful
for giving polarity indication or null detection.
it is biased in the reverse

LEDs will usually cause one LED to'hog'most of the
available current, leaving little or none for the
remaining LEDs

>

R1

7\

LEoz!

fr2

[1.

Lro:!

Fig. 12 This cilci$it can drive a
large nurnber ol LEDs, but at the
expense of trigh current

LED-Control Circuits
The three most widely used types of visible-output
LED-control circuits are (ignoring the ones used for
alpha-numeric LED control) those used for LED
'flashing', for LED 'sequencing', and for LED Uot' or
'bar' analogue-value indication.
'Flasher' circuits turn a LED repeatedly on and
off, to give an eye-catching display action They may
control a single LED or may control two LEDs in such
a way that one turns on as the other turns off and vice

(OR YELLOWI

Fig. 13 This LED driving cir*uit

will NOT work 0ne 1EP

',vii1

*ni]

all the current

versa.

'Sequencer'circuits drive a chain of LEDs in such

Fig. 9 'Bi-colour' LED actually houses two
LEDs connected in inverse parallel

a way that each LED in the chain is switched on and
off in a time-controlled sequence, so that a ripple of

Another type of 'multicolour' LED is shown in
Figure 10. This comprises a green and a red LED
mounted in a 3-pin common-cathode package. This
device can generate green or red colours by turning
on only one LED at a time, or can generate orange
and yellow ones by turning on the two LEDs in the
ratios shown in the table.

OUTPUT
COLOUR

parallel, so that almost any number of L.EDs can be
driven from a single source
Another way of powering several LEDs is to
simply wire a number of the Figure 3 circuits in
parallel, as shown in Figure 12. Note, however, that
this is very wasteful of current (which is equal to the
sum of the individual LED currents).
Figure 13 shows a'what NOT to do circuit. This
design will not work correctly because inevitable
differences in the forward voltage characteristics of ihe

RED

ORANGE

Y

ELLOW

light seems to run along the chain.
Fina[y, analogue-value indicator circuits drive a
chain of linearly-spaced LEDs, in such a way that the
length of chain that is illuminated is proportional to
the analogue value of a voltage applied to the input
of the driver circuit, eg, so that the circuit acts like an
analogue voltmeter.

Simple LED-Flasher
Circuits
GREEN

One of the simplest types of LED d.isplay
circuit is the LED flasher, in which a single
1smA
0
5mA
10hA
CURRENT
LED repeatedly switches alternately on
and off, usually ai a rate of one or two
LEO2
3mA
2mA
0
5mA
flashes per second. AZ-LED flasher is a
CURRENT
simple modification of this circuit, but is
arranged so that one LED switches on
'Multicolour'
from
two
giving
four
colours
LED,
Fig. 10
when the other switches o{f, and vice
junctions
versa. To complete this look at simple LED
A very important practical point concerns the use
circuits, Figures 14 and 15 show practical exarnples
of'second grade' or bulof-spec' devices advertised
of 2-LED flasher circuits (readers looking for more
as'Bargain Packsi These devices often have forward
complex LED display circuits willfind stacks of them
in the author's 'Optoelectronics Circuits Manuali
volt drops in the range 3 to 10 volts, and may thus
available from Heinemann Professional Publishing
be quite useless in many practicalapplications Always
test these devices before use.
Ltd),
LEDl

Multi-LED Circuits
Several LEDs can be driven from a single power
source by wiring the LEDs in series as shown in Figure
11. Note that the supply voltage must be significantly
greater than the sum of the individual LED forward
voltages. This circuit thus draws minimaltotal current,
but is limited in the number of LEDs that it can drive.
A number of these circuits can, however, be wired in

ol

2N3904

Fig. 14 Transistor 2-LED flasher circuit operaies
at 1 flash-per-second

Figure 14 shows the practical circuit o{

Fig. 11 LEDs wired in series and driven via
a single current-limiting iesistoi
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a

2-transistor 2-LED flasher, which can be converted
to single-LED operation by simply replacing the
unwanted LED with a short circuit. Here, Q1 and Q2

are wired as a 1 cycle-per-second astable multi-

vibrator, with switching rates controlled via C1-R3 and
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-!

t

c2-R4.
Finally, Figure 15 shows an IC version oI the
2-LED flasher. This design is based on the faithful old
555 timer chip or its more modern CMOS counterpart, the 7555. The IC is wired in the astable mode,
with its time constant determined by C1 and R4. The
action is such that output pin-3 of the IC alternately
switches between the ground and the positive supply
voltage levels, alternately shorting out or disabling one
or other of the two LEDs. The circuit can be converted
to single-LED operation by omitting the unwanted
LED and its associated current-limiting resistor.

Photo jfransistors
Ordinary silicon transistors are made from an npn (or
pnp) sandwich, and thus inherently contain a pair of
photo-sensitive junctions. Not surprisingly, they are
also available in photo-transistor form, and use the
standard symbol of Figure 17.

I

*d
lFig. 17 Photo-transistor symbol

Figure 18 shows three different basic ways of

using a photo-transistor. In each case the basecollector junction of the transistor is effectively reverse
biased and thus acts as a photo-diode. In Figure 18a
the transistor base is grounded, and the device acts
as a simple photo-diode. In Figures 18b and 18c the
base terminal is open-circuit and the photo-generated
currents of the base-collector junction thus feed
directly into the base and, by normal transistor action,

generate
Fig. 15 lC 2-LED flasher circuit operates
at about 1 flash-per-second

Photo-Diodes
When p-n silicon junctions are reverse biased their
leakage currents and impedances are inherently
photo-sensitive, they act as very high impedances
under dark conditions and as low impedances under
bright ones.
Normal diodes have their junctions shrouded in
opaque material to stop this unwanted effect, but

f" #*t
*

2:

".!

{t-",*f .J

photo-diodes are specially manufactured to exploit it,
and have their junctions encased in translucent
material. Some photo-diodes are designed to respond
to visible light, and some to infra-red (lR) light. In use,
the photo-diode is simply reverse biased and the
cutput voltage is taken from across a series-connected
load resistor, which may be connected between the
diode and ground, as in Figure 16a, or between tl e
diode and the positive supply line, as in Figure 16b.
Photo-diodes have a far lower lighlsensitivity
than cadmium-sulphide LDRs, but give a far quicker
response to changes in light level. Generally, LDRs
are ideal for use in slow-acting direclcoupled 'lightlevel' sensing applications, while photo-diodes are
ideal for use in fast-acting ac-coupled 'signalling'
applications. Typical photo-diode applications include
IR remote-control circuits, IR 'beam' switches and
alarm circuits, and photographic Tlash'slave circuits,
etc.

sii
$$ffire?d8{tr{
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increases

but the useful operating

bandwidth

decreases as the R1 value is increased. Also, the R1
value must, in many applications, be chosen to bring

the photo-sensitive device into its linear operating
reglon.

Opto-Couplers
An opto-coupler is a device housing a LED (usually
an IR type) and a matching photo-transistor (or photo-

diode); the two devices are closely optically coupled
and mounted in a light-exclusing housing.
Figure 20 shows a basic opto-coupler 'usage'
circuit The LED is used as the input side of the circuit,
and the photo-hansistor as the output. Normally, SWl
is open, and the LED and Q1 are thus off. When SW1
is closed a current flows through the LED via R1, and
Q1 is turned on optically and generates an output
voltage across R2. Note that the output circuit is thus
controlled by the input one, but that the two circuits
are fully isolated electrically (this is the major benefit

Varicap Diode Circuits

*&
&@ffiffi#
it*

qx
b*GM#

collector-to-emitter

of the opto-coupler) In practice, this simple circuit can
easily be modified to give coupling of either digital or
analogue signals.

qq1
&,-s
fr$
&x
tm.**amm,{'

*ds&
qw

a greatly amplified

current that produces an output voltage across series
resistor R1.
The sensitivity of a photo-transistor is typically
one hundred times greater than that of a photo-diode,
but its useful maximum operating frequency (a few
hundred kHz) is proportionally lower than that of a
photo-diode (tens of MHz) The sensitivity (and
operating speed) of a photo-transistor can be made
variable by wiring a variable resistor between the base
and emitter, as shown in Figure 19; with RV1 open
circuit, photo-transistor operation is obtained; with
RV1 short circuit, photo-diode operation occurs.
Note in the Figures 16 to 19 bpto circuits that,
in practice, the R1 'load' value is usually chosen on
a compromise basis, since the circuit voltage gain

Fig. 16 Alternative ways of using
a photo-diode

Finally, to complete this look at modern diode circuits,
Figure 21 shows a basic varicap diode usage circuit.
The diode is reverse biased via R1 and a stable external
control voltage (usually variable fuom zero to about
10 volts), and the varicap is coupled to an external
circuit via blocking capacitor C1 The varicap
capacitance is maximum at zero bias, and decreases
as bias is increased.
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Fig. 18 Alternative ways of using a photo-transistor

Fig. 19 Variable-sensitivity photo-transistor circuit
Fig. 21 Basic varicap diode usage circuit

Ordinary silicon diodes have maximum (zero
bias) capacitances of a few pF and have typical
aximum-to-minimum capacitance ratios (cap ratios)
of about 2:1. Specially manufactured varicap diodes
(which are often available as a matched pair) are
m

available with maximum values of about 500pF and
oI20:t (ie, the capacitance can be voltagecontrolled from 25pF to 500pF) . They are widely used

cap ratios

Fig. 20 Basic optocoupling ciicuit

in voltage-controlled tuning applications, etc.
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equipment is reviewed, useful
practical projects are detailed
and all the national and
international band news is

featured. Of particular
interest to ovetseas readers
ate the QSL pages, articles on
shortwave listening, and
reports on UHF CB.

Cover Price C1.50

Cover Price: f1.50

Published: 1st Friday of each month

Order
your copy
NOW!
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Why not subscribe?

Telephone 0442 66551
Ext 357
for further information

Published: 3rd FYiday of each Month

Order
your copy
NOW!

Why not subscribe?
Telephone 0442 66551 ext 210
for further information

PCB FOIL
PAJITERATS
Some new corrections

.

Digital Noise Generator

(December 1989)
On Fig 4, C4,5 should be 68n, not 68p. ln the
Parts List, C6,7 should be 560p, not 560n.

Fower Supply Theory (April 1990)
See Read/Write for corrections to the maths.

Flatmate (May 1990)
IC5 and IC6 should be rotated by 180 degrees
from the orientation shown in Fig. 4 "Mains In'
should read 'To liansformer'. C12 is missing
from the Parts List, and should be 1n0.

Telephone Extenslon Bell (June 1990)
The foil was incorrect. A correct loil is printed
in this issue Boards from our PCB service are
correct. In Fig. 9, the component overlay was
printed wrongly. It should be as shown below.

!!!!!

!!!!!

The Entertainel

Slide Projector Controller
Board designed by Tsien UK using Boardmaker 2

Testlng, Ibstlng (June 1990)
All references to I voltages in the section on
quiescent current should be + voltages.

Digital Frequency Meter (July 1990)
The resistor connecting IC4 and IC6 should be
labelled R13, not R18. The circuit diagram is
conect. On the Parts List, PBl and PB2 should
be SW3 and SW4. XTAL1 is not listed;
HC-49U 10MHz would be suitable

Telephone Extension Bell
(ET! June 901
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Ultimate Diode
Tester
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READING ?
E

IIgTyKEHAMRoAD,READING,BERKSRG6IpL

Tel:073468041. Fax:0734351696. Callerswelcome9am-5.30pmMon-Fri(untilSpmThurs)

EASY.PC, SCHEMATIC ANd PCB CAD
NEW VERSION!
NOW DRAWS EVEN FASTER!
DES!GN
Only

t98.00

AWARD

t --

- v,.-.-

Fast Professional Quality Output at an Affordable Price
wflte orPnone lor lull

detarls:-

Number One Systems Ltd.

!a

The CAD Specialists

REF: ETl, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS,PE1T 4WR, ENGLAND.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (6lines)
ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
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Ben Adewole
0442 66551 Ext 250
Send your requirements to:
ETI Classified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.

ELECTRONICS

mffi

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

"A

& G rEltECflRO

I?ICS 1,7'D"

ELECTRON C COTPONENTS MA L ORDER COMPANY

Transistors, IC's. Diodes, Cables,
LED's, Capacitors, Transformers,
Poten liometers, Speakers, Solar
Chargers, Computer Disks,Video
Tapes, Test Gears, Aerosols, etc

MINI HI-VOLT SUPPLIES

-9112V
to 1skv (35x150x25mm approx)

q30; Power strobe light (45Ws tube,
240V) t16; Surface mounted logic
probe
TTL/CMDS 811. Contact
M. Hrybyk, 54 Middleton Drive,
Bury, Lancashire BL9 8DS.

+

!

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER SCMNCE
loMByteWinchesle6,used,SnonlhsWly
Driv€s,80Tk DSDD

5 25,,Disk

LIMTED

f42,00each T4LSTTL,pickandmix,buyl0ormore,or e012each
CS4OOsach

Types available '00 '02

'04'08

'11

'12'13'15'20'21 '26

-

ment Amplitiers

SEND

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

LE.LI] II-l

AMAZING VALUE

hw Low Pdces

Lineage: 55p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
El4.OO per single column centimetre (+ VAT)
Elebtomart X22.OO pet insertion (+ VAT)
!'
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts.

C12

..

Ex-equipinclusive; QOW

steel rack; T03 Heatsinking

sockets & mains power supply. KAl,
8, Cunliffe Road, llkley.

FOR YOUR COPY

'1

27C256'25€PROMS
256K Byte DRAM Modules, remvd kom

e3,50each Smoke delecloB, large wilh escape light and

equrp

600

each feature :

pause

t13.00 each

Prices include postag Add 50p (plus VAT) to orders below E5 00
All items new unl rss stated Add 150/0 VAT to all prices
Send an SAE for our latest list or for more info

Also

a

FM Transmitter Kits
Telephone Bug Detector Kit

Fe6dy buill FM transmillor ts00 includrng tusl & Pack nq
The3e EE CommeEi.l Kits- Wealsostoct.sole.llon ol
S..nnl ng F.c.lwB, e telephone lor lalest slock o r.sk lo r
a

le..elrlogu.

97 LEIGH RD, ATHERTON, GT, MAilCHESTEB
Telephone Atherton (0942) 891140 [/1ail 0rder 0nly

EX-EOUIP DISPLAYS. 7-seg C.C.
'1" (Maplin FAO4E) f1.50; 0.5"

Tel=

0223 424602 or 0831 430496

(FE25C) t1.50; 16-Digit, 16-seg
vacuum with controller 89.95; Add
50p P&P J. Gill,35 Eglesfield Road,

South Shields NE33 5PS.

No

callers.

CLASSIFIED ADVEFIISEMENT DEPARTMENI T

ARGUSHOUSE,BOUNDARYWAY,

:

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD designs and elecimech draughting.
For a fast efficient service. give us
a call on: 081-443 1381.

HEMELHEMPSTEADHP2TST I
55p per word + VAT minimum 15 words. Semi-display C14.00 per single I
I Bates: Lineage
I column cm plus VAI No reimbursements lor cancellations. All ads must be pre-paid. I

I

Name
Address

I

I Signature
I

DaytimeTel No:
Date

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.
EXPIRY
DATE

I

I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I
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QUALITY
SURVEILLANCE
SECURITY
EQUIPMENT

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and service
centre.
nics, Unit 12,
Station
Tewkesbury,
Glos. Tel:

ircluding VHF

C
D

Aulomal c Telephone

lecorders Recordtng
Bnefcases Bug
D€le.toG
Ie ephone
CounlerTap Un(s
also otler a complete

receiue6 ca$ettes and ball€ries

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS
NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-1 l5MHz, 500 metre
range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL

OFFER complete kit ONLY

S5,

assembled and ready to use 88.95

llrite

or phone lor a derailed catalogue

ESKAN ELESIRONICS
DEPT,

lo

ttD.

EI, I72 CALEDONIAN ROAD, LONDON,

N1

B,07L.278 1768E

post free. Access/Visa orders telephone.021-41 1 1821 Cheques/PO's
to: Quantek Electronics Ltd, (Dept
ETI), 45a Station Road, Northfield,
Birmingham 831 3TE,

KITS, PLANS, built units, microtransmitters, telephone switches,
protection (sonic

list:AcE(Tl),99
nesford, Staffs.

a

05438 71902.

II-I

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER
SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT
WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY

ir

I
I

(Please note, MailOrderonly)

(FR4lU) 50p; 7x5 Dot-matrix

II

I
I

Dept ETl, 374 MILTON ROAD, CAMBRIDGE CB4 1SU

VOICE/SOUND

ACTIVATED

SWITCHES easy to follow diagrams

and uses only f1.00. Components
and PC.B's available. Herrington, 63

Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, London
W7 1NL,

--rr--r-rJ
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Start training now forthe following
courses. Send for our brochure
without obligation or Telephone us on
(Fer:Er/s/so)
0626 779398

-

Name

r
n

RadioAmateur

tr

Licence C&G
Micro-

tr

N ATIO
COLLEG
TECHNO

Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of Technology (NCT Ltd)
offers a range of packaged short courses in

processor
lntroduction to

analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.

Television
Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence Schoo!
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

If you organise

car

I

a

course that may interest ETI readers

O442 66557.

packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.

designs, solar and wind generators,

fql}Efiffit

Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:
NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU
or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext. 202

high voltage teslas, surveillance
devices, pyrotechnics and com-

lmpooeds Erch srp h6
poinls: 40-4916-d96C.

8&9rC, 991@11G115r.

puter graphics tablet. 1 50 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre

121-127-132-1WC, 149149154-160rc Supdied in
packets ol 45 strips priced at t3.00 plus VAT.
These and olhet types ol indcalo6 up to
aveilablelrom:
Sp€cialised tabels,8l
Millq Stanhope StEt,
(0332)
Tel
382421, Far

to the conditions of the award. These higtrly popular

roonv

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser

RREVERSI BLE TEII PERATU RE
INDICATORS

Miniaturelabelsl'lmm x 3mm

The advantages are that you may.
at any time- work at your own pace
- commence
have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
-involved. BTEC certificates are available subject

Publications, Unit Z Old Wharf
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Road,

2*.t

Ledbury, Herefordshire, HRB 2HS.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
are best seen at

OMNIELECTRONICS
stock a wide range ol

eldMrc mponents

al

FRASER ELECTRONICS

174 Dalkeith Road,

Edinburgh EHl6 sDX
Tel:031 667 2611
Open: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sa 9@5pm
Send 2x18p stamps for laleg catal€ue

oneollhelarqestcomponenlrelaileEinlheUK Fastandefficient
same day pe 6onal seryice on 'l N SToCK ITE[,,1S' Very compelative
plices No minimum ordel Call Cicklewood Electrcnics now

40 CR|CKLEWOOD

BRoADWAY, LoNDON NW23ET

Tel: 081.450 09951452

0l6l

42ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA * HANTS
Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard

Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

FORMORE INFORMATION

Our terms

ON SERIES DISCOI]NTS

CONTACT

BENADEWOLE ON

0442 66551

DIRECI ELECTRONICS
E LECTRO N IC S COM PO N ENT SPEC IALI STS

627ROMFORDRD,
MANORPARK
LONDONEI2SAD
Tel:081-553 1174
Mon-Sat 10-O pm/Thurs 10-lpm
We slock

alarye range

ofw

& Video spares

PROGRESS!VE RADIO
87/93 Dale
47

Street

Whitechapel

Tel: 051 236 0154
Tel: 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2
,T

H E E LECTRON I CS SP EC IALI STS'

Open: Tues-Sat 9.30-5.30

ALLPARTS

TV & VIOEO SPARES EMPORIUM

NOWOPEN
Trade and Public Retail

Outlet

PANASONIC HEAOS FROM T1095
FERG VIDEO HEADS FBOM 81095
vtoEo coPY KlTs c5.99 0H scAFt KIT 19 99
FERG VIDEO LAMP WITH PLUG 60p
FEFG vl0E0 LAMP WIRE ENDS 40p
MMMA]S FUSESfI PEF PACK OFTEN

'

.

For

new advertisers (semi-display and

lineage) are strictly pro-forma payments until
satisfactory reference can betaken up (excluding
recognised advertising agencies) Cheques and
PO's should be crossed and made payable to
ABGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS and sent
together with the advertisements to:
The Classilied Oept.,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST
There are no reimbursements for cancellations
Advertisements arriving too late for a particular
issue willbe inserted in thefollowing issue unless
accompanied by instructionsto the contrary lt is
the responsibility olthe advertiser to ensure that
the lirst insertion ol svery series is published
correctly, and corrections must be notif ied in time
for the second insertion, otherwise lhe publishers will not accept liability or olfer any
reduction in charges
All advertising sales are subject to Government
Regulations concerning VAT. Advertisers are
responsible tor complying with the various legal
requirements in Iorce eg. The Trade Description

Act, Sex Discrimination Act & the Business
Advertisements (Oisclosure) Order 1977.
FullTerms & Conditions of Advertising
available on request

Panel Engraving Service
f

n our Audio supplement. we present the first in a series of loudspeaker

Idesigns. We start by taking a comprehensive look at electrostatic
types with plenty of design considerations in order that you may build
one yourself-

AII you do is fill in the coupon stating clearly the code number, your
name and address and your remittance made payable to: A.S.P.
Reader Services.

For the choice of colour you must add two letters to the end of the
Black panel, white lettering, RW
- Red
- White panel, black lettering, WR -Theultimate inpersonal service mustbeto offer afront panelmade to
your design requirements and this does not have to be limited to
electronic projects
r[srgrua, even your
us by letter or Fax
panel design and we will be happy to give you a quote for a coloured
front panel. On acceptance ofthe quotejust sdnd in the artwork and
we'll do the rest. There's a minimum charge of € 10.00 * VAT for this
custom service but we reckon it's worth it.
Here are some recent popular projects to start this brand new service
on its way, the prices are inclusive of VAI and postage and packing:
P9005-1 The Business Bass
816.95
P9003-1 SuperscopqCRTPanel E 3.95
P9003-2 SuDerscoDe X shift Panel E 2.95
P9003-3 Suirerscoire
E 4.95
P9003-4 SuperscopeYl
4.00
P9003-5 Superscope Y2
4.00
P9003-6 Superscope All 5 boards f.17.95
P9001-1 Wavemaker
€ 5.00
P8910-1
5.95
P9007-1 Decision
8.95

In the concluding part of Microwaves, Colin White discusses the
uses within the fields of RADAR, astronomy and medicine. Still on the
subject, we present a Ieature on Instrument Landing Systems at airports

where microwaves are essential {or the safe landing of aircraft.
Will solar power ever become cost effective and establish a place
in the energy generating game? The renewable energy series tries to
find the answers to this and the differeni methods of utilising the sun rays.

lf you feel like plugging in the soldering iron, we can offer a
component tester, a digital countdown timing faciliiy to improve your
powers of oratory, be it in lecturing or disco presentation and a guitar
pick-up to convert your ageing acoustic music box to perform something

rather louder.
Order your copy today and collectthe October issue on September
7rh.

The above articles arc in preparation but circumatances may Frcvent publication

Amp

T/base
Input
Input
FG
Multimeter
Maker

f
f

f
f

TELEPHONE ORDERS

0442 66sst
G,;;;;;;",-

-o,v-

August we featured the first part on the workings of a

Imodern-day synthesiser. The second in our energy

LI
I vtsa
E

series

featured an article on wave and water power and in Electric Eye,
we reviewed the latest trials to give blind people easier access

Services, Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts) HP2 7ST

-

fn

-;,;J

to written information.
Projects covered were a Temperature controller, an FM
generator, an AC millivoltmeter and an Update on a stereo
decoder featured in ETI in 1987. A limited number of back
copies are still available from Select Subscriptibns (address on
contents page).
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THE SH
The sound of the 90's has been cut down to size.

What promises to be the most popular synth of the decade, the
ground breaking SY77, is now available

in

19" rack-mount form taking

just 3U of precious rack space.
TG77 has all the tone generating wizardry that put the SY77 where it
is today. AFM (Advanced Frequency Modulation) and AWM2 (second-

generation Advanced Wave Memory). And that means crystal clear
samples combined with state-ofthe-art

FM synthesis.

But there's more. RCM (Realtime Convolution

and

Modulation) synthesis brings the two different sound sources
together to create a third that is greater than the sum of its

A whole new world of

parts.

sound

that's unique to Yamaha.

With built-in drums, two stereo and

8

assignable individual outputs, TG77
becomes a powerful production tool. Add

the kind of software support that only
Yamaha can provide and you can be sure

your investment

will

be one for the

future as well as the present.
Come with us and

YAMAHA

see'.

For further infomation on the TG77 and SY77, please complete this coupon and
send to: Yamaha-Kemble Music (UK) Ltd , MI & Pro Audio Division. Mount
Avenue, Bletchley, Milton Keynes, MKI l.IE
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